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I 

 

Abstract 

In the deposition of plasma-sprayed coatings, the molten (or semi-molten) droplets impact on 

the substrate surface, spread and solidify to form splats with various morphologies. Splats 

serve as the basic building blocks of the bulk coating where their morphology changes and 

splat-substrate interactions are critical for microstructure characteristics and properties of the 

coatings. Such droplet impingement onto the substrate surface with small diameter scales, 

high temperatures and velocities involves complex phenomena such as fluid dynamics, 

solidification, bubble entrapment and interfacial heat transfer. 

In this thesis, the formation of single plasma-sprayed metallic splats, including droplet impact, 

spreading dynamics and droplet-substrate interactions, is studied experimentally and 

numerically. Starting with experimental work on the morphology characterisation of Ni splats 

on stainless steel substrates, splat overspreading and fragmentation were closely correlated 

with the presence of a large proportion of moisture on the substrate surface. For regular-

shaped splats (finger splashing or perfect disk), a numerical simulation was developed to 

investigate droplet spreading behaviour and the solidification process. The influence of the 

interfacial thermal contact resistance, the liquid-solid contact angle, the droplet surface 

tension, the droplet thermal conductivity and substrate preheating temperature were 

investigated. Interfacial interactions between the splat and the substrate, including 

solidification microstructure, contact quality and edge delamination, were carefully 

characterised by FIB and TEM microscopes. Combined with the simulation results of energy 

conversion and fluid dynamics during droplet spreading, solidification was found to be 

crucial in generating splashing in the absence of substrate surface moisture/adsorbates. The 

formation of Ni20Cr splats on stainless steel substrates was studied by focusing on the 

changes in splat morphologies, droplet spreading dynamics and splat-substrate interactions 

compared to Ni splats. The addition of Cr was helpful for suppressing splat fragmentation, 

promoting droplet spreading and facilitating the elemental interdiffusion along the interface 

due to the improved wettability and changes in droplet thermophysical properties. The splat 

formation mechanism developed on stainless steel substrates was further applied for Ni and 

Ni20Cr splat formation on chromium substrates. The different thermal properties (especially 

thermal conductivity) of substrate materials significantly influenced the droplet solidification 

process, and thus the spreading behaviour and splat morphology changes. 
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Introduction                                                                                    

1.1 Motivation  

Thermal spraying techniques, which include combustion spraying, plasma spraying, wire arc 

spraying, detonation spraying, and cold spraying have been widely used to prepare high 

performance coatings for protecting substrates from erosion, wear, high temperature attack 

and corrosion. For plasma spraying, powder particles are injected into a plasma stream where 

they are heated and accelerated towards the substrate. Upon impact, the heated particles 

rapidly form splats (‘splat’ is the term for the molten coating droplet that impacts a substrate, 

spreads and solidifies) and build up on one another to form the coating. In this way, splats 

with various morphologies serve as the basic building blocks of the bulk coating. There is 

some evidence that splat morphologies/shapes correlate with coating adhesion strength, 

coating deposition efficiency and pore/oxides inclusion [1-3]. In general, coating adhesion 

strength is determined by mechanical interlocking and metallurgical bonding along the splat-

substrate interface and the splat-splat interface. These features, in turn, are strongly 

dependent on the splat formation process, droplet impact dynamics, spreading behaviour and 

the solidification process. Therefore, studying the changes of plasma-sprayed splats could 

provide some important information in controlling coating quality. 

The formation of single splats and the splat morphology evolution in plasma spraying 

depends on a range of factors [4-9]. These include the high temperature thermal-physical 

properties of the powder material, the presence of substrate surface adsorbates/moisture, the 

substrate temperature, the droplet contact angle (wettability) on the substrate surface, the 

thermal contact resistance along the splat-substrate interface, and interfacial interactions such 

as elemental interdiffusion and substrate melting.  

Substrate preheating is an efficient and cost-effective way to induce a splat transitional 

behaviour from the fragmented morphology to the disk morphology, but this phenomenon 

has not been fully understood. In general, transitional behaviour can be indirectly 

characterised by the parameter of transition temperature, defined as the temperature above 

which 50% of splats are disk-shaped [1, 4, 6, 10, 11]. However, some questions arise as to the 
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physical meaning of the transition temperature and which factors closely influence it. On 

mirror-polished substrates, a consensus has nearly been reached that the evaporation and 

decomposition of substrate surface moisture/adsorbates and hydroxides induces splat 

fragmentation/overspreading. However, there is reason to question the conclusion as to 

whether the transition temperature is only correlated with the moisture/adsorbates 

evaporation or not. There is evidence that substrate properties (for example surface chemistry) 

may play a role. During substrate preheating, the surface chemistry, mainly the compositions 

of surface oxides formed on top of the substrate, may also be modified in the process of 

vaporising surface moisture/adsorbates [12-18]. It is the very thin substrate surface layer that 

first interacts with the molten droplets. For different metal substrates, the surface oxide layers 

may show varying compositions during preheating, for example, stainless steel substrates 

experiencing complex surface composition changes [19, 20]. So does the substrate surface 

chemistry change influence droplet spreading and splat formation? Two different conditions 

of surface chemistry evolution during preheating should be tested, for example, complicated 

surface chemistry for stainless steel substrates and simple surface chemistry for chromium 

substrates. 

Extensive efforts have been devoted to understanding changes in splat shapes near the 

transition temperature. In order to characterise the transition temperature, splat morphologies 

are simply assumed to be either splashed or not. However, in reality, there are different 

splashing morphologies associated with different formation mechanisms in splat formation. 

What do these different morphologies tell us about the splat impact and spreading process, 

for example, the effect of the droplet solidification process or substrate properties on splat 

formation? Furthermore, more efforts in understanding the interactions between the splat and 

the substrate along the interface, especially elemental diffusion, droplet solidification 

microstructure and splat edge delamination, should be dedicated to reveal splat formation 

mechanisms. In the literature, the splat-substrate interface was normally prepared at random 

regions for the splats with irregular shapes (originating from the sprayed particles with a large 

size distribution) and relatively small interfacial areas were investigated [14-18, 21-24]. 

Therefore, more attention should be paid to splats with typical morphologies formed from the 

sprayed particles with a narrow size distribution (ensuring similar impact conditions). In 

addition, in order to comprehensively reveal the microstructure evolution along the splat-

substrate interface or splat-splat interface, large interfacial areas should be studied, from the 

centre to the periphery. More explanations should be explored to understand splat transitional 
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physics and more information should be provided to explore splat formation mechanisms and 

material projections during rapid droplet spreading, with the assistance of numerical 

simulation demonstrating the transient hydrodynamics and the direct observation of 

interfacial characteristics.  

Meanwhile, the wetting behaviour of droplets on a substrate surface is of interest because it 

will influence the flattening dynamics of the droplets. It has been observed that the addition 

of alloyed active elements (which are highly reactive, lead to interfacial reactions and 

promote wetting) such as Cr or Al may play a role in modifying droplet spreading dynamics 

and wetting behaviour under the condition of static spreading (the spreading velocity is very 

small) [25-27]. In the case of plasma sprayed droplets, non-wetting of the substrate may 

result in splashing and poor interfacial contact. It has been found that one of the main 

differences for the high temperature thermophysical properties after adding the active 

element, for example Ni and Ni20Cr powders, was liquid surface tension [28, 29], which is 

correlated with droplet contact angles and wettability. However, it is still unclear whether the 

addition of active elements will influence splat formation during plasma spraying. Which 

parameters, such as the difference in high temperature thermophysical properties, or other 

effects of interfacial reactions and dynamic wetting, will be dominant? More effort should be 

devoted to understanding differences in the splat formation mechanism with and without the 

addition of active elements.  

Additionally, the formation of plasma-sprayed splats fundamentally includes the droplet 

impact and spreading phenomena. Such droplet impingement onto the substrate with small 

diameter scales, high temperatures and velocities involves complex phenomena such as fluid 

dynamics, solidification, bubble entrapment and interfacial heat transfer. Because all of these 

characteristics occur in the magnitude of microseconds, it is impossible to clearly reveal the 

entire impact and spreading process in the formation of splats through experimental methods. 

Therefore, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation provides a good alternative to 

investigate the possible droplet impact dynamics, the time-dependent spreading process and 

solidification behaviour [30-33]. Very frequently, only limited parameters of influence have 

been performed in simulation studies for understanding droplet impact and splat formation 

during plasma spraying due to the computational efficiency. The present research conducts a 

comprehensive parameter study to demonstrate how the parameters of droplet impact 

temperature, impact velocity, droplet surface tension, liquid-solid contact angle, substrate 

preheating temperatures and interfacial thermal contact resistance influence droplet spreading 
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dynamics and the final splat formation with the assistance of high performance computer. 

Combined with experimental observations of splat morphologies and splat-substrate 

interfacial characteristics, the splat formation mechanism with respect to finger splashing can 

be well established. 

Therefore, the motivation for the present work is to provide an extensive understanding of the 

splat formation of metallic Ni-series powder materials (Ni and Ni20Cr) during plasma 

spraying. Due to the complexity of droplet spreading dynamics and solidification, this 

research tries to correlate the observed splat characteristics, that is, splat morphologies, 

solidification microstructure and interfacial interactions through experimental methods with 

the droplet transient spreading dynamics obtained by numerical simulations. The results 

provide some important clues into the factors that control splat formation, with the ultimate 

aim of using this knowledge to improve the interfacial contact quality between the solidified 

splat and the substrate. 

1.2 Objectives  

This study is dedicated to exploring the splat formation mechanism, in particular for metallic 

Ni and Ni20Cr powder materials, on thermally treated substrates, which accompanies rapid 

droplet impact, spreading, solidifying and interfacial heat and mass transfer between splats 

and substrates.  

The specific objectives of this research are the following: 

 Understand the influence of preheating on surface property changes for both 304 

stainless steel and chromium substrates, and correlate these changes on splat 

formation, i.e. the transitional morphology change as a function of preheating 

temperature; 

 Explore the physical meaning of splat transition temperatures for different 

powder/substrate material systems; 

 Study the splat formation mechanism of Ni splats on the substrates without the 

presence of surface moisture/adsorbate, from the viewpoint of both the splat 

morphologies and splat-substrate interfacial features. CFD simulations will be 

performed for an impacting Ni droplet to numerically study the transient spreading 

dynamics and material splashing phenomenon, especially the role of droplet 

solidification; 
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 Interpret how the alloyed active element (Cr) inside the sprayed powders (Ni) affects 

splat spreading behaviour and the interactions occurring along the splat-substrate 

interface; 

 Investigate the possible mechanism of splat formation as a function of the substrate 

material properties of thermal conductivity and surface chemistry. 

1.3 Outline of the thesis 

This dissertation consists of eight chapters. Chapter 2 summarises the main understandings 

on droplet impact problems and related deposition mechanisms, starting from the impact of 

millimetre-sized droplets without solidification, to the impact of millimetre-sized droplets 

with solidification but at low velocities, through to the impact of micrometre-sized droplets 

with solidification and high velocities. Chapter 3 presents the methodologies and 

experimental techniques in collecting single plasma-sprayed splats, analysing substrate 

surface properties and observing splat morphologies and the splat-substrate interface. Chapter 

4 describes the changes of surface chemistry and surface roughness for stainless steel and 

chromium substrates preheated at different temperatures, and interprets the meaning of 

transition temperatures for different powder/substrate material systems. Chapter 5 

investigates the splat transitional behaviour of Ni powders on stainless steel substrates, the 

interfacial characteristics occurring between the splat and the substrate, including splat 

delamination, elemental diffusion and solidification microstructure, and some fundamental 

fluid dynamics during the spreading process of plasma-sprayed droplets. Chapter 6 focuses 

on understanding the effect of alloyed active element Cr inside sprayed particles on splat 

transitional behaviour, droplet spreading dynamics and splat-substrate interfacial interactions 

through experimental analysis and simulations. Chapter 7 distinguishes the Ni and Ni20Cr 

splat formation mechanism on chromium substrates whose surface chemistry is kept 

consistent during thermal treatment and the thermal conductivity is larger, compared to that 

on stainless steel substrates. Chapter 8 summarises the main findings and conclusions of this 

thesis and presents some outlooks for future work. An overview of thesis structure is 

presented in Fig. 1.1. 
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Fig. 1.1 An overview of thesis structure. 
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Literature review                                                                            

This chapter reviews the current state of understanding of droplet impact and spreading 

dynamics on a solid, dry surface. Firstly, deposition and splashing phenomena are briefly 

examined for droplets with millimetre diameters at relatively low impact velocities, with or 

without taking into account the solidification process. Some clues can be derived to help 

comprehending the droplet spreading behaviour and splat formation mechanism during 

plasma spraying. Then, the dynamics of droplet deformation in the deposition of plasma-

sprayed coatings are described, where the droplet sizes are in tens of micrometre range with 

high impact velocities and high impact temperatures. In particular, the mechanism related to 

the splat fragmentation/overspreading is discussed and the parameters associated with the 

finger splashing phenomenon are included. 

2.1 Plasma spraying process  

Plasma spraying is a highly efficient technique widely used in aerospace, component repair, 

automotive and petrochemical industries [34-36]. Coatings deposited through this process 

provide protection against corrosion and oxidation as well as forming a wear-resistant surface 

for substrates. Sprayed particles of chosen coating materials, which are heated and 

accelerated by the plasma stream, impact onto the substrate and then pile up, forming a thick 

coating containing multiple layers with certain adhesion strength (normally less than 

100MPa). Normally, three bonding forms can be found along the interfaces (substrate-splat 

interface and splat-splat interface), that is, mechanical interlocking, diffusion bonding and 

chemical bonding [37]. Here, the splat/lamella is the term for the coating droplet that impacts 

a substrate, spreads and solidifies. The whole process comprising particle flight, droplet 

impact and spreading, and splat build-up on top of the substrate is depicted in Fig. 2.1.  
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Fig. 2.1.Schematic of plasma-sprayed coating deposition and related affecting factors. 

After injection into the plasma stream, particles experience heating and acceleration. During 

the in-flight period, heat from the surrounding plasma gas firstly transfers to the particle 

surface and then into the particle core, which is essential to melt particles. Sprayed particles 

can be classified as molten, semi-molten and non-molten states according to the melting 

degree [38]. The melting degree of particles has a significant effect on the resulting splat 

morphologies and coating properties. The molten (or semi-molten) droplets impact on the 

substrate surface, spread and solidify to form splats with different morphologies [39, 40]. It is 

widely accepted that the previous splats complete spreading and solidification processes 

before the impact of subsequent droplets [41]. As the deposition proceeds, the coating shows 

a typical lamellar structure with porosity, inter-splat oxides and splat interfaces, as shown 

inset in Fig. 2.2. The stack up of these single splats leads to a characteristic layered 

microstructure and coating properties, including anisotropy in mechanical properties and 

thermal conductivity, the formation of voids and cracks, and high intrinsic residual stress. 

Many factors such as spraying parameters, spraying powder properties, the substrate surface 

condition and the wettability of droplets onto the substrate, are considered to influence the 

impacting and flattening behaviour of molten droplets and coating properties, as shown in Fig. 

2.1.  
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Fig. 2.2. Schematic showing the typical microstructures of plasma sprayed coatings 

(Reproduced from [42]). 

Coating build-up, pore formation and coating adhesion strength are partially attributed to the 

splat shapes, which are determined by the impact, spreading and solidifying behaviour of 

single droplets. Fig. 2.3 shows the splat formation process. Upon impact, the droplet spreads 

outwards at high velocities, driven by the inertial energy. Simultaneously, droplet 

solidification occurs along the interface and a splat/lamellar is formed after solidification has 

been completed. Different splat morphologies (splashing or disk) are formed depending on 

the spreading dynamics. For coatings consisting mainly of splashed splats, greater porosity 

and lower adhesion strength easily occur compared to that consisting of disk splats [6, 43]. It 

can be seen that in the plasma spray process, the final splat morphologies resulting from 

different droplet impact and spreading dynamics play important roles in determining the 

ultimate coating properties.  

 
Fig. 2.3. Droplet impact, spreading, solidifying and the splat morphologies formed (Reproduced 

from [6]). 
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2.2 Impact of millimetre-sized droplets at relatively small velocities 

Droplet impacts on a solid surface are natural and essential phenomena in many industrial 

applications such as ink-jet printing, spray cooling, combustion engines, laser-induced 

forward transfer and thermally sprayed coatings. In brief, the impact phenomena of 

millimetre-sized droplets at relatively low velocities are summarised in this section, without 

and with droplet solidification. 

2.2.1 Spreading without solidification  

Fig. 2.4 shows the different morphologies during droplet spreading on a solid surface, 

without a solidification phase change. For the ‘prompt splash’ scenario, some satellite 

droplets are released from the breakup of the lamella tip when the droplet expands radially 

outwards [44, 45]. For the ‘corona splash’, the liquid lamella rises away from the substrate 

surface to form a bowl-like structure [46-48]. Both splash phenomena can be classified within 

the finger-splashing morphology. Basically, splashing is a phenomenon of material 

projections from the lamella main body that are caused by the upward disturbance and 

instabilities developed around the spreading tip [49, 50].  

 
Fig. 2.4. Morphologies of droplet impact on a solid surface without solidification (From [51] 

with permission). 

To address the droplet impact and spreading dynamics, several dimensionless parameters are 

employed, specifically, Weber ( We ), Reynolds ( Re ), Ohnesorge ( Oh ), and Capillary 

numbers ( Ca ).   The whole spreading process can be divided into two regimes: the surface 

tension controlled regime and the viscosity controlled regime [52-55]. In addition, the 

complex interactions between the droplet and the ambient gas/air play important roles in 

modifying droplet hydrodynamics and the formation of entrapped bubbles, as shown in Fig. 

2.5. The gas entrapped in the gap between the droplet and substrate is extremely compressed 

just prior to impact, which curves the droplet bottom surface [56-58], as shown in Fig. 2.5b. 
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It has been demonstrated that the factors improving droplet wettability, such as low liquid 

surface tension and low interfacial energy, are beneficial for bubble detachment and 

decreasing the porosity inside the droplet [58, 59]. 

 
Fig. 2.5. Overview of the droplet impact and spreading stages, (a) droplet spreading into a 

lamella, (b) bubble formation and dimple formation at the bottom due to ambient air 

compression, and (c) air flow along the interface lifting up the spreading tip (Reproduced from 

[55, 60]). 

Meanwhile, the droplet wetting behaviour is critical in affecting droplet spreading dynamics. 

The wettability of liquid can be expressed by Young’s equation, 

 sv sl

lv

cos
 



  (Eq. 2.1) 

where  , sv , lv  and sl  refer to the liquid-solid contact angle, the solid surface energy, the 

liquid surface energy, and the solid-liquid interfacial energy respectively. At the molecular 

scale, the wetting behaviour is described by the intermolecular forces between droplet liquid 

molecules and the substrate molecules [61, 62]. It is still not fully understood (experimentally 

or numerically) which parameter - static contact angle or dynamic contact angle - is dominant 

in controlling droplet spreading [63-67]. 

2.2.2 Spreading with solidification 

For certain applications such as inkjet soldering and plasma spraying, the droplets go through 

a solidification process. The bottom part of the droplet contacting with the substrate quickly 

solidifies, which plays an important role in changing droplet spreading behaviour. Compared 

to droplet impact without solidification, solidification during droplet spreading can induce 

complicated fluid dynamics, for example triggering material splashing [68-70]. In particular, 

solidification at the spreading tip is of great importance in modifying droplet spreading 

behaviour in Fig. 2.6. 
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Fig. 2.6. The solidified layer formed at the trijunction line during droplet spreading 

(Reproduced from [71]). 

Much effort has been devoted to evaluating the effect of droplet solidification on droplet 

spreading dynamics through simulation and analytical studies. It has been found that Peclet 

number 0 0Pe /pD V C k  and Stefan number mSte=C ( ) /p T T H   are essential in 

determining droplet spreading [32, 72, 73]. Here 0D , 0V ,  , C p , k , mT , T  and H  

represent original droplet diameter, the impact velocity, droplet liquid density, droplet 

specific heat, droplet thermal conductivity, the liquid melting temperature, solid substrate 

temperature and latent heat of fusion of the liquid respectively. 

Another important parameter influencing droplet spreading, when the solidification process is 

involved, is droplet wettability. When molten metallic/ceramic droplets spread on the 

substrates (metal or ceramic), reactive wetting behaviour is frequently observed, as shown in 

Fig. 2.7. At the molecular scale, the wetting behaviour is described as the intermolecular 

forces between droplet liquid molecules and the substrate molecules [61]. It is a process of 

liquid molecules dynamically adsorbing/desorbing to the substrate surface [62]. For 

micrometer-sized droplets with very low spreading velocities, reactive wetting could occur 

due to the interfacial reaction to promote droplet spreading [74],   

 
Fig. 2.7. Schematic showing droplet reactively wetting the substrate with the formation of new 

interfacial compounds (Reproduced from [75, 76]). 

With the addition of alloyed active elements, droplet reactive wetting behaviour is modified. 

In the measurement of the static wetting characteristics of copper (Cu) droplets onto alumina, 

after alloying with chromium (Cr), the segregation of Cr2O3 to the droplet-alumina substrate 
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interface was believed to significantly improve the wettability of Cu [25]. For Cu droplets on 

both zirconia [26] and alumina [27], the addition of Cr was observed to reduce the contact 

angles. The segregation of chromium oxides along the droplet-substrate interface was thought 

to decrease the solid-liquid interfacial energy and enhance droplet wettability. Similarly, it 

has been found that with the addition of Al, the wettability of Sn-Zn solders is significantly 

improved [63]. This suggests that reactive wetting might take place in the droplet spreading 

process during plasma spraying even though the spreading rates are large. The newly formed 

compounds or mutual element diffusion along the splat-substrate interface could influence 

droplet spreading dynamics and splat formation. 

In summary, the understanding of impact problems for millimetre-sized droplets, with or 

without solidification, provides fundamental insights and good comparisons for investigating 

the impact and spreading dynamics of micrometre-sized droplets. The use of static contact 

angle and dynamic contact angle in numerical simulations shows little difference in 

predicting the whole droplet spreading process. It should be noted that the solidification 

involved in droplet spreading could modify spreading dynamics or even trigger material 

projections. Furthermore, the addition of active elements such as Cr and Al inside the droplet 

could influence droplet spreading behaviour under a condition of low spreading velocity. 

Generally, the impact dynamics of micrometre-sized droplets would be comparable to 

millimetre-sized droplets when they would achieve the same Reynolds ( Re ), Weber ( We ) 

and Stefan ( Ste ) numbers. But in reality, it is difficult to achieve comparable impact 

conditions and scale-invariant spreading dynamics between these two diameter scales at 

different velocities.  

2.3 Splat formation mechanism during plasma spraying 

The droplet impact phenomena that occur during plasma spraying are similar to those of the 

millimetre-sized droplets discussed above, which comprise the impact, spreading and 

solidification processes. However, these characteristics take place at the magnitude of 

microseconds and more complex droplet-substrate interactions can occur due to the high 

impact velocity and high impact temperature. In general, splat morphologies can be simply 

classified into two groups: break-up/fragmentation, and deposition of regular shapes (with or 

without material splashing), as shown in Fig. 2.3. The evolution of splat morphologies is 

closely dependent on the particle impact velocity [77, 78], the substrate material properties [7, 

79], the presence of moisture or organic adsorbates (although moisture is often the main 
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component) on the substrate surface [5, 6], droplet wetting behaviour [4, 80], the surrounding 

atmospheric pressure [1], substrate preheating temperatures [37, 81] and interfacial thermal 

contact resistance [8, 82]. Among all of these influencing factors, substrate preheating is an 

easy, efficient and economical way to impose dramatic effects on splat morphology changes 

during plasma spraying. A transitional phenomenon of plasma sprayed particles changing 

from fragmented shapes to disk shapes is observed when substrates are heated to a critical 

temperature [1, 6, 83, 84]. This temperature is named the ‘transition temperature’ tT , above 

which more than 50% of disk splats are formed on the substrates as shown in Fig. 2.8. It is 

useful to note that the formation of disk splats greatly improves coating adhesion strength, 

deposition efficiency and decreases porosity [1, 2, 4, 9, 85]. The parameter of transition 

temperature is an indicator of how easily splat fragmentation is suppressed under the 

condition of a low transition temperature. 

 
Fig. 2.8. Transition behaviour for splat morphology and related coating adhesion strength 

(Reproduced from [4]). 

2.3.1 Splat fragmentation/over-spreading 

Even though the overall droplet spreading and solidification processes occur in the magnitude 

of microseconds, several research groups [8, 70, 86-88] have developed experimental 

techniques consisting of high-speed cameras and pyrometers to follow droplet spreading and 

cooling processes and to understand splat formation mechanisms. These methodologies 

firstly photograph the splat morphologies at different spreading stages for several sequential 
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impinged droplets, and then integrate all the scenarios together to represent the overall 

spreading behaviour of one single splat. Fig. 2.9 shows the process of droplet 

overspreading/fragmentation and void formation inside the spreading lamella on a substrate 

at room temperature during plasma spraying, captured by high speed cameras [88].  

 
Fig. 2.9. Experimental observation of the spreading behaviour of plasma sprayed molybdenum 

droplets on a glass substrate at room temperature, showing splat fragmentation and hole 

rupture (Reproduced from [88]).  

It has been pointed out that the suppressed interfacial heat transfer slows down droplet 

cooling, which induces splat overspreading. The parameter of thermal contact resistance is 

critical in influencing droplet spreading. When a molten droplet impinges onto a rough 

substrate, some air may be inevitably entrapped into the surface cavities as shown in Fig. 2.10. 

In that situation, good thermal contact only takes place at some random contact area, where 

heat energy can be quickly transferred from the droplet to the substrate. Because of the 

presence of air gas along the interface, a temperature gradient between the droplet and the 

substrate is created. To account for this effect, the concept of thermal contact resistance is 

used, which is dependent on contact pressure, surface roughness and material properties. The 

thermal contact resistance can be expressed in Eq. 2.2, 
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  (Eq. 2.2) 

where thR  stands for the interfacial thermal contact resistance, dT  stands for droplet 

temperature, sT  stands for substrate temperature, and q  stands for the heat flux.  

 

Fig. 2.10. Sketch of interfacial contact between the splat and the substrate with line illustration 

of heat flux from the splat to the substrate (Reproduced from [89]). 

The collection of plasma-sprayed single splats is generally performed on mirror-polished 

substrates to minimise the effect of surface roughness on droplet spreading. However, in fact, 

thermal contact resistance still varies with time and position along the splat-substrate 

interface during droplet spreading, and also correlates with droplet impact velocity [90]. At 

room temperature, the central core of splats remains in good contact with the substrate under 

conditions of high impact pressure resulting from the high impact velocity. Therefore this 

area develops a small thermal contact resistance leading to high rates of heat conduction and 

solidification, as shown in Fig. 2.11a. Because some condensates/adsorbates [91] and 

moisture [5, 88, 92] are present on the substrate surface, these species are quickly vaporised 

when the molten droplet spreads on the substrate. It is proposed that, in Fig. 2.11a, the upper 

liquid splashes over the bottom solidified layer and as a result, a central core remains on the 

substrate surface. However, another more reliable explanation is that a gas layer or cushion is 

formed along the substrate-droplet interface away from the splat centre, as shown in Fig. 2.12. 

In an extreme case, the thick hydroxides formed on the aluminium substrates through boiling 

water immersion can be decomposed into oxides and thus release moisture gas by the large 

heat flux transferred from the hot droplet [13, 16, 93]. On the one hand, this gas layer would 

generate high upward force to lift up and destabilise the spreading liquid. Once the impact 

pressure decreases to a level comparable with the gas vaporisation pressure, some liquid 
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would project out [94]. On the other hand, this gas layer could increase the thermal contact 

resistance between the droplet edge and substrate, leading to poor heat conduction from the 

droplet towards the substrate. As a result, this part of the droplet remains as a liquid and 

“over-spreads” on the substrate, disintegrates and fragments. Another important feature 

observed during droplet overspreading and breakup is the formation and growth of internal 

holes which puncture and rupture the spreading lamella, as shown in Fig. 2.9. In practice, the 

holes are initiated from the entrapped air bubbles or the surface protrusions on the substrate 

[95-98]. The formed holes tend to expand further with decreased lamella thickness and 

increased liquid-solid contact angle. 

 
Fig. 2.11. Different splat morphologies of (a) the formation of central core and (b) the formation 

of disk lamella (Reproduced from [6]). 

 
Fig. 2.12. Droplet overspreading on the vaporised gas cushion (Reproduced From [88]). 
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Some numerical simulations reveal the splat fragmentation phenomenon on substrates at 

room temperature by assigning a smaller thermal contact resistance to the droplet centre and a 

larger thermal contact resistance to the rest of the spreading lamella (two orders of magnitude 

larger) [99-101]. During droplet spreading radially outwards, the central core solidifies 

quickly while the rest of the splat still remains as liquid and finally disintegrates. Due to the 

disintegration, only some finger-like material attaches onto the substrate and surrounds the 

central core as shown in Fig. 2.13. Alternatively, only a solid ring remains on the substrate 

surface surrounding the central core as shown in Fig. 2.14. However, it should be noted that 

these simulations generated splats with regular shapes on the preheated substrates only under 

the condition of constant interfacial thermal contact resistance. Disk splat morphologies can 

be attained by using a constant thermal contact resistance of 1-2x10-7 m2K/W instead of the 

varied thermal contact resistance. This indicated that the thermal contact resistance could be 

more stable when the surface adsorbent/moisture was removed from the substrate due to 

preheating. 

  
Fig. 2.13. Nickel droplet impact with a diameter 50 µm and 72 m/s on a stainless steel substrate 

with pressure-varied thermal contact resistance showing central core formation at room 

temperature through numerical simulation (Reproduced from [100]). 
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Fig. 2.14. Molybdenum droplet impact with a diameter 50 µm and 130 m/s on a non-heated 

glass substrate with 1x10-7 m2K/W thermal contact resistance for the centre and 5x10-5 m2K/W 

for the rest, showing the central core and solid ring formation through numerical simulation 

(Reproduced from [99]). 

As mentioned above, the interfacial thermal contact resistance is dependent on the actual 

contact area between the droplet and substrate, which varies with time and position. Besides 

the presence of surface moisture/adsorbates on the substrate, thermal contact resistance is 

also related to the droplet impact pressure, substrate surface roughness, substrate preheating 

and substrate thermal conductivity [100, 102]. Heichal et al. [102] found that interfacial 

thermal contact resistance firstly decreased and then increased with substrate preheating 

temperature when a millimetre-sized metal droplet impacted onto a metal substrate. With the 

increasing preheating temperatures, a layer of surface oxides was formed on the substrate and 

increased the contact resistance. However, McDonald et al. [103] argued that the surface 

oxides were only formed to a small thickness and had a negligible effect in changing contact 
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resistance. It can be seen that it is still difficult to measure the actual interfacial thermal 

contact resistance between the spreading droplet and the substrate, particularly under the 

conditions of high impact pressure, high spreading velocity and the solidification process in 

plasma spraying. 

2.3.2 Material splashing  

Material splashing (or ‘finger splashing’) is frequently observed on the substrates during 

plasmas spraying, even when the surface moisture/adsorbates have been removed. Liquid 

flow instability is believed to induce finger splashing. The fundamental fluid instability may 

originally result from Rayleigh-Taylor instability [104], Kelvin-Helmholtz instability [56], 

shock wave expansion upon impact [105], instability related with contact angle changes [106], 

instability related with fast solidification [68], or instability related with the substrate melting 

crater [107]. Briefly, Rayleigh-Taylor instability comes from the surface tension effect acting 

as capillary force on the droplet spreading edge. Kelvin-Helmholtz instability originates from 

the air-liquid interaction (airflow) underlying the droplet, generating large destabilised stress. 

The contact angle effect influences the contact line speed by altering the capillary force and 

thus promotes vertical velocity component, leading to material projections. The solidification 

process occurring around the droplet periphery obstructs radial spreading and triggers 

material splashing. Substrate melting would alter droplet flowing direction and induce the 

formation of cracks and finger jetting. More explanations are discussed in detail in the 

following sections. 

2.3.2.1 Role of impact conditions  

Wang et al. [108] found that the initial droplet temperature and impact velocity significantly 

influenced droplet solidification, and that splashing could easily occur for droplets with larger 

diameters. Many studies [43, 109, 110] found that the droplet impacting velocity had a 

crucial role in modifying the splat morphologies. Under the condition of high R e  and We  

numbers, severe droplet splashing was observed even on substrates preheated above the 

transition temperatures [69, 78, 111]. For analysing droplet impact problems with low impact 

velocities and without solidification, the splashing parameter 0.5 0.25K We Re is used as the 

threshold to predict splashing during droplet spreading. However this parameter only takes 

into account the impact conditions and physical properties of the droplet. Meanwhile, in the 

deposition of plasma-sprayed droplets, the substrate temperature is essential in changing the 
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droplet spreading dynamics. Thereafter, a new splashing parameter has been introduced to 

incorporate the substrate temperature, as shown in Eq. 2.3, 

 1.25 0.3
NK 0.5 Re Ka   (Eq. 2.3) 

where a  is a parameter taking into account the substrate temperature and droplet impact 

velocity [43]. 

Additionally, a high impact velocity develops a high impact pressure and generates expansion 

shock waves as shown in Fig. 2.15. During propagation, the waves decrease the pressure at 

the impact zone but bring about edge projections [105].  

 
Fig. 2.15. Development of shock wave formation and propagation during droplet spreading 

(From [105] with permission). 

Furthermore, it should be noted that the molten particles are exposed to the surrounding high 

temperature plasma gas, and may experience significant oxidation through oxygen 

dissolution and chemical oxidation reactions. It is widely accepted that two types of oxides, 

i.e. small oxide nodules inside the particle and an oxide shell surrounding the particle, are 

formed during particle flight [7, 112]. These newly formed oxides may alter the contact line 

during droplet spreading. In addition, the dissolved oxygen in the particle during flight is 

thought to be beneficial for constraining droplet splashing because of decreased surface 

tension and contact angles [113, 114]. Li et al. [111] proposed that particle oxidation would 
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reduce the tendency of material splashing due to increased liquid viscosity. However, 

Sobolev et al. [113] proposed that the presence of an oxide shell decreased the impact 

pressure upon droplet collision and droplet supercooling during spreading, which was 

favourable for material splashing. However, it is still unclear how particle oxidation, in 

particular the oxide shell influences splat formation. 

2.3.2.2 Role of ambient pressure 

Compared to that of droplet impacts at low velocities, the changes of ambient pressure can 

also modify droplet spreading dynamics during plasma spraying and induce different splat 

morphologies. Fukumoto et al. [1, 115, 116] noticed that, by reducing atmospheric pressure, 

more copper disk splats were formed on the substrate even at room temperature. Splat 

morphologies of plasma-sprayed metallic particles (Ni, Al, Ti and NiCrAlY) would change 

from fragmented shapes to disk shapes when the ambient pressure was reduced to a certain 

threshold named as the ‘transition pressure’, shown in Fig. 2.16 [1]. It can be seen that 

decreasing ambient pressure plays a similar role in splat morphology transition to increasing 

substrate temperature. Decreasing ambient pressure helps to vaporise the surface 

moisture/adsorbates from substrates and improve droplet wettability, which shows equivalent 

roles with substrate preheating effects. Jiang et al. [91] also proposed that at a lower ambient 

pressure, a large fraction of surface adsorbents, in particular moisture, was vaporised from 

substrates, promoting the formation of ZrO2 disk splats. A similar phenomenon has been 

observed for plasma sprayed cast iron splats under varying ambient pressure [117]. Based on 

the findings from droplet impacts without solidification in Section 2.2.1, reducing ambient 

pressure is also beneficial for reducing the upward compressible stress in the gap between the 

droplet and the substrate upon impact. Meanwhile, the resistant force and the lifting-up force 

exerted around the expanding front by the surrounding air decreases as well. As a result, 

finger splashing could be suppressed with fewer material projections. This mechanism may 

also occur in the splat formation during plasma spraying. Notably, during spreading, air flow 

around the spreading splat near the droplet rim [118] could cause instability in flattening 

behaviour. It can be concluded that the presence of ambient air also plays an important role in 

influencing droplet spreading dynamics. 
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Fig. 2.16. Splat transitional behaviour under varying ambient pressures (From [4] with 

permission). 

2.3.2.3 Role of substrate conditions and properties  

The intrinsic properties of substrate materials, especially thermal conductivity, play a role in 

modifying droplet spreading dynamics and the transition temperature. In general, it is 

observed that the higher the thermal conductivity, the higher the transition temperature [7]. It 

appears that the substrate thermal conductivity could affect the heat transfer rate along the 

droplet-substrate interface, which may change the splat morphologies and the relevant 

transition temperature. However, the role of substrate thermal conductivity on splat formation 

and splat-substrate interactions is not well clarified and more work needs to be done.  

Meanwhile, substrate preheating not only vaporises the surface moisture/adsorbates, but may 

also alter the surface properties including surface topologies of mean roughness and skewness 

[119, 120], as well as surface chemistry and oxide thickness [92, 121]. All these changes in 

substrate surface properties may modify the droplet spreading behaviour, droplet wetting 

behaviour and change the splat morphologies and interfacial contact conditions as a result.  

It is known that the substrate surface shape, that is, the arithmetic mean roughness, skewness, 

roughness wavelength and the shape of asperities, can directly influence droplet spreading 

and splat formation.  For instance, on a roughened surface the droplet spreading diameter can 

be greatly decreased, finger splashing is easily induced, and splats with highly distorted and 

irregular morphologies can be formed (the surface roughness is generally in the scale of 

micrometres) [122-128]. It is noticed that the  droplet flow can be greatly perturbed on a 

rough substrate surface with asperity heights when the surface asperity heights are 
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comparable to or larger than the thickness of liquid splat (the plasma-sprayed splat thickness 

is normally in the range of 0.5-3 µm) [129]. When a droplet impacts onto a rough surface, the 

expanding sheet tends to be lifted up by the surface protuberance. Nevertheless, the 

arithmetic mean surface roughness in nanoscale has been found not to be significant in 

influencing splat formation on stainless steel substrates [103, 120, 130]. Parameter skewness 

kS  is believed to greatly affect droplet spreading behaviour. Positive kS  means more peaks 

than valleys existing on the substrate surface while a negative value represents more valleys 

than peaks. During droplet spreading on rough substrates, the liquid should penetrate the 

valleys in order to achieve good contact with the substrate. When the substrate surface 

demonstrates more peaks than undercuts ( k 0S  ) caused by surface modification such as 

heating [11, 120] and etching [131], the contact area along the splat-substrate interface 

enlarges, which facilities heat transfer from the molten droplet to the substrate and influences 

droplet wetting ability. In addition, the surface texture of the substrate is important in 

affecting droplet spreading behaviour. Convex patterns such as a grid pattern and pillar 

pattern of the substrate surface are favourable for preventing finger splashing, compared to 

concave/hole patterns [126].  

Furthermore, the substrate surface chemistry can be modified during thermal treatment, 

especially for stainless steel material. Normally, thermally grown oxides that are formed on 

304 stainless steels, at a relatively low heating temperature (<673 K) and holding time (<1 h), 

develop a thickness of 20-30 nm under atmospheric conditions, where the external iron oxide 

layer and internal chromium oxide layer are formed [20, 132]. Surface chemistry changes can 

occur with heating, which are strongly dependent on heating conditions such as vacuum, 

atmospheric conditions and heating rates. Doyle et al. [19] studied the surface composition 

changes of 304 stainless steel as a function of increased temperatures (below 573 K) either in 

vacuum or in the air chamber with a low pressure of 6×10-6 Torr. They found that in the 

vacuum, the amount of iron on the substrate surface decreased with increasing temperature 

while the concentration of chromium increased. However, the concentrations of both 

elements were kept stable at the air pressure of 6×10-6 Torr. It can be seen that the preheating 

environment greatly changes the surface chemistry evolution of stainless steel substrates. 

Nevertheless, the surface chemistry change is relatively simple for chromium substrates 

under different preheating conditions where only Cr2O3 surface oxides are formed [133, 134]. 
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The substrate surface chemistry can influence splat formation, most likely through modifying 

the droplet wettability [4, 13, 70, 92, 135]. When droplets flattened on a thin layer of Au film 

deposited on top of the stainless steel substrate which was preheated at 400 K, more droplet 

splashing was observed compared to that on stainless steel substrates at the same temperature. 

The top Au layer had the same preheating temperature, mean surface roughness and skewness 

compared to the stainless steel substrate, but different surface chemistry. Substrate 

preoxidation has been found to decrease thermal contact resistance, mainly through 

supressing the adsorbents/moisture deposition on the surface, although the improved 

wettability by the surface oxide film cannot be neglected [103]. Presumably, the modified 

surface chemistry changed the droplet spreading behaviour through changing droplet 

wettability [4]. It is found that substrate preheating changes the surface chemistry inducing 

the element Mg and Cr segregation to the surface for aluminium substrates and stainless steel 

substrates respectively, which improves droplet wetting ability and promotes disk splat 

formation. Nevertheless, it is very difficult to quantitatively evaluate the effect of surface 

chemistry changes on splat formation through experimental testing. 

2.3.2.4 Role of substrate melting 

During droplet spreading on the substrate surface, the massive heat input from the molten 

droplet to the substrate may induce substrate melting. Overall, substrate melting behaviour is 

dependent on the degree of the droplet superheat, substrate preheating temperature and the 

material properties of both droplets and substrates. When plasma spraying molybdenum 

splats onto mild steel, Jiang et al. [9] observed the formation of substrate melting craters due 

to the high melting point of the impinged particles. Tran et al. [22] noticed substrate melting 

of stainless steel when Ni20Cr splats were deposited by plasma spraying due to the high 

degree of superheat. Zhang et al. [110] observed that, with the increase of droplet temperature 

upon impact, the substrate melting degree was enlarged through numerical analysis. A certain 

degree of substrate melting is helpful in forming metallurgical bonding and mutual element 

diffusion along the splat-substrate interface and increasing coating adhesion strength [136, 

137]. However, a substantial substrate melting modifies droplet spreading dynamics and 

increases the tendency of droplet break-up to form flower-like splats [107, 138, 139]. It is 

proposed that the melting crater formed on the substrate surface could destabilise droplet 

spreading and alter the flow direction of the molten droplets as shown in Fig. 2.17. This 

effect would trigger the rim part to detach from the surface and leave some cracked pieces.  
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Fig. 2.17. Splat splashing induced by substrate melting (Reproduced from [107]). 

2.3.2.5 Role of droplet solidification 

In the formation of splats with disk shapes, the droplet can solidify at a high rate, typically on 

the magnitude of 107 K/s-108 K/s [8, 70, 88, 140, 141]. It is argued that droplet solidification 

only occurs after the spreading process is complete, due to undercooling and nucleation delay 

[142]. When mathematically solving droplet solidification and heat transfer along the 

interface, analytical models assume that a uniform bottom solidification layer is formed with 

uniform thickness [110, 143-145]. The morphology of the solidification front is determined 

by the temperature gradient in the liquid and the interface velocity [24, 110, 140]. A 

dimensionless solidification parameter ( ) was successfully used to predict the effect of the 

bottom solidification layer on splat morphologies, that is, splat fragmentation, finger 

splashing and disk shapes [145]. This dimensionless solidification parameter is defined as the 

ratio of the bottom solidified layer thickness to the splat thickness, which takes into account 

many factors affecting the splat formation mechanism, such as particle characteristics, 

substrate properties and thermal contact resistance. The parameter   has three categories: 

(1) If the bottom layer solidifies too slowly ( 1 ), it does not affect droplet flattening. 

After the splat reaches the maximum diameter, it will disintegrate and produce a central core 

with a debris ring. 
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(2) If the bottom solidified layer develops an appropriate thickness ( 0.1 0.3   ), it will 

constrain droplet spreading because a large proportion of the initial energy can be converted 

due to droplet solidification process. Thus disk-like splats can be formed. 

(3) If the bottom layer solidifies too fast ( 0.3 ), it will dramatically obstruct the upper 

liquid layer which still has a high momentum. The liquid would then jet outwards to form 

splashed fingers. 

Meanwhile, a solidification-insensitive region is also proposed to represent the effect of 

solidification on droplet spreading dynamics [143]. If the thickness of the solidified layer 

reaches the top splat surface (solidification is finished) before the droplet spreading to 90% of 

the maximum diameter, solidification can greatly constrict droplet spreading and induce a 

small spreading diameter. Otherwise, solidification plays little role in changing droplet 

spreading behaviour. However, it is generally concluded that solidification takes place before 

the complete consumption of droplet kinetic energy at the maximum diameter.  It has been 

experimentally observed that the solidified grains formed at the splat periphery for  Al2O3 

[146], Cu [119] and Ni [147] particle materials are much smaller than those formed at the 

centre, showing a greater solidification rate at the periphery. Simulation studies also suggest 

that the solidified layer firstly forms around the splat periphery [22, 30, 37, 41, 148].  

It is impossible to directly and accurately observe the droplet transient spreading process, 

droplet solidification and the point at which material jetting is triggered. Hence, CFD 

simulations and analytical analysis provide a good alternative for studying droplet impact 

dynamics. Vardelle et al. [82] studied the influence of splat thickness and thermal contact 

resistance (TCR) on splat cooling and solidifying time by developing one-dimensional 

calculation model. For a zirconia splat with a low TCR value, a high temperature gradient 

existed inside the splat while for a high TCR value, the splat bottom temperature was almost 

the same as that of the top during droplet spreading. Zhang et al. [149] noticed that the splat 

remained as a liquid for a longer duration and flattened to larger diameters under the 

condition of a smaller TCR value. These results indicate that interfacial thermal contact 

resistance plays a key role in changing droplet spreading dynamics, but the actual values 

cannot be easily measured through experiments. A common way (though not necessarily 

accurate) to estimate interfacial thermal contact resistance is to match the experimental 

observations, such as droplet flattening ratios or measured droplet cooling rates, with 

simulation results [8, 82, 150, 151]. In these literatures, thermal contact resistance has an 

order of magnitude of 10-7 m2K/W under the condition of good interfacial thermal contact 
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(for example, well above transition temperature), and one or two orders of magnitude higher 

under the condition of relatively poor interfacial thermal contact (for example, lower 

substrate preheating temperature). 

During the wetting and spreading process of high temperature metallic droplets onto metal 

substrates, substrate dissolution, mutual elemental diffusion and the formation of new 

compounds are also involved along the interface. The direct observation of the solidified splat 

microstructure and splat-substrate interfacial features after spreading completion, with the 

assistance of focused ion beam (FIB) microscopy and transmission electron microscopy 

(TEM) [12, 14-18, 22-24, 152-154], can provide important information on the final 

solidification microstructure. Nevertheless, some additional complementary knowledge 

should be supplied by CFD simulations to investigate how droplet solidification influences 

the transient fluid dynamics and the material jetting. 

2.3.3 Maximum spreading diameter 

The maximum spreading ratio (the ratio of the maximum spreading diameter to the original 

droplet diameter) is normally used to characterise the droplet spreading behaviour [150, 155-

157] because it determines the final coverage area and the thickness of plasma-sprayed splats. 

The spreading diameter is measured based on the contact area between the droplet and 

substrate, excluding the splashed fingers. So far, a number of experimental measurements and 

numerical models have tried to describe the relationship between the maximum spreading 

ratio and the impact conditions in the formation of regular disk-shaped splats. Generally, the 

relationship between the maximum spreading ratio and Reynolds number can be simply 

described in Eq. 2.4, 

 max Reba   (Eq. 2.4) 

where max max 0/D D   is the maximum spreading ratio, maxD  is the maximum spreading 

diameter, a  and b  are the constants to be determined. However, these simplified expressions 

neglect some important parameters such as droplet solidification and liquid-solid contact 

angle. 
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Table 2.1 Relationship between the maximum spreading ratios and Reynolds number 

a  b Remarks Ref. 

1.294 0.2 Numerical analysis when Re>100  [158]

0.5 0.25 Energy conservation approach  when We 12   [66] 

1.04 0.2 Numerical simulation of metallic splats (Ti, Ni and W) [159]

1.21 0.125 Experiments of copper splats on stainless steel [78] 

1.00 0.22 Experiments of YSZ splats on mild steel [160]

0.43 

0.925 

1.2941 

1/3 

0.2 

0.125 

Experiments of YSZ splats on quartz glass 

Experiments of YSZ splats on stainless steel 

Numerical simulation of YSZ splats 

[161] 

[162] 

[163]

Goutier et al. [141] experimentally investigated the relationship between the maximum 

spreading ratios of plasma-sprayed metallic and ceramic splats and the parameters We  and

Re , using the mean droplet flattening velocity instead of the initial impact velocity. The 

results indicated that the spreading behaviour was more dependent on the surface tension than 

on the viscosity. Therefore, more work should be conducted to investigate the effect of 

droplet surface tension and viscosity on droplet spreading behaviour and splat formation. 

Some more complicated analytical models have been developed to understand the droplet 

spreading process for identifying the key factors influencing the final splat morphologies. 

The governing equations between these influencing factors and the maximum flattening ratio 

of splats are briefly summarised in the following: 

Madejski’s model [158] is expressed in Eq. 2.5, 

 
2

5m m3 1
( ) 1

We Re 1.2941

 
   (Eq. 2.5) 

where m  is the maximum flattening ratio. In this model, Madejski only considered the effect 

of surface tension and viscosity on droplet spreading behaviour. Meanwhile, it assumed that 

there was no solidification before maximum spreading and the conditions of

We 100,  Re 100  . 

Zhang’s model [53] is expressed in Eq. 2.6, 

 
2

5 2.5m m m3(1 cos )( 1)1
( ) S( ) 1

Re 1.18 We 1.15

    
    (Eq. 2.6) 
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where   is the contact angle and S=0.005  the solidification parameter. They took into 

account the effect of surface tension, viscosity, contact angle and solidification effects to 

improve Madejski’s model. The solution is more accurate for the condition of 4 610 Re 10   

and 35 We 5 10   . 

Chandra et al. [66, 68, 69, 157, 164] successfully predicted the maximum spreading 

diameters and droplet splashing based on the energy balance, by taking into account the 

kinetic energy, surface energy, viscous energy dissipation and solidification before impact 

and after spreading. Chandra’s model was expressed in Eq. 2.6, 
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m

*

We 12
3 4We

We 3(1 cos )
8 Re

s







  
  (Eq. 2.6) 

where *
0/s s D  is the ratio of solidification layer thickness s  at the maximum flattening 

ratio to the particle diameter. This new model was proposed based on the energy conservation 

of kinetic energy, surface energy, viscous dissipation and solidification. In this model, two 

parameters i.e. the diameter and thickness of the solidified layer were important in 

determining the splat diameter.  

2.4 Gaps in current understanding  

Even though a number of studies have been conducted to investigate the splashing behaviour 

of plasma-sprayed splats, the cause of this phenomenon is not fully understood (even under 

the same spraying conditions). Two main kinds of ‘splashed’ splats are observed in the 

literature. Typically, on a cold substrate, the splat tends to overspread on the substrate surface 

and finally break up and fragment. As a result, most splat material disappears from the 

substrate. Only a central core remains on the substrate, with a solid ring or some finger-like 

stripes surrounding it. This ‘splashed’ form could be termed ‘overspreading-induced 

fragmentation’. The other splat splashing form can be observed on the preheated substrates. 

Most splat material remains on the substrate surface, showing a disk shape. Nevertheless, 

some long/short fingers can still project away from the splat body. This ‘splashed’ form could 

be termed ‘finger-splashed disk splats’. 

It seems that a consensus has been reached that the release of surface moisture/adsorbates on 

the substrate is an important cause, but not the only one, in triggering splat 

fragmentation/overspreading and splashing. The phenomenon of overspreading-induced 
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fragmentation can be indirectly characterised by the transition temperature. It is of particular 

importance to investigate whether the so-called transition temperature is only related with the 

removal of surface moisture/adsorbates. Furthermore, the characterisation of the transition 

temperature is based on the proportion statistics of splats with or without splashing. The 

definition of splashed splats will directly influence the determination of the transition 

temperature. There is more to be learned if we are more nuanced about our definitions of 

splat splashing. Various droplet-substrate material systems and the detailed classifications of 

splat morphologies should be systematically investigated to identify the importance and 

application of the transition temperature on droplet spreading behaviour.  

Finger splashing can still occur on the substrate without surface moisture/adsorbates. This 

phenomenon is probably controlled by the droplet solidification process and the inertial 

energy conversion. Droplet solidification is of great importance in changing droplet spreading 

dynamics or even inducing finger splashing on the substrate surface without the presence of 

moisture/adsorbates. When the preheating temperature increases above the transition 

temperature, splats change into regular disk shapes, though frequently with long or short 

fingers formed at the splat periphery. With the assistance of CFD simulations and splat-

substrate interface observation, this issue can be clearly demonstrated. Meanwhile, the 

numerical simulations will directly follow the transient droplet spreading process, material 

jetting, and analyse the effects of some important parameters such as the interfacial thermal 

contact resistance, substrate preheating temperatures, droplet thermophysical properties, and 

liquid-solid contact angles on the droplet spreading dynamics and splat formation. The 

knowledge about understanding how splat splashing occurs will give greater insights into the 

droplet spreading process and splat formation. 

In addition, the wetting behaviour of droplets on a substrate surface is of interest because it 

will influence the flattening dynamics of the droplets as described in Section 2.2.2. The 

addition of alloyed active elements inside the droplets has been shown to affect droplet static 

wettability (at very slow spreading velocities) through the formation of interfacial compounds. 

It is of interest to investigate whether similar phenomena can be observed when the droplets 

rapidly spread on the substrate during plasma spraying. Several research groups have focused 

on studying the splat formation of nickel powder [30, 88]. Therefore, Ni-series powders are 

sprayed in order to consistently study droplet spreading behaviour, as that can provide a more 

informative understanding of the metallic splat formation mechanism. In the case of 

thermally sprayed droplets, when a splat does not effectively wet the substrate, splat 
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splashing and poor interfacial contact may be generated. With improved droplet wettability, 

material splashing can be reduced and the formation of disk splats is promoted. Enhanced 

wettability could be also linked with a lower transition temperature, meaning that disk splats 

can be more easily formed. It has been observed that when Ni powders were alloyed with Cr 

or Al, the transition temperature of Ni-Cr or Ni-Al splats was significantly reduced compared 

to pure Ni [4]. The decreased transition temperature was speculated to be related to improved 

wettability with the Cr/Al additive. To further investigate this effect, the spreading behaviour 

and formation mechanism of Ni20Cr/Ni5Al splats will be studied in this thesis to compare to 

that of the Ni splats.  

In general, plasma-sprayed splats are collected on stainless steel substrates, whose surface 

chemistry undergoes complex changes under different preheating temperatures. The 

modification of surface chemistry may play a role in changing the droplet wettability and 

spreading dynamics, but cannot be directly confirmed. Therefore, in order to focus on 

understanding the effects of some other interesting factors on splat formation, such as the 

addition of active elements inside the droplet, different solidification behaviour induced by 

substrate preheating and the splat-substrate interfacial interactions, a consistent surface 

chemistry during thermal treatment is favourable, for example the selection of chromium 

substrates instead of stainless steel substrates).  
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Experimental methodologies                                                          

This chapter describes  the collection of single plasma-sprayed splats and the methods used to 

characterise substrate surface properties, splat morphologies and splat-substrate interface. 

Because of the importance of particle sizes on droplet impact and spreading conditions, a 

particle size analysis was conducted for all sieved powders. A thermal rig was developed to 

simultaneously collect splats landing on substrates preheated at different temperatures. In the 

latter part of this chapter, the materials analysis techniques used in the present study are 

briefly presented. 

3.1 Plasma spraying process 

In plasma spraying, powder particles are injected into a plasma stream where they are heated 

and accelerated towards the substrate. Upon impact, the molten particles rapidly spread, 

solidify and build on one another to form the coating. In the present study, powders were 

sprayed using a 3 MB atmosphere plasma gun (Oerlikon Metco, Westbury, NY, USA). The 

plasma spraying parameters are shown in Table 3.1. Because of a lack of process diagnostic 

techniques, the temperature and velocity during particle flight were not recorded. However, 

constant spraying parameters were kept for all the powder materials in order to decrease the 

variations in impact temperature and velocity. 

Table 3.1 Plasma spraying parameters 

Parameters Value 

Current (A) 550 

Voltage (V) 65 

Primary gas ( litres per minute, LPM) Argon: 46 

Secondary gas (LPM) Hydrogen: 6.4 

Carrier gas (LPM) Argon: 3 

Feed rate (g/min) 1.4 

Standoff distance (mm) 100 

Robot speed (m/s) 0.4 
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3.2 Powder preparation 

Ni (Metco 56C-NS, Westbury, NY, USA), Ni-20Cr (Metco 5640NS, Westbury, NY, USA), 

Ni-5Al (Metco 480NS, Westbury, NY, USA), Cu (Metco 55, Westbury, NY, USA) and Cu-

9.5Al-1Fe (Metco 51NS, Westbury, NY, USA) powders were sieved to a size range of 45~63 

µm (mean size 0 54 µmD  ). Many research groups have focused on studying the splat 

formation mechanism of nickel powder [1, 4, 10, 11, 30, 88]. Therefore, nickel-series 

material was primarily selected in this thesis for consistently studying splat transitional 

behaviour and splat formation mechansim, which may give more informative understanding. 

Moreover, chromium and aluminium served as the active element and found to improve static 

wetting behaviour of droplets [27]. Furthermore, all the powders were commercially 

available. All these powders were sprayed onto mirror-polished 304 stainless steel (SS) and 

high-purity chromium plates. Particle size distribution greatly influences the particle 

trajectories in the plasma plume, and as a result, the impact velocity and temperature 

accordingly. The sieved particles with a narrow size distribution are constrained with similar 

flying behaviour during flight and similar impact conditions when impinging onto the 

substrates. 

Fig. 3.1 shows the surface morphology and cross-sectional morphology of the Ni-series 

powders (pure Ni, Ni20Cr and Ni5Al). The sieved Ni, Ni20Cr and Ni5Al powders (as shown 

in Fig. 3.1a, b, c) show a narrow size distribution. Some irregular feedstock particles of Ni 

were found because this type of powder is manufactured through precipitation. Even though 

the majority of Ni20Cr and Ni5Al particles demonstrate spherical shapes, some small nodules 

can still be observed attached to the outer surface of some particles. Additionally, the cross-

sections of both Ni20Cr and Ni5Al powders presented homogeneous microstructures (as 

shown in Fig. 3.1d, e), indicating good alloying conditions. 
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Fig. 3.1. The secondary electron (SE) images of powder surface morphologies of (a) Ni, (b) 

Ni20Cr, (c) Ni5Al and backscattered electron (BE) images of powder cross-sections of (d) 

Ni20Cr and (e) Ni5Al materials. 

Particle size distribution was analysed by a laser particle size analyser (Mastersizer 2000, 

Malvern, UK) and ImageJ software (National Institutes of Health, Washington, DC) for the 

obtained scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images. In the particle size analyser, the light 
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would be scattered at an angle when the particles pass through the laser beam. The angles and 

intensity of the scattered light are directly correlated with particle size and volumes. Larger 

particles scatter light at smaller angles with higher intensity, while smaller particles scatter 

light at larger angles with lower intensity. Finally, the laser diffraction patterns were collected 

by a series of detectors, which were compared with an appropriate optical model to calculate 

the particle size distribution [165]. The measurements were repeated three times. The 

measured distribution and mean sizes of Ni-series powders are shown in Fig. 3.2. It was 

found that for these three powders, most of the particles fell within the range of 40 ~70 µm, 

with only a small number of particles out of this range. However the mean particle size 

( 0 54 µmD  ) can still be used to estimate splat spreading behaviour such as flattening ratios 

[78] and central flat area ratios. 

  
Fig. 3.2. Particle size distribution of Ni-series powders (a) laser particle analysis and (b) image 

analysis. 

As mentioned above, the particle morphologies and size distribution after sieving were 

characterised in detail for Ni-series powders. The Cu-series powders of Cu and Cu9.5Al1Fe 

were manufactured through gas atomization and have spheroidal shapes, which underwent 

the same sieving process as with the Ni-series powders. The narrow size distribution of 45-63 

µm should be achieved for Cu-series powders. Because the splat spreading diameters/ratios in 

the present study were examined based on the Ni-series powders, a comprehensive 

characterisation was performed for Ni, Ni20Cr and Ni5Al powders only. 

3.3 Rig setup to collect single splats 

Fig. 3.3 shows the plasma spray setup to collect the single splats on different heated 

substrates. In order to collect single splats, a stainless steel shielding plate with 8 mm 
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diameter holes was installed in front of the substrate surface at a distance of 20 mm. Six 

samples were mounted onto electric resistance heaters (Eurotherm, Ashburn, VA, USA) to 

reach the desired temperatures. To keep the temperatures consistent, the temperature of the 

heaters was controlled by a PID controller (Eurotherm MODBUS Mini8, Ashburn, VA, 

USA). Prior to the spray trials, the substrate temperatures were calibrated to ensure the 

substrate surfaces reach the desirable temperatures. During the calibration, a K-type 

thermocouple was used to measure the substrate temperatures both at the surface centre and 

the edge. It was found there was a difference of 10 K between the centre and the edge. 

However in order to keep the surface centre intact, the temperature of the substrate surface 

corner was checked before splat collection to confirm the temperature of the substrate surface 

centre. After keeping the substrates on the heaters for 30 minutes to remove condensates from 

the substrate surface, the plasma spray gun passed across the substrate surface in one pass. 

Because the shielding plate could block the high temperature plasma stream, it was assumed 

that  the surface temperature of substrates was kept stable before particle impact [166]. In 

particular, in order to collect enough single splats while simultaneously minimising the splat 

overlaps, a very small powder feed rate of 1.4 g/min was selected (as shown in Table 3.1). 

This small feeding rate was achieved by using a rotatory disk powder feeder with a narrow 

groove (GTV, Luckenbach, Germany). 

 
Fig. 3.3. Experimental setup for plasma spraying. 

3.4 Substrate preparation 

The mirror-polished substrates had a nanometre-scale surface roughness, much smaller than 

the final splat thickness, which therefor did not greatly increase the interfacial friction or 

change the droplet spreading process [103, 120, 130]. Therefore, the smooth substrates of 304 
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stainless steel and chromium plates were used as substrates to avoid the effect of a rough 

surface on droplet spreading. The plate sizes were 30 mm (length) × 30 mm (width) × 2 mm 

(thickness) for the stainless steel and 30 mm (length) × 30 mm (width) × 3 mm (thickness) 

for the chromium. The stainless steel substrates underwent industrial polishing while the 

chromium substrates underwent laboratory polishing. The sample surfaces were ground flat 

using 500, and 1200 grit SiC abrasives. They were then polished using 6 μm, 3 μm and 1 µm 

diamond paste. For mirror-polishing, 0.05 µm silica polishing solution was used. 

Plasma-sprayed splats were first collected on the 304 stainless steel substrates because this 

substrate material had been widely used in the splat formation study. However, the surface 

chemistry of stainless steel material changes significantly with thermal treatment. Droplet 

wettability may vary with surface chemistry modification, which cannot be quantitatively 

evaluated. Therefore, splats were also collected on chromium substrates to eliminate the 

effect of surface chemistry changes on droplet spreading, due to their consistent surface 

chemistry during preheating. In order to carefully characterise the splat transitional behaviour 

as a function of substrate preheating (the splat transition temperatures), a range of preheating 

temperatures of 300 K, 373 K, 398 K, 423 K, 448 K, 473 K, 523 K and 573 K were selected 

for the stainless steel substrates. After some trials, it was found that splats with regular shapes 

could be easily formed on the chromium substrates at lower temperatures compared to those 

on the stainless steel substrates. Therefore, relatively low preheating temperatures of 300 K, 

323 K, 348 K, 373 K, 398 K, 423 K, 473 K and 573 K were used for the chromium substrates. 

3.5 Substrate surface property measurements   

During thermal treatment, substrate surface chemistry and surface roughness were changed, 

which may potentially influence the droplet spreading dynamics and liquid-solid wettability. 

The presence of adsorbates [91] and moisture [88, 92] on the substrate surface could form a 

gas layer along the substrate-droplet interface during droplet spreading. It is assumed that 

preheating substrates to 423 K can efficiently remove surface moisture and promote disk 

splats [5]. Researchers have correlated the changes in skewness of the substrate, from 

negative to positive, to the formation of more disk splats, which was attributed to the 

improved wettability of droplets [120, 130]. As the arithmetic mean roughness increases, 

splat splashing may occur due to increased friction along the substrate-droplet interface and 

decreased cooling rates of the droplet may occur [7]. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate 
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the changes of substrate surface composition and surface topology as a function of substrate 

preheating temperatures. 

3.5.1 Surface chemistry analysis by X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) 

The surface chemistry of the substrates preheated at different temperatures was analysed by 

X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS, the Kratos Axis DLD, Manchester, UK).  The XPS 

technique is very surface-sensitive and can investigate the composition of a very small 

surface area with a maximum depth of around 10 nm. The basic physical principle of the XPS 

technique is adsorption of X-rays (photons) by an atom below the sample surface, to eject 

electrons either from the weakly-bound valence levels or from a tightly-bound core level 

[167]. All of the emitted photoelectrons with specific kinetic energy are detected by a 

spectrometer to produce a spectrum of electron intensity as a function of the binding energy 

of the electronic states of atoms. The relationship between the kinetic energy of emitted 

photoelectrons and the electron binding energy of atoms can be calculated in Eq. 3.1, 

 B KE h E    (Eq. 3.1) 

where BE  is the electron binding energy, h  is the energy of the incident X-ray photons, KE  

is the measured photoelectron kinetic energy, and   is the work function dependent on both 

the spectrometer and sample material. 

In the XPS technique, broad survey scanning and high resolution narrow scanning can be 

performed to identify the relative atomic concentrations of the sample surface elements and 

the related chemical states respectively. Fig. 3.4 illustrates the typical XPS spectra obtained 

through wide scanning and narrow/high-resolution scanning processes from the stainless steel 

substrate without preheating (300 K temperature). The wide scanning spectrum of Fig. 3.4a 

shows binding energies associated with the unique photoelectric lines to directly identify the 

corresponding elements, for example, Carbon (C 1s), Oxygen (O 1s), Chromium (Cr 2p), Iron 

(Fe 2p) and Manganese (Mn 2p) in the present study. The narrow scanning spectrum can be 

used to identify the chemical compounds of one specific element, for example, the relative 

concentration of oxides, hydroxides and water for oxygen in Fig. 3.4b. 
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Fig. 3.4. XPS analysis using the stainless steel substrate at 300 K as an example, (a) wide scan 

and (b) narrow scan.  

In the present study, both wide scans and high resolution narrow scans were performed to 

precisely measure the surface composition and chemical compounds. All substrates for 

surface property analysis were heated under the same conditions as used in the plasma 

spraying trials (in air atmosphere). For stainless steel substrates, they were heated to the 

desirable temperatures using the same thermal rig for collecting single splats as shown in Fig. 

3.3. For chromium substrates, they were heated to the desirable temperatures using a hot plate 

whose temperatures were also calibrated (because the thermal rig was stored in a company 

for plasma spraying experiments). Afterwards, the substrates were kept in a desiccator to 

avoid moisture re-adsorption and analysed within one hour. The X-ray source employed was 

monochrome Al-Kα  (150 W) and the pass energy of the spectrometer was 160 eV and 20 eV 

for the wide scan survey and narrow scan survey respectively. The base pressure in the 

system was 2x10-9 Torr. The curve fitting was processed through CasaXPS software and all 

the binding energies were calibrated with respect to the main peak (adventitious carbon C-C) 

of C 1s (285.0 eV). One should note that this calibration would demonstrate 0.2 eV 

uncertainty because the signal of the adventitious carbon was inconsistent for all samples 

[168, 169]. 

3.5.2 Surface roughness analysis by Scanning Probe Microscopy (SPM) and 3D optical 

microscopy 

The surface topology of the mirror-polished substrates was estimated by the average surface 

roughness ( aR ), root mean square roughness ( qR ) and skewness ( kS ). These three surface 

roughness parameters are described as follows: 
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where l  is the measuring distance and ( )z x  is the surface height of peaks and valleys from 

the mean line. 

The surface topology, regarding its influence on droplet spreading and splat formation, 

cannot be solely represented by the parameter of aR . The parameter aR  simply represents the 

arithmetic average height of the peaks and valleys from the mean line, while the parameter 

qR  gives the geometric average height of the peaks and valleys from the mean line by 

amplifying the occasional highs and lows. It has been pointed out that the parameter kS  may 

alter droplet wetting behaviour during spreading, through which a positive value could 

improve wettability [11, 120, 130]. The positive value of kS  indicates more peaks than 

valleys existing on the substrate surface while a negative value represents more valleys than 

peaks. 

The measurements of substrate surface roughness were conducted through SPM and 3D 

optical microscopy by measuring different area sizes respectively. All the surface roughness 

tests were undertaken four times. The in-situ SPM analysis was performed in a TI-950 

TriboIndenter instrument (Hysitron Inc., Minneapolis, MN, USA) using a cube corner tip 

(radius ~100 nm) with a scan area of 50x50 µm2. The in-situ SPM imaging, providing 

nanometre-precision positioning, was obtained through raster scanning the indenter probe 

over the sample surface. A schematic of the SPM scanning process is given in Fig. 3.5. A 

contact mode is used to quickly image the surface and acquire topographical information, 

where an extremely low contact force (≤70 nN) is kept constant while the probe precisely 

scans back and forth across the surface. A piezo or closed loop technique is used to monitor 

the force between the tip and the surface, where the changes/z-deflection due to the surface 

topography are recorded through the movement of the z-piezo [170]. The generated 3D 

surface topography of the stainless steel substrate is shown in Fig. 3.6. 
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Fig. 3.5. Schematic of probe raster scanning to generate a 3D topographical image [170]. 

 
Fig. 3.6. 3D surface topography through SPM measurements using the stainless steel substrate 

at 300 K as an example. 

3D optical microscopy (Contour GT-K, Bruker, Tucson, AZ, USA) was performed to obtain 

the substrate surface roughness using a larger scanning area of 480x360 µm2.  3D optical 

microscopy uses a vertical scanning interferometer (VSI) technique to quickly and easily 

analyse the sample surface at high resolution (nanometre scale) through non-contact optical 

measurements [171]. It provides a wealth of information on surface profile/roughness and a 

large field of view. The VSI mode is achieved through white light (laser) interferometry with 

a shorter coherence length than techniques used previously. The schematic of white light 

interferometer used in the 3D optical microscopy to measure the surface topology is given in 

Fig. 3.7. A Michelson interferometer mirror is equipped to monitor fringe contrast. The 

beams reflecting from the sample surface are relayed by the beam splitter to the charge 

coupled device (CCD) camera where an interference pattern of the sample surface is 

generated. A height value representing the surface roughness is given for each pixel among 
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the interference pattern. The generated 3D surface topography of the stainless steel substrate 

is shown in Fig. 3.8. 

 
Fig. 3.7. Schematic of white light interferometer to generate a 3D topographical image [171]. 

 
Fig. 3.8. 3D surface topography through 3D optical microscopy measruements using the 

stainless steel substrate at 300 K as an example. 

3.6 Observation of splat morphology through Optical Microscopy (OM) and Scanning 

Electron Microscopy (SEM) 

The splat morphologies were observed using environmental scanning electron microscopy 

(FEI Quanta 200, Hillsboro, OR, USA) and optical microscopy (OLYMPUS BX60M, Japan).  

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is extremely useful in observing material 

characteristics due to its high resolution. Fig. 3.9 shows a schematic representation of the 

electron-atom interaction occurring inside the sample materials in a SEM. The sample surface 

is scanned with an incident electron beam which interacts with the atoms in the sample to 

generate various signals such as scattered electrons and X-rays (as shown in Fig. 3.9a). The 

electron-atom interactions take place inside a small volume termed the ‘interaction volume’. 
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Depending on the atomic number of the sample material, the accelerating voltage of scanning 

electrons and the angle of incident electron beam, different signals originate from different 

interaction volumes/depths, as shown in Fig. 3.9b. All of these signals can be collected by 

different detectors and analysed to provide information about sample surface morphology, 

microstructure and chemical composition.  

 
Fig. 3.9. The electron-atom interaction in a SEM, (a) generated various signals and (b) the 

interaction volume from which different signals originate ( Reproduced from [172]). 

In general, two different types of emitted electrons, i.e. the secondary electrons (SE) and 

backscattered electrons (BSE) are used for imaging. Secondary electrons are produced when 

an incident electron excites a loosely-bound electron in the atom whose emitting energy is 

very small (typically less than 50 eV). Therefore, only the electrons originating less than 1 

nm deep in the sample surface can escape from the sample materials and be detected. This 

very small interaction volume can produce a very high spatial resolution and be highly 

sensitive to the surface topography. The backscattered electrons are high energy incident 

electrons which experience large angle elastic scattering. A negligible amount of energy is 

lost for the elastic scattering where the backscattered electrons still have large emitting 

energy. As the intensity of backscattering is proportional to the atomic number of the atoms, 

the BSE images can represent specimen surface topography and atomic contrast in sample 

chemical composition. Accordingly, elements with a higher atomic number are brighter than 

those with a lower atomic number. 

Optical microscopy (OM) is widely used in materials characterisation due to its flexibility 

and simplicity. The optical and illumination systems are the basic elements to observe the 

sample surface features. The contrasts generated in the images are due to the reflectivity 

differences of the various regions. 

Fig. 3.10 shows the splat surface morphologies captured by the OM and SEM microscopy. 

No conductive coating was deposited for the samples before analysis. Light scattering due to 
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the surface height difference leads to the black contrast of the OM image showing in Fig. 

3.10a. The splat edge was rougher than the central area as a result of the surface ripples and 

delamination. Therefore, more light is scattered to the environment rather than the objective 

and thus the periphery illustrates black contrast. The difference between the central flat area 

and the edge can be easily and automatically discriminated due to the presence of black 

contrast through digital image analysis to evaluate the respective diameters, for example the 

diameter of the central smooth area and the overall splat diameter. Fig. 3.10b and c show the 

SEM images of splat top surface, where more detailed features such as surface ripples and 

void formation can be observed using higher magnifications. 

 
Fig. 3.10. The splat surface morphology observed by (a) OM and (b) & (c) SEM.  

ImageJ software (National Institutes of Health, Washington, DC, USA) was used to 

accurately measure the characteristic splat diameters. The typical image processing 

approaches are shown in Fig. 3.11. Fig. 3.11a depicts the segmentation of splats from the 

background using the threshold algorithm, where the central flat area and the periphery were 

clearly distinguished. After noise despeckle, the outlines of both the overall splat and the 
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central flat area can be classified (as shown in Fig. 3.11b). Accordingly, the diameters can be 

accurately measured as illustrated in Fig. 3.11c and d. 

 
Fig. 3.11. Image processing protocols to obtain the characteristic splat diameters, (a) the binary 

image, (b) splat outlines, (c) diameter measurements of the overall splat and (d) diameter 

measurements of the splat central flat area. 

3.7 Observation of splat interface through Focused Ion Beam (FIB) 

The cross sections of splats were prepared and imaged through focused ion beam (FIB) 

milling (FEI XP200, Hillsboro, OR, USA) to reveal the splat-substrate interfacial 

characteristics. In addition, a dual beam FIB-SEM microscope (AURIGA CrossBeam, Carl 

Zeiss, Jena, Germany) combining the FIB and SEM techniques was utilised to prepare 

samples for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) observation. Before FIB milling, a 

protective layer of platinum was deposited on top of the sample surface. 

FIB microscopy operates in a similar way as the SEM microscopy. Instead of the incident 

electron beam in SEM, the FIB technique uses a focused beam of gallium ions which can be 

operated for imaging at low currents or for milling the sample surface at high beam currents. 

The Gallium ions which are released from the liquid metal ion source (Gallium) hit the 

sample surface and undergo ion-solid interactions, including ion implantation, material 
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sputtering and secondary electrons emission as shown in Fig. 3.12 [173]. FIB imaging is 

based on collecting the low-energy secondary electrons (below 10 eV) induced by the ion 

collision. The FIB images can show the contrast due to surface topography and material 

composition. FIB imaging generally delivers more channelling contrast resulting from the 

crystal orientations. In other words, the grains lying in the major zone axes are darker than 

those lying at less crystallographically exact orientations [174]. 

 
Fig. 3.12. Schematic of incident ion beams interacting with solid atoms, showing the ion 

implantation, material sputtering and secondary electrons emission [173]. 

Even though the single beam FIB effectively produces images of material cross-sections, the 

energetic ion beam can still damage the area of interest, even when imaging at the very small 

beam currents. In order to overcome these limitations, the dual beam FIB-SEM microscope 

was employed to mill the region of interest precisely and accurately with minimum damage 

for TEM sample preparation. The dual beam FIB-SEM microscopy which incorporates a 

scanning electron beam column and the ion column is widely used to prepare TEM samples. 

The FIB mode is used to mill the sample surface rather than imaging, while SEM mode is 

used to collect signals of secondary electrons or backscattered electrons for in-situ imaging to 

avoid the damage of ion beams when imaging [174]. 
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Fig. 3.13. Schematic of FIB-SEM microscopy showing that the FIB is used to sputter the surface 

which can be imaged by the SEM  [175].  

Fig. 3.14 shows the interfacial microstructure of a Ni splat on the stainless steel substrate 

which was observed through FIB microscopy. The interfacial contact conditions, the 

solidified splat grains, crystal orientation, bubbles and oxide formation can be clearly 

detected. 

 
Fig. 3.14. Interfacial microstructure of the Ni splashed splat at 423 K (a) overall schematic of 

the interface with the inset showing FIB cutting position and (b) depicts the enlarged views of 

area A marked in (a). 

3.8 Observation of splat interface through Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 

After FIB milling, the specimen (100-200 nm in thickness) ready for TEM analysis was 

prepared through the lift-out method. A TEM microscope (CM200, FEI/Philips, Hillsboro, 

OR, USA) equipped with energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) was used to examine the 

splat-substrate interfacial microstructures through bright field images, scanning TEM (STEM) 
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images, EDS line-scans and elemental mapping. A TEM microscope (Tecnai G2 20, FEI, 

Hillsboro, OR, USA) was used to perform selected area diffraction (SAD) to identify the 

oxide structure formed during splat deposition.  

The TEM microscope uses monochromic high energy incident electrons with much shorter 

wavelengths, for example 0.00251 nm with 200 keV accelerating voltage, and generates 

images with greatly improved resolution, compared to the SEM. Once the penetrated 

electrons interact with the atoms, a variety of signals such as charactering material structure, 

morphology and composition are produced due to the electron-solid interactions (direct 

beams, elastically scattered electrons and inelastically scattered electrons) as shown in Fig. 

3.15 [176]. TEM imaging (bright field mode) depends on the electrons that are transmitted 

through the sample (direct beam as shown in Fig. 3.15a). The transmitted electrons are then 

focused by the objective lens into images on a phosphorescent screen or a CCD camera. The 

intensity of collected electrons is determined by the thickness and electron transparency of 

the sample. The brighter areas of the image represent the sample regions where more 

electrons are unscattered, while the darker areas of the image indicate the sample region 

where the electrons do not transmit through the sample (thick areas or areas where heavy 

atoms are enriched). During the elastic interactions between the incident electrons and atoms 

(as shown in Fig. 3.15b), the collection of the electrons scattered by the crystal lattice of the 

atoms are used for electron diffraction. The electron diffraction patterns obtained provide a 

great amount of information on crystallography such as the crystalline phases, orientation and 

defects of the sample. During inelastic interactions, a fraction of energy from the incident 

electrons is transferred to the specimen to produce different signals such as secondary 

electrons, phonons, X-rays and Auger electrons. These signals are mainly used to process the 

elemental analysis. Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) combines the 

principles of transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM). In this mode, a very finely focused incident beam scans in a raster pattern over the 

sample surface, which is similar to SEM. However, unlike SEM imaging through collecting 

the secondary electrons or backscattered electrons, STEM images are obtained through 

collecting the transmission signals. One of the critical advantages of STEM, compared to 

TEM, is collecting signals of secondary electrons, backscattered electrons, X-rays and 

electron energy loss for element analysis, which cannot be spatially correlated in TEM. For 

imaging, different detectors of the bright field (BF) detector (direct beam), the annular dark 
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field (ADF) detector (10~50 mrads off axis) and the high-angle annular dark (HAADF) 

detector (>50 mrads off axis) can be used.  

 
Fig. 3.15. Schematic of TEM microscopy showing (a) imaging modes and (b) electron-solid 

interactions [176].  

Fig. 3.16 shows the interfacial microstructure of a Ni splat on a stainless steel substrate which 

was observed through TEM microscopy. The grains of the splat and the substrate, edge 

delamination, elemental distribution and oxide layers can be clearly revealed. 

 
Fig. 3.16. Interface observation through TEM using Ni splat as an example, (a) the 

microstructural information and (b) EDS mapping of element distribution. 

3.9 Conclusion  

In this chapter, powder material preparation and single splat collection during plasma 

spraying are described. All sprayed powders of Ni, Ni20Cr, Ni5Al, Cu and Cu9.5Al1Fe were 

sieved to a narrow size distribution of 45~63 µm to achieve similar trajectories in the plasma 

plume and similar impacting conditions. The substrates of stainless steel and chromium were 
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mirror-polished to avoid the effect of surface roughness on droplet spreading. A laboratory-

designed thermal rig was employed to collect single plasma-sprayed splats on five preheated 

substrates at the same time. In this way, the experimental uncertainty induced by droplet 

impact conditions (droplet velocity and temperature during flight) and substrate preheating 

was diminished. In addition, different material analysis techniques used in this thesis to 

characterise the substrate surface properties, the splat morphologies and the splat-substrate 

interface are summarised.  
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Splat transitional behaviour                                                            

as a function of substrate preheating                                                  

This chapter investigates splat morphology changes on the substrates undergoing different 

preheating temperatures. Splat transition behaviour, characterised by the parameter of 

transition temperatures, was demonstrated for different powder/substrate systems, i.e. nickel-

series powders (Ni, Ni5Al and Ni20Cr) on stainless steel substrates, nickel-series powders 

(Ni and Ni20Cr) on chromium substrates and copper-series powders (Cu and Cu9.5Al1Fe) on 

stainless steel substrates. In the process of substrate heating, the substrate surface property 

changes including surface chemistry and surface roughness as a function of preheating 

temperatures are carefully analysed to explore their influence on splat formation and the splat 

morphology changes.  

4.1 Substrate surface chemistry measurements  

The substrate surface chemistry may be modified during substrate preheating. As discussed in 

Chapter 2, the evaporation of surface condensates/adsorbates during preheating makes a 

contribution in constraining splat fragmentation and promoting splat formation with regular 

shapes. Nevertheless, the surface chemistry is modified at the same time. It is the very thin 

substrate surface layer that firstly interacts with the molten droplets and influences the splat 

formation. Therefore, it is of great importance to investigate the surface chemistry variation 

of stainless steel and chromium substrates undergoing different preheating temperatures.  

4.1.1 304 Stainless Steel substrates 

The surface composition changes of stainless steel substrates at different preheating 

temperatures, obtained through XPS wide scans, are summarised in Table 4.1. The amount of 

carbon present on the substrate surface decreased greatly with the increasing temperature as 

adventitious carbon was oxidised and released into the environment. At the same time, the 

surfaces became enriched in Fe and O, and relatively depleted in Cr. At 573 K, the Cr 

element disappeared from the surface within the range of XPS depth resolution (around 10 

nm). With increasing substrate preheating temperatures, the substrate became covered by the 

iron oxides.  
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Table 4.1 Changes of surface composition (relative atom percent) on SS substrate surfaces 

 O C Cr Fe Mn 

300 K 31 65 2 1 <1 

423 K 47 40 2 10 <1 

473 K 

573 K 

53 

58 

30 

20 

<1 

0 

15 

21 

<1 

<1 

Meanwhile, the high-resolution spectrum of O 1s was analysed to characterise the evolution 

of relevant oxygen chemical states as a function of the preheating history. In order to 

investigate the change of surface moisture with preheating temperature, the narrow-scan 

oxygen profile was resolved into three binding energies—530.2±0.2 eV, 531.9±0.2 eV and 

533.2±0.2 eV, which represent oxide, hydroxide and physically adsorbed moisture [177]. Fig. 

4.1 shows the peak fitting results for oxygen (Fig. 4.1a) and the atomic concentration for each 

compound (Fig. 4.1b). The parameters of binding energies and FWHM used in the present 

work are summarised in Table 4.2.   

The results of the oxygen peak fitting and the relative atom percent of oxide, hydroxide and 

moisture can be seen in Fig. 4.1. The ratios of hydroxide/oxide and moisture/oxide decreased 

dramatically as the substrate preheating temperatures increased. At elevated temperatures, the 

metal oxide component increased due to thermal oxidation, while the hydroxides (chemically 

adsorbed) and moisture (physically adsorbed) decreased. In general, water adsorption on the 

substrate surface, depending on the substrate temperature, substrate materials, the intrinsic 

reactivity of the surface and the surface defect sites, is generally classified into two main 

forms: physisorption of molecular water and the chemisorption of molecular water [178]. The 

physisorption of molecular water corresponds to the very weak interaction/adhesion moisture 

on the substrate surface, while the chemisorption of molecular water represents the 

hydroxides with much stronger adhesion. For substrates heated to 423 K, the moisture was 

effectively removed. Notably, reducing the chamber pressure in the vacuum plasma spraying 

process can remove surface moisture/adsorbate at low pressure [1, 4, 115] besides substrate 

preheating. Even at 573 K, a certain degree of hydroxides were thermally stable on the 

substrate surface; they could dehydrate into gas vapour during hot droplet spreading and be 

the source for the pore formation. It should be noted that the surface composition changes 

when the stainless steel substrates undergo thermal treatment to remove surface moisture as 

shown in Table 4.1. This thesis focused on understanding the change of surface moisture and 

hydroxides as a function of substrate preheating temperatures. The results of Cr2p3/2 and 
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Fe2p3/2 peak fitting are presented in Appendix A. At room temperature, the compounds of 

Fe and Cr both showed the presence of metal and a complex mixture of oxides. Under the 

condition of low preheating temperatures (below 473 K), the substrate surface consisted of 

both chromium hydroxide and iron hydroxide. With preheating temperature increasing to 473 

K, the chromium hydroxides disappeared. In addition, no metallic iron or chromium species 

were present on the substrate surface above 473 K. At 573 K, the substrate surface was 

enriched in iron and totally covered by iron oxide and iron hydroxide. 

 
Fig. 4.1. XPS spectra of (a) O 1s peak fitting of the stainless steel substrate surface at different 

heating temperatures and (b) the relative atomic percentage of surface compounds.  

Table 4.2 Peak positions and FWHM used for the O 1s deconvolution 

 

 

O2- (oxide)  OH- (hydroxide)  O2- (H2O)  

Binding 

energy 

(eV) 

FWHM (eV) Binding 

energy 

(eV) 

FWHM (eV) Binding 

energy 

(eV) 

FWHM (eV)

300 K 530.2 1.4  531.9 1.4  533.1 1.4  

423 K 530.1 1.3  531.9 1.5  533.1 1.3  

473 K 530.0 1.2  531.7 1.2  -- --  

573 K 530.0 1.2  532.0 1.3  -- --  

4.1.2 Chromium substrates 

The surface composition changes of chromium substrates at different preheating temperatures, 

obtained through XPS wide scans, are summarised in Table 4.3. The impurity element Pb 

was introduced into the chromium substrate during manufacture (according to the 
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composition information from the supplier). The amount of carbon present on the substrate 

surface decreased because this adventitious carbon burns off as the temperature is raised. At 

the same time, the surfaces became oxidised, forming chromium oxides.  

Table 4.3 Changes of surface composition (relative atom percent) on Cr substrate surfaces 

 O C Cr Pb 

300 K 22 45 32 1 

323 K 27 30 42 1 

373 K 

423 K 

29 

30 

20 

20 

50 

49 

1 

1 

The high-resolution spectra profile of O 1s was analysed to characterise the evolution of 

relevant chemical compounds as a function of the preheating history for chromium substrates. 

Fig. 4.2 shows the peak fitting results for each element (Fig. 4.2a) and the atomic 

concentration for each compound (Fig. 4.2b). The parameters of binding energies and 

FWHM used in the present work are summarised in Table 4.4. The ratios of hydroxide/oxide 

and moisture/oxide decreased as the substrate preheating temperatures increased. At elevated 

temperatures, the metal oxide component increased due to thermal oxidation while the 

hydroxides (chemically adsorbed) and moisture (physically adsorbed) decreased. For 

substrates heated to 423 K, there was still a certain fraction of moisture (~8 %) remaining on 

the substrate surface. 

 
Fig. 4.2. XPS spectra of (a) O 1s peak fitting of the chromium substrate surface at different 

heating temperatures and (b) the relative atomic concentration of surface compounds. 
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Table 4.4 Peak positions and FWHM used for the O 1s deconvolution 

 

 

O2- (oxide)  OH- (hydroxide)  O2- (H2O)  

Binding 

energy 

(eV) 

FWHM (eV) Binding 

energy 

(eV) 

FWHM (eV) Binding 

energy 

(eV) 

FWHM (eV)

300 K 530.1 1.5  531.7 1.7  533.1 1.7  

323 K 530.1 1.6  531.6 1.8  533.2 1.8  

373 K 530.2 1.4  531.7 1.7  533.1 1.7  

423 K 530.2 1.4  531.7 1.7  533.3 1.6  

4.2 Investigation of substrate surface roughness 

The surface roughness of mirror-polished 304 stainless steel (SS) and chromium substrates, 

under different preheating conditions, was measured by SPM and 3D optical microscopy 

techniques. The scanning area sizes for SPM and 3D optical microscopy techniques were 50 

x 50 µm2 and 480 x 360 µm2 respectively. The larger scanning area size generally represents 

the area covered by a single splat in this study, showing a more average assessment of the 

surface topography. It has been found that the substrate surface roughness generally 

influences droplet wettability and droplet cooling rate (due to a large contact area), but may 

not be dominant in changing splat formation if the surface roughness is in nanoscale, for 

example a 200 nmR  [7, 119, 130]. 

4.2.1 304 stainless steel substrates 

Fig. 4.3 shows the surface topographic information from the stainless steel substrates 

preheated at different temperatures obtained through SPM technique and Table 4.5 gives the 

substrate surface roughness measurements. With increasing preheating temperature, more 

oxide peaks were formed on substrate surface. Overall, more oxide peaks were formed on 

substrate surface with increasing preheating temperature, but all parameters of aR , qR  and 

kS  did not change significantly in nanometre-scale.  
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Fig. 4.3. Surface topographic information of the SS substrates with different preheating 

temperatures obtained through SPM, (a) 300 K, (b) 423 K, (c) 473 K and (d) 573 K. 

Table 4.5 Surface roughness aR , qR  and kS  of SS substrates at different temperatures through 

SPM technique 

 300 K 423 K 473 K 573 K 

aR  (nm) 4.0±1.1 3.2±0.4 4.8±0.5 5.7±0.3 

qR  (nm) 4.9±1.4 4.0±0.5 5.6±0.5 7.4±0.5 

kS  0.2±0.3 0.2±0.2 0.3±0.1 1.1±0.1 

Fig. 4.4 shows the surface topographic information of the stainless steel substrates preheated 

at different temperatures obtained through the 3D optical microscopy and Table 4.6 gives the 

substrate surface roughness measurements. 
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Fig. 4.4. Surface topographic information of the SS substrates with different preheating 

temperatures obtained through 3D optical microscopy, (a) 300 K, (b) 423 K, (c) 473 K and (d) 

573 K. 

Table 4.6 Surface roughness aR , qR  and kS  of SS substrates at different temperatures through 

3D optical microscopy technique 

 300 K 423 K 473 K 573 K 

aR  (nm) 6.4±1.5 8.1±1.4 11.6±1.6 12.6±0.2 

qR  (nm) 8.1±2.0 10.2±1.8 14.6±2.2 15.9±0.6 

kS  -0.3±0.3 -0.3±0.1 -0.1±0.3 0.7±0.4 

The substrate surface changes with different preheating temperatures showed similar trends 

through using the different analysis techniques of SPM and 3D optical microscopy. Even 

though the measured values from the 3D optical microscopy were relatively larger than those 

of the SPM probably due to the different mechanisms in calculating surface heights, both 

methodologies were acceptable. In general, with increasing temperatures, the substrate 

surface became rougher and more peaks were observed on the surface. It should be noted that 

once the stainless steel substrates were heated to 573 K, the parameter of kS  became positive 
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and may play a role in affecting splat formation through modifying droplet wetting behaviour. 

This phenomenon will be further discussed in Chapter 5. 

4.2.2 Chromium substrates 

The 3D surface topology of chromium substrates under different preheating conditions is 

shown in Fig. 4.5 and the surface roughness measurements are summarised in Table 4.7. It 

can be seen that the substrate surface roughness was kept consistent below the preheating 

temperature of 573 K. Therefore, the effects of parameters induced by surface roughness 

changes (such as wettability and interfacial friction and heat transfer) on droplet spreading 

are expected to be minimal. 

 
Fig. 4.5. Surface topographic information of the chromium substrates with different preheating 

temperatures obtained through 3D optical microscopy, (a) 300 K, (b) 373 K, (c) 423 K and (d) 

573 K. 
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Table 4.7 Surface roughness aR , qR  and kS  of chromium substrates at different temperatures 

through 3D optical microscopy technique 

 300 K 373 K 423 K 573 K 

aR  (nm) 20.3±2.9 23.4±3.4 25.5±3.3 33.1±2.1 

qR  (nm) 25.3±2.9 30.2±4.6 32.3±3.6 43.3±1.8 

kS  -0.8±0.3 -0.3±0.3 0.0±0.2 0.2±0.1 

In summary, more oxide peaks were observed on the substrate surface preheated at higher 

temperatures. The substrate surface of both stainless steel and chromium materials became 

slightly rougher but the surface roughness was still maintained in nanoscale. Nevertheless, 

the substrate surface topology under these relatively low preheating temperatures was kept 

consistent, which provides a foundation that the surface roughness would not modify droplet 

spreading dynamics and splat formation. 

4.3 Characterisation of splat transition temperatures 

It is well established that plasma-sprayed splats undergo a transition from splashed shapes to 

disk shapes when the substrate is heated above a critical temperature. This critical 

temperature is defined as the transition temperature, above which more than 50% of the splats 

are disk shaped. This section aims to interpret the transition temperature parameter by taking 

into account different splat/substrate material combinations. 

4.3.1 Splat transitional behaviour  

On substrates preheated at different temperatures, a range of splat morphologies can be 

observed. Below the transition temperature, splats are extensively fragmented while disk-

shaped splats are formed above the transition temperature. In order to characterise in detail 

the transition behaviour of splats, the observed splat morphologies, as a function of substrate 

preheating temperature, should be carefully classified. In this work, the splats were 

categorised into four typical geometries for the Ni-series powders and Cu-series powders on 

the mirror-polished substrates of stainless steel and chromium, as shown in Fig. 4.6, Fig. 4.7 

and Fig. 4.8 respectively. The extent of splat splashing decreased in progression from type 1 

to type 4. For type 1 splats, the majority of material broke up and detached from the substrate 

surface during spreading. Accordingly, only a central core with a surrounding solid ring 

remained on the substrate. The central core had a smooth surface with some voids. Between 

the central core and the solid ring, no finger streaks were observed. Type 2 splats showed a 
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lower extent of splashing than type 1, with more material remaining on the substrate. Similar 

to the type 1 splat, the central core was flat. An obvious solid ring from which the finger tips 

ejected away and diverged was frequently observed surrounding the central core. Differing 

from the type 1 shape, more finger stripes surrounding the central core depicted the spreading 

trajectory of splats. Indeed, only a small fraction of materials remained on the substrate 

surface due to splat disintegration. At the lower substrate temperatures, highly splashed splats 

mainly consisted of type 1 and type 2, while on hotter substrates, droplet fragmentation 

disappeared and splats with regular shapes were formed. Even though the material loss was 

greatly constrained and the majority of material contacted well with the substrate, these 

regular-shaped splats showed different morphologies. A proportion of droplet material 

projected out from the periphery, forming splashed fingers: splats with splashed fingers are 

defined as type 3. Frequently, voids were accompanied with the formation of the long fingers. 

Type 4 splats were perfect disk shapes with no material extending from the central core. 

Generally, the central core of type 1 and 2 splats could contact well with the substrate, while 

most of the material in type 3 & 4 splats could show good contact with the substrate. The 

degree of interfacial contact will be studied by FIB and will be discussed in detail in the 

following sections. As seen in Fig. 4.6d and Fig. 4.8c&d, the rim part experiences curling-up 

due to droplet recoiling and cooling stress [141, 153]. Some disordered oscillations/surface 

ripples can be observed at the splat edge, while for the central flat area, no oscillations were 

formed. 

This classification of splat morphologies was consistent with our previous studies [179]. 

Previous research has highlighted that the interfacial heat transfer and solidification process 

played important roles in forming these different morphologies [8, 22, 88, 99]. Type 1 splats 

had small cooling rates because the presence of a gas barrier along the interface obstructed 

heat transfer from the hot droplet to the substrate. Accordingly, the droplet had high kinetic 

energy to overspread and disintegrate. At the impact region, the high impact pressure could 

force the vaporised moisture to form supersaturated gas inside the liquid droplet. Compared 

to type 1 splats, the improved interfacial contact and faster solidification reduced the 

fragmentation in type 2 splats. Indeed, the type 2 splat could still overspread on the substrate 

surface. During spreading, some holes could be formed inside the spreading lamellar, which 

subsequently ruptured the lamellar. The formed gas cushion along the interface due to 

moisture/adsorbates evaporation from the substrate surface could rupture the high-velocity 

spreading liquid sheet. The presence of this underlying air generated large upward stress and 
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friction force, destabilizing the spreading edge and puncturing the thin liquid sheet [88, 94, 

180]. In the meanwhile, the presence of small unwetted particles, the surface protrusion or 

obstacle may also contribute to induce these internal holes [98, 180]. These holes inside the 

liquid lamellar grew fast in all directions due to the surface tension [96]. Once the two edges 

from two adjacent holes meet, these borders solidified afterwards and remained on the 

substrate in the form of finger stripes. With the droplet solidification rate was further 

increased due to the improved interfacial thermal contact, the consumption of droplet kinetic 

energy was effectively increased. Therefore, the droplet did not have enough energy for 

overspreading and the splat fragmentation disappeared. Splats of type 3 and type 4 shapes 

were observed correspondingly. Compared to type 2, the formation mechanism of the 

observed fingers was different for the type 3 splat. These long/short fingers were induced by 

fluid instability, for example, the fast solidification or substrate surface protuberance, and 

projected away from the disk splat. More detail on this effect can be found in the following 

chapters. It should be pointed out that the fingers splashed over a short distance for splats on 

the chromium substrate (as shown in Fig. 4.8c) compared to the stainless steel substrate (as 

shown in Fig. 4.6c and 4.7c), indicating the smaller kinetic energy of jetted materials. To 

determine the spreading behaviour of different types of splats, three diameter ratios were 

measured. The overall flattening ratio f r 0/D D   is defined as the ratio of the overall splat 

diameter ( rD  as shown in Fig. 4.6) to the original average particle size ( 0 54 µmD  ). Mostly, 

for type 2 splats, there was an obvious solid ring (diameter rD ) surrounding the central core. 

Even though the diameter of this ring was smaller than that of the finger edge, the finger edge 

appeared ejecting away from this solid ring and diverging. When the spreading diameter of 

type 2 splats was measured, this remaining ring was carefully identified and located to avoid 

random choice. There are some literatures identifying the spreading diameter of type 2 splats 

from the far edge of the splashed finger [181-183]. In this thesis, we tried to precisely and 

statistically identify the region where the splashed finger started to jet (solid rings for type 1 

and type 2 splats). Even though this region was slightly different the edge of splashed finger, 

it qualitatively described the larger spreading extent compared with the disk-shaped splats. 

The central flat area ratio c c r/D D   is defined as the ratio of the central flat area diameter 

( cD ) to the overall splat diameter ( rD ). The flattening ratio of the central flat area 

c c 0/D D   is determined by the ratio of cD  to 0D .  
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Fig. 4.6. Different categories of splat morphologies for Ni-series powders on stainless steel 

substrates through SEM observation (a) type 1 ring-fragmented splat, (b) type 2 finger-

fragmented splat, (c) type 3 fingered disk splat and (d) type 4 perfect disk splat. 
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Fig. 4.7. Different categories of splat morphologies for Cu-series powders on stainless steel 

substrates through OM observation (a) type 1 ring-fragmented splat, (b) type 2 finger-

fragmented splat, (c) type 3 fingered disk splat and (d) type 4 perfect disk splat. 
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Fig. 4.8. Different categories of splat morphologies for Ni-series powders on chromium 

substrates through SEM observation (a) type 1 ring-fragmented splat, (b) type 2 finger-

fragmented splat, (c) type 3 fingered disk splat and (d) type 4 perfect disk splat. 

4.3.2 Splat transition temperatures 

At low substrate preheating temperatures, generally fragmented splats were formed. As the 

substrate temperature increases, the regular shaped splats without fragmentation were formed. 

It should be noted that the estimation of transition temperature is strongly dependent on the 

definition of a disk splat. In this study, type 3 & 4 splats showed predominantly disk shapes 

with different splashing degrees, while type 1 and 2 were extensively splashed splats. 

Therefore, a disk splat could justifiably be defined as either all of type 3 & 4 (definition 1), or 

type 4 only (definition 2, where splashing was minimal or non-existent). The former is more 

consistent with the definition used by Fukumoto et al. [4, 115]. 

Frequently, some small sized splats were observed (as shown in Fig. 4.6c & d). The 

mechanism accounting for the formation of these small splats is postulated to be either 

particle break-up during flight or secondary droplet ejection upon impact. Once the powders 
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are ejected into the high-temperature and high-velocity plasma stream, some irregular 

particles and small nodules attached onto the powder surfaces (as shown in Fig. 3.1) may 

experience break-up and form secondary particles. Generally, these molten secondary 

particles have smaller diameters compared to the primary impact particles. Accordingly, 

splats with small diameters can be formed on the substrate surface. On the other hand, in the 

impact region, compression waves propagating radially may create instabilities along the 

liquid-solid contact line, rupturing the fluid at the edge and ejecting some tiny droplets to 

heights of a few millimetres above the substrate, at velocities of 15-20 m/s and at angles of 

30°-60° [31, 70, 79, 184, 185]. These secondary droplets then solidified into small disk splats 

upon impact. Nevertheless, the formation mechanism of these small size splats still remains 

unclear. 

It is necessary to determine the cut-off diameter for the primary impacting and spreading 

splats. The splat formation mechanism is derived from an impacted droplet with original 

particle size (45~63 µm) rather than from the secondary droplets or splats. Indeed, the 

primary droplets have different impact conditions (impact velocity and temperature) 

compared to the secondary droplets. Approximately 500 splats of Ni or Ni20Cr (including the 

small sized splats) at 473 K were utilised as an example to determine a suitable cut-off 

diameter representing the primary spreading splats. The distribution of splat diameters is 

shown in Fig. 4.9. The splats with small spreading diameters, below 60 µm, occupied the 

majority by number. Above 60 µm, splat diameters showed a bimodal distribution with two 

possible thresholds, 90 µm or 150µm. In order to confirm the final diameter threshold, one 

could assume that all the material from an original spherical particle totally transformed into 

a cylinder disk splat. The mass conservation of this transition can be expressed by Eq. 4.1, 

 
3 2

04

3 2 2
dD D

      
   
   

 (Eq. 4.1) 

where   represents the thickness of one splat and   is the particle density. 

For one original particle with a size of 40 µm, the calculated splat diameter is 146.1 µm with 

a thickness of 2 µm, which is a typical thickness of splats formed on the heated substrates 

[12]. Therefore for type 3 and 4 splats of Ni and Ni20Cr, only the splats with diameters 

greater than 145 µm were evaluated. However for type 1 and 2 splats, it was difficult to 

characterise the maximum spreading diameter and the exact location where the droplet began 
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disintegrating from the final splat morphology. Generally, the diameter 145 µm was used as 

the cut-off size for all splats to eliminate undersized splats.  

 
Fig. 4.9. The diameter distribution of Ni and Ni20Cr splats. 

In the present study, for each temperature parameter, approximately 100 splats were analysed 

to obtain the fractions for each splat type, the average splat diameter and standard deviation. 

Fig. 4.10 summarises the characterisation of splat transition temperatures for different 

powder/substrate material systems and Table 4.8 gives the related transition temperatures. 

Two different material systems of Ni-series and Cu-series powders, which are commercially 

available, are selected to study the effect of alloyed active elements on splat formation. The 

Cu-series splats are solely investigated in order to provide more information whether the 

alloyed active elements influenced the transition temperatures in this chapter because this 

thesis mainly focused on studying the formation mechanism of Ni and Ni20Cr splats rather 

than Cu-series splats. For Ni-series splats on stainless steel and chromium substrates, the 

addition of alloyed active elements Cr and Al had a negligible effect (within experimental 

error) on the droplet spreading dynamics from the viewpoint of the transition temperature. A 

similar phenomenon was noticed for the Cu-series powders on stainless steel substrates.  

For the selected powder/substrate material systems, the splat transition temperatures based on 

definition 1 fell into a narrow temperature range of 335 K~402 K. Taking Ni splats on 

stainless steel substrates as an example, on substrates heated below 423 K, lots of surface 

moisture and hydroxides adhered on the surface. As preheating temperatures increased, 

moisture adhering to substrate surface was efficiently removed, reducing from 17% at 300 K 

to less 1% at 423 K. In addition, the surface hydroxides decreased from 58% at 300 K to 45% 

at 423 K. Therefore, the significant reduction of fragmented splats (type 1 & 2) is the result 
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of the removal of surface moisture and hydroxides along the splat-substrate interface due to 

the thermal treatment. This indicates that, once the substrates are heated above the 

temperature range, the extensive splat fragmentation which is induced by the formation of gas 

layer along the interface can be suppressed. Above 423 K, the formation of fragmented splats 

was fully eliminated and only the splats with regular shapes were formed for the investigated 

material systems. However, it should be noted that a large fraction of splats still have some 

finger splashing even above on this temperature. In the formation of perfect disk splats 

(definition 2 of type 4 splats), there was an increasing trend with substrate preheating 

temperatures, but decreasing after a certain threshold (around 473 K as shown in Fig. 4.10a). 

This phenomenon will be further investigated in the following chapters. In addition, different 

transition temperatures were obtained considering different definitions of disk-shape splats as 

shown in Table 4.8. Higher transition temperatures were achieved under the condition of 

definition 2 criteria compared to the definition 1 criteria for Ni-series splats (Ni, Ni20Cr and 

Ni5Al) on stainless steel substrates. 

 

Fig. 4.10. Characterisation of splat transition temperatures for different powder/substrate 

systems of (a) Ni-series powders on SS substrates, (b) Cu-series powders on SS substrates and (c) 

Ni-series powders on Cr substrates.  
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Table 4.8 Transition temperatures for different powder/substrate systems under different 
definitions of the disk-shaped splat 

 Ni 

on SS 

Ni20Cr 

on SS 

Ni5Al 

on SS 

Cu 

on SS 

Cu9.5Al1Fe 

on SS 

Ni 

on Cr 

Ni20Cr 

on Cr 

Definition 1 388 K 384 K 402 K 372 K 372 K 361 K 335 K 

Definition 2 472 K 465 K 443 K -- -- -- -- 

For Ni-series powders on stainless steel substrates, no significant difference was observed for 

the transition temperatures, regardless of the definition 1 or definition 2. However, 

Fukumoto’s group observed that there was a significant difference for the Ni-series powders 

on stainless steel substrates where the transition temperatures of Ni, Ni20Cr and Ni5Al were 

610 K, 379 K and 442 K respectively [4]. Considering the fact that, in their work, the 

powders had a size range of 10~44 µm, the formation of small sized splats (as discussed in 

the beginning of Section 4.3.2) may not be accurately discriminated which could influence 

the measured splat percentages. In the present study, a thermal rig for collecting single splats 

was developed where five substrates were heated to the desirable temperatures at the same 

time in order to avoid instrument error. Meanwhile, alloyed powders were used to minimise 

their interactions with plasma gas during flight (for example the melting behaviour). When 

calculating the fractions for different splat morphologies, only the primary impact droplets 

were considered (the small sized splats were excluded). It is postulated that the experimental 

setup, the selection of powder composition (alloyed or not) and particle size distribution may 

contribute to the variation in determining the transition temperature.  

Notably, a more complex splat morphology change for Ni5Al material was observed in Fig. 

4.10a. Ni5Al splats demonstrated the highest transition temperatures utilising definition 1, 

while the smallest one for definition 2 compared to the Ni and Ni20Cr splats, as shown in 

Table 4.8. This indicates that Ni5Al splats with perfect shapes can be more easily formed 

with smaller preheating temperatures. A thick black layer, most likely aluminium oxide, was 

frequently observed on the top surface of Ni5Al splats, even on the substrate, at room 

temperature, as shown in Fig. 4.11. On one hand, the formation of this surface oxide layer 

was probably related to Al segregation during droplet spreading. On the other hand, Ni5Al 

droplets may achieve higher impact temperatures compared to Ni and Ni20Cr droplets due to 

the exothermic reaction between Ni and Al or Al oxidation in the plasma stream [186]. The 

element Al would be easily oxidised to form a cap during flight [112, 187]. Upon impact, the 

aluminium oxide layer could spread on top of the splat surface [188]. This oxide layer may 
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influence droplet spreading dynamics and splat morphology changes through altering the 

droplet liquid viscosity and friction. Further research should be dedicated to understanding 

why the surface oxide layer is easily formed for Ni5Al powder material. The formation 

mechanism of Ni splats and the effect of alloyed Cr on splat formation are discussed in 

Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 respectively. 

 
Fig. 4.11. Typical splat morphologies for Ni5Al splats showing the formation of surface oxide 

layer, (a) the fragmented splat and (b) the disk-shaped splat. 

Interestingly, transition temperatures were found to be quite similar between the Cu and the 

Cu9.5Al1Fe splats. This similarity suggests that the alloyed active elements played a minor 

role in affecting the parameter of transition temperature for this alloying system. No type 4 

splats of Cu-series materials were formed on stainless steel substrates preheated below 573 K, 

as shown in Fig. 4.10b. All of the disk-shaped splats were formed with finger splashing. 

However, splat fragmentation/over-spreading of Cu-series materials disappeared on the 

stainless steel substrates preheated at 398 K, which was slightly smaller than that of 423 K in 

the Ni-series powders, even though a small fraction of moisture remained on the substrate 

surface. This small difference may result from the different thermophysical properties of 

sprayed droplets, for example the high thermal conductivity of 386 W/m K for Cu-series 

powders (high solidification rate) compared to 69 W/m K  of Ni-series powders, which is 

also important in modifying droplet spreading behaviour. A similar value of the transition 

temperature for Cu splats on 304 stainless steel substrates was also observed by Fukumoto’s 

group (394 K), while a larger value of 505 K for Cu-30Zn splats was observed [4]. This is 

different from our research results that both Cu and Cu9.5Al1Fe splats had similar transition 

temperatures of 398 K. It is proposed that the large concentration of Zn (30 wt%) inside the 

powders may play a role in changing splat transitional behaviour. 
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Meanwhile, the splat morphologies showed different transition behaviours on chromium 

substrates. Splat fragmentation was inhibited, even at lower preheating temperatures, where 

more moisture was present on the surface (as shown in Table 4.4 and Fig. 4.2). This 

phenomenon could be attributed to either the larger thermal conductivity of chromium 

substrates, which could quickly conduct heat away to cool down droplets, or to the constant 

surface chemistry under different preheating temperatures compared to the stainless steel 

substrates. Further analysis can be found in Chapter 7. Furthermore, the fraction of type 4 

splats formed was even below 50% and decreased beyond a threshold preheating temperature 

which was similar to that on stainless steel substrates. Even though the surface of chromium 

substrates was relatively rougher than the stainless steel substrate, there was not significantly 

more splashing.  

To sum up, the meaning of the transition temperature was briefly studied for the systems of 

Ni-series splats on stainless steel substrate, Cu-series splats on stainless steel substrates and 

Ni-series splats on chromium substrates. Splat transitional behaviour was correlated with the 

definition of the disk-shaped splats, the powder material properties, the substrate material 

properties and the substrate surface properties. In brief, for a given set of spraying parameters 

and the substrates with small roughness, the transition temperature is mainly influenced by 

two components, i.e. efficient removal of a large fraction of surface moisture from the 

substrate and fast energy loss by solidification. In the present study, the splat transition 

temperature could be predicted falling in the temperature range where the substrate surface 

adsorbates/moisture was effectively eliminated. In other words, the extensive splat 

fragmentation can be avoided when surface moisture is removed from the substrate. The 

parameter of transition temperature was still useful in discriminating how the fragmented 

splats (type 1&2), due to overspreading, transform into disk-shaped splats (type 3&4) and 

indicate how easily the splat fragmentation can be supressed as a function of substrate 

preheating temperature. However, this parameter cannot distinguish the difference in the 

formation of type 3 finger-jetting disk splats and the type 4 perfect disk splats. In addition, 

this parameter cannot indicate at which temperature the overspreading-induced splat 

fragmentation is fully constrained. It is difficult to characterise the effect of alloying elements 

on splat formation when considering only the parameter of transition temperature where no 

big differences were observed. Splat fragmentation induced by over-spreading was 

completely constrained on the stainless steel substrates preheated around 423 K where the 

surface moisture was removed. The substrates should be preheated at 473 K to promote the 
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formation of a certain fraction of perfect disk splats (50% type 4 splats) for Ni-series powders. 

However, the splat formation of Cu-series powders on stainless steel and Ni-series powders 

on chromium substrates indicated that the presence of a certain amount of moisture on the 

substrate surface may not always lead to splat fragmentation. Rapid droplet solidification was 

also critical in influencing splat transitional behaviour, which easily restricted droplet 

fragmentation but did not facilitate the formation of more perfect disk splats.  

4.4 Conclusion  

This chapter firstly investigated the modifications of the substrate surface chemistry and 

surface roughness as a function of substrate preheating through XPS and SPM and 3D optical 

microscopy respectively. Then, the characterisation of splat transition temperatures for 

different powder/substrate material systems was presented.  

For all the mirror-polished stainless steel and chromium substrates, surface roughness did not 

vary significantly and was maintained in nanoscale under different preheating temperatures 

(below 573 K). For stainless steel substrates, the surface moisture/adsorbates were efficiently 

removed at around 423 K. For chromium substrates, even though the surface chemistry was 

kept consistent under different preheating temperatures, a certain fraction of moisture was 

present on the substrate surface. 

Indeed, the splat shapes experienced a transitional change from fragmented shapes to 

regular/disk shapes when the substrate was heated to a critical transition temperature. It 

should be noted that the determination of the transition temperature is dependent on the 

definition of splat morphologies. Fast droplet solidification may be beneficial for slightly 

decreasing the transition temperatures. However, more universally, one can predict that only 

disk-shaped splats would be formed once the substrate surface moisture/adsorbates are 

efficiently removed where splat fragmentation/over-spreading can be completely restricted. 

Furthermore, the parameter of transition temperature is not useful to compare droplet 

spreading behaviour and splat formation between pure Ni powder and powder alloyed with 

active elements. The difference in droplet spreading diameters, spreading dynamics and 

interfacial features are experimentally and numerically studied, as reported in Chapters 5 and 

6. 
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Understanding the formation of nickel splats                                

This chapter focuses on understanding the formation mechanism of nickel splats on stainless 

steel substrates during plasma spraying. The transition behaviour of splat morphologies on 

the substrates undergoing different preheating temperatures was systematically investigated. 

More importantly, transient droplet spreading behaviour, solidification process and finger 

splashing phenomenon were numerically studied on 304 stainless steel substrates with no 

surface adsorbates/moisture. The simulation results, in terms of the final splat shapes and the 

overall spreading diameters, were validated through experimental observation. Furthermore, 

the evolution of the solidification process during droplet spreading was compared with the 

actual solidification microstructure through FIB and TEM observation. Finally, a mechanism 

accounting for the different droplet splashing behaviour on the substrate without surface 

moisture/adsorbates is proposed. 

5.1 Transitional change of Ni splat morphologies 

Fig. 5.1 describes the percentage of different types of splats found on the stainless steel 

substrates preheated at a range of temperatures between 300 K and 573 K. As shown in Fig. 

5.1a, at room temperature, all the splats showed the type 1 shape. When the substrate was 

heated to 373 K, the number of type 1 splats dramatically decreased to 8% and type 2 splats 

increased to 92%. This suggests that there was improved contact between the splat and the 

substrate. At 398 K, the proportion of type 2 splats decreased to 18% and type 3 splats 

dominated, at 82%. As the substrate heating temperature increased to 423 K, splats were 

completely composed of type 3 splats, whereas type 2 splats induced by material over-

spreading were absent. Above 423 K, the proportion of disk splats increased but did not 

dominate; only ~50% of the splats showing perfect disk shapes without any splashing (type 

4). Preheating substrates to 423 K and above effectively eliminated extensive material 

projections and ensured the formation of regular disk type splats. It should be highlighted that 

on the substrate preheated at 573 K, the fraction of type 4 splats decreased while more splats 

with splashed fingers were formed. The decrease in the proportion of type 4 splats is 

examined in detail in Section 5.2 and Section 5.3. 
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Fig. 5.1. The proportion of different types of Ni splats with respect to different preheating 

temperatures (a) splats fraction and (b) transition temperatures characterisation. 

As pointed out in Chapter 4, the estimation of the transition temperature is strongly 

dependent on the definition of a disk splat. In this study, type 3 & 4 splats showed 

predominantly disk shapes with different splashing degrees, while type 1 and 2 were 

extensively splashed splats. Therefore, a disk splat could justifiably be defined as either both 

type 3 & 4 (definition 1), or type 4 only (definition 2 where splashing was minimal or non-

existent). The former is more consistent with the definition used by Fukumoto et al. who 

briefly classified splat morphologies into two categories of irregular shapes and regular ones 

[4, 6, 11, 83, 130]. Even though it is well established that splats may undergo a transition from 

splashed shapes to disk shapes when the substrates are heated above the transition 

temperature, the parameter of transition temperature was not a good indicator to fully reveal 

the droplet spreading behaviour. The transition temperature parameter just discriminates how 

the fragmented splats transform into disk-shaped splats and indicates how easily the splat 

fragmentation can be supressed as a function of substrate preheating temperature. 

Nevertheless, detailed information on the droplet spreading process, for example, the 

spreading diameter and the occurrence of material oscillations at the edge, cannot be fully 

provided. Several other parameters including the overall spreading ratio, the central flat area 

spreading ratio and the contact area ratio, were used to supply more information to compare 

the splat formation between Ni and Ni20Cr splats. 

Fig. 5.2 summarises the measurements of the overall spreading ratio, the central flat area 

spreading ratio and the contact area ratio for Ni splats. The overall flattening ratio 

f r 0/D D   is defined as the ratio of the overall splat diameter ( rD  as shown in Fig. 4.6) to 

the original average particle size ( 0 54 µmD  ).The central flat area ratio c c r/D D   is 
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defined as the ratio of the central flat area diameter ( cD ) to the overall splat diameter ( rD ). 

The flattening ratio of the central flat area c c 0/D D   is determined by the ratio of cD  to 

0D . For type 2 splats, even though liquid fragmentation occurred after maximum spreading, 

the streaks surrounding the central core depicted the spreading trajectory of splats. Therefore, 

under the same heating conditions, these splats always showed the largest flattening ratios 

(Fig. 5.2a). In contrast, for type 1 splats, the liquid part of the droplet could break up either 

from the holes initially formed inside the splat during spreading or around the splat rim [189]. 

Hence the diameter of residual rings may not represent the maximum spreading. They 

showed smaller flattening ratios compared with type 2 splats. In the formation of regular disk 

splats (type 3 & 4), the overall flattening ratios were quite similar despite the different 

preheating temperatures. The spreading behaviour of the central smooth area is shown in Fig. 

5.2b and Fig. 5.2c. Generally, during droplet spreading, this central area contacts closely with 

the substrate because of the high impact pressure [94]. Above 398 K, the central flat area 

occupied similar ratios of the whole splat area for type 3 & 4 splats, around 45%~60% (Fig. 

5.2b). It appeared that due to the existence of surface moisture, the flattening ratio of the 

central flat area was about c 2   or smaller on substrates below 423 K (Fig. 5.2c). The high 

impact pressure of the droplet could only effectively generate good interfacial contact within

c 2  , overcoming the upward force induced by the vaporised moisture from the substrate 

surface [94]. Once the surface moisture vaporised, the central flat area became larger.  
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Fig. 5.2. Morphology information of Ni splats (a) overall flattening ratios f , (b) central flat 

area ratios c , (c) flattening ratios of the central flat area c  and (d) four types of splat shapes 

and diameter measurements. 

When the substrates were heated to relatively low temperatures below 573 K, the surface 

topology did not change significantly, meaning that surface roughness was unlikely to be the 

cause of the different spreading behaviour. Accordingly, the changes in friction and 

wettability induced by the surface roughness are assumed to be negligible. The transition 

from highly splashed (type 1 & 2) to disk like splats (types 3 & 4) correlated with the 

removal of a significant proportion of surface moisture and surface hydroxides as explained 

in Chapter 4. During hot droplet spreading, moisture and hydroxides are released to form a 

gas layer along the splat-substrate interface, inhibiting the interfacial contact and heat transfer. 

Accordingly, the droplets stay in liquid form for a longer time and flatten to a larger extent. 

In this state the droplets could break up due to over-spreading of the liquid part, inducing the 

formation of type 1 & 2 splats and their larger flattening ratios. Interestingly, when the 

moisture and hydroxides were being removed from substrate surface, the ratio of Fe/Cr was 
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also changing and may play a role in the formation of splashed fingers. Considering that the 

surface roughness was kept consistent under these conditions, the formation of splat 

splashing on 304 stainless steel substrates was not solely dependent on the removal of 

moisture, but also on the surface composition. Although a certain amount of hydroxides 

existing on the substrate surface could lead to the formation of type 3 splashed splats, the 

surface composition changes during preheating could not be neglected to make a contribution. 

Therefore, it is necessary to eliminate the substantial changes in surface composition in order 

to investigate the splat formation mechanism. Splat formation on high purity chromium 

substrates to eliminate the complex surface chemistry changes during preheating will be 

analysed in Chapter 7.  

When less gas is present along the interface, better contact is achieved between the droplet 

and substrate resulting in faster cooling rates of the droplets. Consequently, in the formation 

of disk splats, similar flattening ratios for type 3 & 4 splats are observed for Ni powder 

material. Here, the splat surface topology features after spreading completion such as finger 

splashing, final spreading diameters and surface ripples can be easily identified through 

experiments. Exploring droplet transient spreading dynamics through numerical simulations 

and observation of the splat-substrate interface is still of great importance to identifying the 

parameters modifying droplet spreading dynamics and the splat formation mechanism. 

Because it is still challenging to incorporate the evaporation of substrate surface 

moisture/adsorbates into simulation models, the scope of this thesis is constrained to 

understanding droplet impact onto the substrate where there is no surface adsorbents/moisture 

evaporation. 

5.2 Numerical study of Ni droplet spreading behaviour 

CFD simulations were performed using the commercial code ANSYS FLUENT 16.0 [190]. 

The experimentally measured Ni droplet temperature and velocity upon impact typically fall 

into the range of 2100 K~3300 K and 80 m/s~ 180 m/s respectively depending on the plasma 

spraying parameters [2, 43, 88, 191]. In the present study, a molten Ni droplet of 54 µm 

diameter with an initial temperature of 2100 K was simulated to impact onto a stainless steel 

substrate with an initial velocity of 100 m/s. The high temperature thermophysical properties 

of the Ni droplet and the stainless steel substrate are summarised in Table 5.1. One should 

note that only constant values were used to represent material properties. However, the 
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temperature-dependent parameters such as surface tension and viscosity could play a role in 

changing droplet spreading dynamics [149, 192]. 

Table 5.1 Thermophysical properties of the Ni droplet and stainless steel substrate in simulation 
[28, 193]. 

Material Melting 

point 

K 

Density 

kg/m3 

Thermal 

conductivity 

W/m·K 

Specific 

heat 

J/kg·K 

Latent heat

J/kg 

Viscosity 

Pa·s 

Surface 

tension 

N/m 

Ni 1728 7850(l) 

8450 (s) 

69.2 (l) 

80 (s) 

735 (l) 

595 (s) 

2.92x105 0.006 1.8 

 

Substrate 1723 7854 15 480    

                                                                                                                     l: liquid and s: solid.

5.2.1 Numerical models 

5.2.1.1 The VOF model 

The VOF (volume of fluid) model is used to compute the volume fraction of fluid ( l ) and 

gas ( g ) to track the movement of the droplet-air interface. In each control volume, the 

parameter   is defined as unity in the cell fully occupied by the liquid droplet and zero in the 

cell fully occupied by the air. The value   between zero and unity points to the liquid-air 

interface and in every cell the volume fractions of these two phases sum to unity as expressed 

in Eq. 5.1. In this study, the surrounding air was treated as the primary phase.  

 l g 1    (Eq. 5.1) 

Therefore the fields for all variables and properties are shared by the phases and represent 

volume-averaged values. The related material density and viscosity are expressed by Eq. 5.2 

and 5.3, 

 l l g g       (Eq. 5.2) 

 l l g g       (Eq. 5.3) 

where l  and g  represent the density of the liquid droplet and air respectively while l  and 

g  represent the viscosity of the liquid droplet and air respectively. 

The location of the moving interface between the molten liquid and air is computed by 

solving the volume fraction continuity equation for the liquid phase, as expressed in Eq. 5.4, 
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where v


 is the velocity vector. The axisymmetric governing equations of momentum (Eq. 5.5) 

and energy (Eq. 5.6) in the computational domain are expressed as follows: 
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 (Eq. 5.6) 

For Eq. 5.5, v


is the velocity, g   is the gravitational body force, effk  is the effective thermal 

conductivity ( eff l l g gk k k   ), mS


 is the source term induced by the solidification process 

as described in Eq. 5.13 (see Section 5.2.1.2) and volF


 is the volume surface tension force 

solved using the continuum surface tension (CSF) model of Brackbill et al. [194] as 

expressed in Eq. 5.7, 

 vol lF   


 (Eq. 5.7) 

where   is the droplet surface tension coefficient and   is the surface curvature calculated 

from the local gradients in the surface normal at the interface, as expressed in Eq. 5.8, 
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 (Eq. 5.8) 

where ln   represents the surface normal at the interface. 

In general, the VOF model is a classical model to locate the interface between the liquid and 

the gas. It has been used widely in modelling the spreading behaviour of droplet impact and 

the results agreed well with the experimental observation [30, 33, 72, 99, 100, 150, 157]. It 

should be pointed out that these references used the finite difference method to solve Navier-

Stokes equations while in ANSYS FLUENT software, the finite volume method was used. 

Both methodologies were classical and acceptable in fluid dynamics study. 

Meanwhile, the VOF model can be augmented to include wall adhesion effects through the 

contact angle   between the droplet and the substrate wall. The wall adhesion effects help to 

adjust the surface curvature near the wall, as expressed in Eq. 5.9, 

 w wcos sinn n t  
 

 (Eq. 5.9) 
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where wn


 and wt


 represent the unit vectors normal and tangential to the wall respectively.  

In the calculations of volume fraction parameters, an explicit time scheme was used where 

the time step was controlled by the Courant number ( Co= /vdt dx , v  velocity, t  time and x

grid spacing). At the regime of high droplet impact and spreading velocity, a very small time 

step of 1x10-10s was used to meet the requirement of Co number (less than 0.25). After 4 µs 

spreading, a larger time step 5x10-10 s was used to save computational time.  

For Eq. 5.6, H  is the total material enthalpy as described in section 5.2.1.2, k is the thermal 

conductivity and T is the temperature. 

5.2.1.2 The solidification model 

The FLUENT software uses a parameter of liquid fraction,  , to implicitly represent the 

melt interface based on the enthalpy-porosity method calculating the enthalpy balance. The 

total enthalpy of the material is calculated as the sum of the sensible enthalpy h and the latent 

heat H , expressed in Eq. 5.10, 

 H h H    (Eq. 5.10) 

where  

ref
ref p

T

T
h h C dT    

where refh  stands for the reference enthalpy at the reference temperature refT  and the pC  is 

the specific heat.  

The values  of zero and unity represent the solid and liquid in the control volume 

respectively, through determining whether the temperature reaches the solidus point. Values 

between zero and unity represent the solidification interface, also named the ‘mushy zone’. 
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 (Eq. 5.11) 

As can be seen in the Eq. 5.11, the mushy zone consists of both solid and liquid phases. As 

the temperature decreases and induces solidification, the latent heat of the liquid dissipates. 

According to the liquid fraction existing inside the control cell, the dissipated latent heat can 

be expressed as Eq. 5.12, 
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 H L   (Eq. 5.12) 

where L  is the latent heat of the liquid material. 

The enthalpy-porosity method calculates the effect of solidification on the whole velocity 

field by treating the mushy zone as a porous medium. Once the computational cell is fully 

occupied by the solid, the associated velocities become zero. Therefore a source term mS , 

given by Eq. 5.13 is added to the velocity equation. 
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 (Eq. 5.13) 

where mushA is the mushy zone constant and equals to 1x109 in this work, suggested by [118]. 

In this thesis, only equilibrium solidification was incorporated into the numerical simulation 

to explore its effect on droplet spreading dynamics and energy evolution. However, it should 

be emphasised that a certain degree of undercooling was involved during droplet 

solidification which may influence the growth of solidification front [24, 53, 88, 103, 110]. 

With the help of the fast response pyrometer, McDonald et al. [88, 103] directly measured the 

cooling history in the disk splat formation of Ni splats on stainless steel substrates and 

molybdenum splats on glass substrates. It has been found that there were only a small degree 

of undercooling of 446 K and 690 K respectively for these two splat-substrate material 

systems. Furthermore, the occurrence of droplet undercooling process was relatively earlier 

compared with the overall spreading time (for example, for molybdenum splats, the 

maximum spreading occurring at ~1 µs, the solidification due to undercooling delay 

occurring at ~3 µs, and the completion of finger jetting occurring at ~6.4 µs). Therefore, it is 

reasonable to neglect droplet undercooling in this thesis. However, this phenomenon needs 

further study in the future. 

5.2.2 Computational domain and meshing 

Axisymmetric 2D and 3D simulations were conducted and qualitatively demonstrated similar 

splat morphologies. Two-dimensional (2D) modelling was conducted to characterise the 

droplet spreading behaviour and investigate the effect of multiple variables in a 

computationally efficient manner. Meanwhile, three-dimensional (3D) modelling was 

conducted for a more focused set of parameters based on the 2D modelling results.  
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For the 2D simulation, a two dimensional (2D) axisymmetric domain was used in the 

simulation where the size of air domain was 320 µm x 90 µm, large enough to decrease the 

backward flow to the boundaries. The dimension of the substrate domain was 320 µm x 25 

µm (width X and height Y). Detailed boundary conditions are presented in Fig. 5.3. 

 
Fig. 5.3. Computational geometry and boundary conditions for simulation of droplet spreading. 

The meshing quadrilateral element numbers were fixed with 56,000 elements for the 

substrate domain and 705,600 elements for the air domain. The smallest grid in the air 

domain was 0.14 µm to accurately capture the droplet-air interface motion. An extensive grid 

independence test was conducted to confirm that the meshing scheme was sufficiently fine to 

capture the droplet spreading diameter and the droplet-air interface. In the testing study, three 

different grid sizes were selected, yielding a minimum cell length of 0.2 µm (400,000 cells in 

total), 0.14 µm (761,600 cells) and 0.11 µm (1,238,400 cells). The meshing algorithm used in 

this work (grid size 0.14 µm) was sufficiently fine to capture the interface, generating an 

estimated error around 1.5% for the characteristic spreading ratios, as shown in Fig. 5.4. The 

grid independence tests were conducted under the condition of substrate preheating of 573 K, 

a thermal contact resistance 5x10-7 m2K/W, contact angle 60° and temperature-dependent 

surface tension. In numerically modelling the Ni splat formation on stainless steel substrates, 

the interfacial thermal contact resistance was estimated to be in the range of 1x10-7- 1x10-6 

m2K/W where disk splats were formed [30, 100, 103]. Therefore the thermal contact 

resistance was chosen from this range. 
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Fig. 5.4. Characterisation of droplet flattening ratios using different grid spacing. 

For the 3D simulation, the calculation was carried out in the axisymmetric one fourth domain 

where the air and substrate domains had a dimension of 120 µm x 120 µm x 80 µm and 120 

µm x 120 µm x 25 µm (length X, width Y and height Z) respectively. The total meshing 

contained 3,822,000 grids for accurately tracking the droplet-air interface.  

5.2.3 Boundary conditions and numerical methods 

The detailed boundary conditions used in the simulations are illustrated in Fig. 5.3. When the 

liquid droplet flowed over the substrate surface, a non-slip wall boundary condition was 

utilised. This condition assumed that there was no relative velocity between the fluid and 

stationary substrate surface at the contact line. In reality the contact line would experience 

slip during droplet spreading. Other researchers have introduced a slip length, considering the 

velocity gradient at the triple line, to avoid the singularity [195]. The slip length scale is much 

smaller than the grid spacing in the numerical studies [196, 197]. Thus the simplest 

assumption of a non-slip wall condition was considered acceptable to predict droplet 

spreading behaviour. Because of difficulties in photographing the spreading process of high-

velocity micrometre-scale droplets, the dynamic contact angles (DCA) cannot be measured 

along the contact line. Therefore the equilibrium static contact angle (SCA) was used in the 

present work [150]. Nevertheless, in the case of the spreading process of millimetre-scale 

droplets, the predictions of droplet spreading ratios of DCA and SCA were qualitatively in a 

good agreement [62, 67]. This is more accurate when the advancing contact angle was similar 

to the equilibrium contact angle, or the advancing contact angles were larger than 90° (non-

wettable surface) [66]. 
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All the governing equations were solved using the segregated pressure-based solver in 

FLUENT. The momentum and energy equations were discretised using the QUICK scheme. 

Pressure-velocity coupling was achieved through the PISO method during the transient 

calculation. VOF equations were discretized through the geo-reconstruct approach which 

accurately tracked the liquid-gas interface motion. The gradients of variables in the governing 

equations were computed using the Green-Gauss Node based method to obtain a second-

order spatial accuracy. The pressure values were interpolated using the PRESTO! approach in 

the computational cells. In order to understand the heat transfer process during droplet impact, 

two temperature monitor points were selected. One was located at the droplet top surface on 

the axis of symmetry and the other one was located at the substrate top surface on the axis of 

symmetry. 

5.2.4 Splat morphology evolution  

This thesis focused on understanding droplet spreading dynamics in the formation of disk-

shaped splats well above the transition temperature. Therefore, interactions between surface 

condensates/moisture evaporation and droplet spreading were not taken into account. In fact, 

researchers [99, 100] have successfully modelled the splat formation of a central core with 

long splashed fingers by altering the rates of droplet solidification by varying the thermal 

contact resistance along the splat-substrate interface (small value at the centre and large value 

at the edge to represent the formation of a gas barrier), and validated the results with the 

experimental observation on non-preheated substrates. However, both simulations generated 

splats with regular shapes on the preheated substrates only under the condition of constant 

interfacial thermal contact resistance. This indicated that thermal contact resistance is related 

to gas evaporation and the formation of gas barrier is also important in determining the 

contact conditions between droplet and substrate. This is a possible explanation why the 

spatially varied thermal contact resistance cannot model the disk splat shapes on a preheated 

substrate where the gas is efficiently removed from the substrate surface. This thesis attempts 

to understand the spreading behaviour of disk splats, rather than the formation of 

fragmented/overspreading splats. Therefore, only constant thermal contact resistances along 

the droplet-substrate interface were used to model disk splat formation. 

Fig. 5.5 shows the transient droplet spreading behaviour on a substrate preheated at 573 K 

through 3D simulation. The surface tension of the droplet was set to be 1.8 N/m with a 

contact angle of 90° and thermal contact resistance of 1x10-7 m2K/W. All of the following 
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results were demonstrated under this condition if not specified. The Weber ( We ) and 

Reynolds (Re) numbers are 2355 and 7065 respectively, using the parameters at the initial 

impact moment. At the early stages of droplet spreading (0.5 µs and 1.0 µs), the free rim 

became unstable due to capillary instability [51] and generated some secondary droplets 

breaking away and ejecting radially at high velocities. With time, some short fingers 

projected away from the main body of the splat.  

 
Fig. 5.5. Splat morphologies with time evolution on the substrate preheated at 573 K. 

The evolution of the droplet spreading behaviour and the solidification process on a substrate 

preheated at 573 K through 2D simulation are shown in Fig. 5.6. Only half of the splat shape 

is shown because of axial symmetry. At the initial droplet impact stage (0.05 µs in Fig. 5.6a), 

a very short finger jetted out radially to relieve the high impact pressure at the impact region 

[37]. Under the condition of capillary force, this short finger could potentially break up to 

form small secondary droplets (see 0.12 µs in Fig. 5.6b). Meanwhile, due to the high impact 

velocity, an air vortex was observed at the outside surface which would force more air to be 

trapped inside the liquid droplet. The formation of entrapped bubbles was clearly observed at 

the centre line along the droplet-substrate interface. With the time evolution to 0.5 µs, a thin 

solidified layer was formed at the periphery during droplet spreading, because this part was 

thinner than the rest and thus contained less thermal energy to transfer. This also indicated 

that solidification occurred inside the droplet before reaching its maximum diameter. Then 

the solidification front gradually extended to the droplet surface at 1 µs. Once solidification 

reached the top surface, a protuberant wedge was formed. This protuberance disturbed the 

liquid flowability and induced instability. Therefore the streamlines were visibly lifted up, 
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indicating a potential jetting of the edge liquid. Some jetted materials were clearly observed 

at 3.5 µs which implies that solidification influenced droplet spreading kinetics. Driven by 

the kinetic energy, more liquid material spread to the rim, leading to a thicker edge. However, 

solidification was fully completed at the peripheral part while a small proportion of liquid 

was still present on the top surface at the centre. The solidification process was complete for 

the whole splat at approximately 4 µs and assumed a disk shape with some ejected material. 

Notably, the thickness of the underlying solidified layer was not uniform during droplet 

spreading. Numerous small bubbles were entrapped along the splat-substrate interface and 

inside the solidified microstructure. This also confirmed that the meshing was fine enough to 

describe the fluid motion. 

 
Fig. 5.6. Droplet spreading, solidification and flow streamlines with time elapse are shown in (a) 

while (b) represents the magnified view of areas marked in (a). 
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Fig. 5.7 gives the final splat morphologies of the top view and cross sections from the 3D 

simulations, which qualitatively agreed with the 2D results. Although the 3D simulation 

could give more detail about the droplet spreading behaviour in different directions, the 2D 

simulation saved significant computational effort in the investigation of the effects of thermal 

contact resistance, substrate preheating, surface tension and contact angles on droplet 

spreading behaviour. Therefore, the 2D simulation was conducted to characterise droplet 

spreading behaviour and investigate the effect of multiple variables in a computationally 

efficient manner. In addition, two typical splat morphologies of disk shapes (type 3 and type 

4) for plasma-sprayed Ni powder are shown in Fig. 5.8. The ability to reproduce disk splat 

shapes through 2D and 3D modelling gives confidence in the conceptual approach taken to 

develop the model and the modelling results. 

 
Fig. 5.7. 3D simulation results of splat morphologies, (a) top view and (b) cross section. 

  

Fig. 5.8. Typical splat morphologies of disk shapes, (a) disk shape with short fingers and (b) 

perfect disk shape. 
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5.2.5 General aspects of the parameters controlling droplet spreading behaviour 

A wide range of parameters including droplet size, droplet velocity and temperature upon 

impact, droplet thermo-physical properties (surface tension, viscosity and thermal 

conductivity), substrate preheating temperatures, droplet-substrate contact angle, and thermal 

contact resistance along the splat-substrate interface, are essential in controlling droplet 

spreading behaviour and the final spreading diameters. Firstly and briefly, the effects of 

droplet impact velocity (100 m/s and 150 m/s), droplet superheat (impacting temperature of 

2100 K, 2800 K and 3000 K) and the interfacial thermal contact resistance (1x10-7 m2K/W 

and 5x10-7 m2K/W) on droplet spreading diameters are numerically analysed [198] and the 

results are summarised in the Fig. 5.9. 

 
Fig. 5.9. Comparison of splat flattening ratios under different impact conditions including the 

droplet temperature, velocity and interfacial thermal contact resistance (90° contact angle). 

It can be seen that the simulated values under the condition of a smaller thermal contact 

resistance (1x10-7 m2K/W), in terms of the spreading ratios, were relatively smaller compared 

to the experimental values. As mentioned above, the splat spreading ratios were related to the 

droplet thermophysical properties, impact conditions such as the impact velocity and droplet 

temperature, substrate conditions and the interfacial heat transfer [7]. As shown in Fig. 5.9, 

the parameters of thermal contact resistance and droplet temperatures obviously influenced 

droplet spreading ratios, instead of the impacting velocities. The larger thermal contact 

resistance enlarged the spreading rations through delaying the solidification process, while 

increased droplet superheat slowed downed solidification and promoted droplet spreading. 

The augmented impact velocities provided more inertial energy in promoting droplet 

spreading, especially in the spreading process. However the maximum spreading ratio for the 

case of 150 m/s velocity was slightly enlarged compared to the 100 m/s velocity. 
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Interestingly, the increased droplet impact velocity from 100 m/s to 150 m/s played a minor 

role in changing the final splat diameter for the case of 3000 K impact temperature with a 

small thermal contact resistance of 1x10-7 m2K/W (as shown in Fig. 5.9). When a small 

thermal contact resistance was developed along the droplet-substrate interface, solidification 

firstly occurred at the droplet periphery and grew thick afterwards. This kind of solidification 

characteristic blocked droplet spreading further but accumulated the liquid, finally forming a 

thick edge [198]. Nevertheless, the increased impact velocities did promote droplet edge 

spreading at higher velocities before maximum spreading. 

 In the present study, only constant impact conditions of droplet temperature and velocity 

were selected (2100 K droplet temperature and 100 m/s impact velocity) in studying splat 

formation. As a matter of fact, solidification during droplet spreading was an important 

parameter influencing the splat morphologies such as the formation of finger splashing. In 

general, two key parameters, i.e. the thermal contact resistance along the droplet-substrate 

interface and substrate preheating temperatures were essential in changing droplet 

solidification and droplet spreading dynamics, which was the research focus of the following 

parts. 

5.2.6 Effect of the thermal contact resistance and substrate preheating 

The scope of the present study was confined to understanding droplet impact onto the 

substrate where there was no surface adsorbents/moisture evaporation. Splat fragmentation 

induced by the evaporation of surface adsorbents/moisture was not studied numerically. 

Fig. 5.10 depicts the influence of thermal contact resistance on droplet spreading behaviour 

on substrates preheated at 423 K. This was the temperature above which most of the surface 

moisture had been vaporised, enabling the results of modelling work to be directly compared 

to experimental results. The splat spreading diameter was measured excluding the splashed 

fingers. At the maximum spreading diameter, the solidification process was almost complete 

at the outer edge. With increasing thermal contact resistance, a larger fraction of liquid was 

observed (see Fig. 5.10a) at the centre, indicating that the droplet remained in liquid form for 

a longer time. Large thermal contact resistance slowed down droplet solidification. Therefore 

more inertial energy was expended in promoting droplet spreading, which generated thinner 

splats due to the large degree of spreading. In addition, more liquid material accumulated at 

the periphery. It is reasonable to predict that the droplet would become thin enough to rupture 

inside the droplet main body with a higher thermal contact resistance, as a result of 
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overspreading. In a short period after impact, the flattening ratios quickly increased 

regardless of the different heat conduction rate, because the inertial force dominated droplet 

spreading as shown in Fig. 5.10b. After maximum spreading, the droplet tended to recede 

slightly due to the surface tension and solidification shrinkage. The experimentally measured 

flattening ratios for Ni splats were also compared with the simulated results.  

 
Fig. 5.10. The evolution of droplet spreading diameter as a function of the thermal contact 

resistance at the substrate preheating temperature of 423 K, (a) splat morphology at the 

maximum spreading diameter, and (b) droplet flattening ratios. 

Fig. 5.11 shows the influence of the thermal contact resistance on droplet spreading 

behaviour at a higher preheating temperature of 573 K. As shown in Fig. 5.11a, similar 

spreading behaviour was found compared with that at the lower preheating temperature of 

423 K. The small thermal contact resistance facilitated heat conduction along the droplet-

substrate interface and increased droplet cooling rates, which rapidly converted kinetic 

energy. This effect finally induced a thicker splat with a smaller spreading diameter. Fig. 

5.11b compares the CFD simulated results with the experimental measurements, showing the 

experimentally measured flattening ratio is in reasonable agreement with the simulation.  
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Fig. 5.11. The evolution of droplet spreading diameter as a function of the thermal contact 

resistance at the substrate preheating temperature of 573 K, (a) splat morphology at the 

maximum spreading diameter, and (b) droplet flattening ratios. 

Several analytical models have been developed to calculate the maximum flattening ratios (as 

mentioned in Chapter 2), which is also compared with our modelling results.  

Madejski’s model [158]was expressed in Eq. 5.14, 
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Zhang’s model [53]was expressed in Eq. 5.15, 
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Chandra’s model [68]was expressed in Eq. 5.16, 
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The results are summarised in Table 5.2. As shown in Table 5.2, Madejski’s solution 

overestimated the maximum flattening ratio without the consideration of droplet 

solidification effects during spreading. Zhang further improved Madejski’s model by 

incorporating the solidification process, but this still underestimated the effect of 

solidification according to the results of this work. Chandra’s model more accurately 

predicted the maximum spreading diameters by incorporating new approaches for analysing 

the solidification process. It can be seen that the solidification process played an important 
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role in influencing droplet spreading behaviour by consuming a large proportion of inertial 

energy.  

Table 5.2 Comparison of the maximum spreading ratios between different models 

Models Madejski’s Zhang’s Chandra’s Simulation  
in this work 

Experiments  
in this work 

Spreading ratio 7.51 6.31 4.45 3.76  
for TCR=1e-7 

4.56±0.67 

4.76  
for TCR=5e-7 

5.35  
for TCR=10e-7 

Even though the simulated result of the splat spreading ratio under the condition of 5x10-7 

m2K/W thermal contact resistance was close to the experimental results of the mean splat 

flattening ratio, it did not necessarily mean that the real thermal contact resistance was 5x10-7 

m2K/W. Indeed, there are several other parameters, such as droplet thermophysical properties 

(shown in Chapter 6), droplet impact temperature and velocity (as shown in Fig. 5.9) and 

dynamic wetting behaviour, all influencing splat spreading diameters. In addition, one should 

note that the wide variation observed in the experimentally measured ratios was probably due 

to the original powder distribution (45~63 µm) and the associated variation in droplet impact 

temperature and velocity. It is still difficult, if not impossible, to experimentally measure the 

droplet impact velocity and temperature only for the 54 µm-sized droplets whose impact and 

spreading dynamics were numerically studied in this work. It is proposed that the magnitude 

of the interfacial thermal contact resistance was 10-7 m2K/W. 

As mentioned above, the increased thermal contact resistance would slow down heat transfer 

along the droplet-substrate interface. To clearly demonstrate this effect, Fig. 5.12 depicts the 

influence of the substrate preheating and thermal contact resistance on the temperature 

evolutions at the droplet top surface and the substrate surface. At the preheating temperature 

of 423 K, it took more time for the droplet to cool down when the interfacial contact 

resistance increased from 1x10-7 m2K/W to 10x10-7 m2K/W, as shown in Fig. 5.12a. In 

addition, the maximum substrate temperature achieved through droplet heating decreased 

with the increased thermal contact resistance because it blocked thermal conduction from the 

droplet to substrate (see Fig. 5.12b). A similar trend was also noticed on the substrate 

preheated at 573 K with different thermal contact resistances. Under conditions of the same 

thermal contact resistance 1x10-7 m2K/W, increasing substrate preheating temperature from 

300 K to 573 K slowed down the droplet cooling process but increased the maximum 
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temperature of the substrate surface. Importantly, under the condition of 573 K preheating 

temperature with a small thermal contact resistance of 1x10-7 m2K/W, the substrate 

temperature exceeded the melting point. This means that under conditions of good interfacial 

thermal contact, substrate melting and re-solidification could easily occur. Under these 

conditions metallurgical bonding could form between the splat and substrate, potentially 

improving the interfacial adhesion. In addition, one should note that, at the instant the droplet 

contacts with substrate, the temperature at the substrate surface sharply increases due to rapid 

heat conduction [31]. However the subsequent temperature drop could be related to the 

formation of air bubbles (as shown in Fig. 5.6b) which isolated the contact between the 

droplet and substrate. Once the bubbles detached from the substrate surface, the temperature 

gradually increased due to further heat conduction.  

 
Fig. 5.12. Temperature evolution of (a) the droplet surface and (b) substrate surface under 

different conditions of substrate preheating temperature and thermal contact resistance. 

Fig. 5.13 compares the splat morphologies on substrates preheated at 300 K, 423 K and 573 

K under varying thermal contact resistance of 1x10-7 m2K/W and 5x10-7 m2K/W. As shown 

in Fig. 5.13a, under the condition of thermal contact resistance of 1x10-7 m2K/W, varying 

splat morphologies were observed on the substrates preheated at different temperatures. The 

droplet almost completed solidification at 300 K indicating a rapid cooling rate, also shown 

in Fig. 5.12a. The fast growth of the solidification front destabilised upper liquid flow (see 

Fig. 5.6b) and converted a large fraction of kinetic energy. Therefore only a short finger 

projected away from the main body which had the smallest contact diameter. At higher 

preheating temperatures, the solidification process was delayed where a large fraction of 

liquid was observed. At 423 K the finger projection was supressed and a perfect disk splat 

was formed accordingly. With preheating temperature increasing to 573 K, the droplet 
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cooling rate was decreased (see Fig. 5.12a) indicating less consumption of inertial energy. 

Therefore, more material was still molten and having a high kinetic energy, promoted some 

liquid jetting away further compared with that at room temperature.  These simulation results 

were consistent with the experimental observation that, with increasing substrate preheating 

temperatures, the formation of splashed-disk splats (type 3) firstly decreased and then 

increased.  

Under the condition of a larger thermal contact resistance of 5x10-7 m2K/W, most material 

still remained liquid at the maximum spreading extent (as shown in Fig. 5.13b). Overall, the 

splats showed similar morphologies of perfect disk shapes, without any material projections. 

This phenomenon was distinct from that of Fig. 5.13a and the experimental observation. 

Furthermore, the differences in the maximum spreading ratio at different substrate 

temperatures (4.51 of 300 K, 4.86 of 423 K and 5.1 of 573 K) under the condition of 5x10-7 

m2K/W thermal contact resistance were more obvious compared to those (3.67 of 300 K, 3.76 

of 423 K and 3.83 of 573 K) under the condition of 1x10-7 m2K/W thermal contact resistance. 

This observed trend was slightly different from the experimental observation that no major 

difference of splat diameters was observed for disk-shaped splats above 423 K. It can be seen 

that droplet solidification, especially under the condition of a small thermal contact resistance, 

can change the droplet spreading behaviour and induce material projections. As mentioned in 

Section 5.2.5, the splat spreading ratio was smaller under the condition of a smaller thermal 

contact resistance (1x10-7 m2K/W), compared to the experimental measurements. Indeed, 

several other parameters such as droplet thermophysical properties, impact conditions 

including the impact velocity and droplet temperature and substrate conditions also influence 

splat spreading diameter. In the present study, we only selected the parameters of 2100 K 

droplet temperature, 100 m/s impact velocity and 1x10-7 m2K/W thermal contact resistance 

to investigate the effect of substrate preheating temperatures on droplet solidification and 

spreading dynamics. 
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Fig. 5.13. Comparison of the splat morphology at the maximum spreading diameter on 

substrates preheated at different temperatures with different thermal contact resistance of (a) 

1x10-7 m2K/W and (b) 5x10-7 m2K/W. 

Based on the simulation results, on a substrate with a suitable thermal contact resistance (for 

example 1x10-7 m2K/W and 5x10-7 m2K/W), a disk-shaped splat was always formed 

regardless of the preheating temperature. In reality, some surface adsorbents or moisture 

adhere onto the substrate at the room temperature which, on heating, will form a thin gas 

cushion underneath the molten droplet. Thus the interfacial thermal contact resistance would 

be increased, slowing down the solidification process. However, disk-shaped morphologies 

(normally with finger splashing) were observed on substrates even at room temperature when 

the surface was cleaned by vacuum [91], laser [111] or thermal treatment [130] which 

evaporated the surface moisture. A rapid cooling rate (at room temperature) restricts droplet 

spreading diameters and induces liquid instabilities to form finger splashing. A relatively 

slow cooling rate at high substrate temperature reduces the consumption of droplet inertial 

energy, which ensures some liquid project away from the main body with a high velocity. 

Section 5.3 gives a further investigation into how droplet solidification generates liquid 

splashing during splat formation in the case of 1x10-7 m2K/W thermal contact resistance, 

which displays a trend consistent with the experimental observations.  

As mentioned in Section 2.2.2, there are two important dimensionless numbers of Peclet 

number and Stefan number in describing phase change problems. Peclet number is the ratio 

of bulk heat transfer to conductive heat transfer. The calculated Peclet number in this thesis 

was a large value of 450, indicating that thermal convection from the top hot liquid to the 

bottom cold liquid was more pronounced upon impact. Due to the impact, the flow field was 
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dominated by the forced convection, and accordingly the forced thermal convection. After 

solidification, thermal conduction between the splat and the substrate became pronounced. 

The calculated Stefan numbers at substrate preheating temperatures of 300 K, 423 K and 573 

K were 3.59, 3.28 and 2.91 respectively. It can be qualitatively concluded that the decreased 

Stefan number suggested the decreased solidification rate and the delayed occurrence of first 

solidified bottom layer [71, 72]. It should be pointed out that quasi-steady assumption is an 

analytical assumption to explicitly solve phase change problems only in one space dimension, 

where the basic physical assumption is that the sensible heat is negligible compared to the 

latent heat. [199]. Therefore, the solidification process (two- and three- dimensional) in this 

thesis was numerically and implicitly solved through the enthalpy-porosity method. 

5.3 Role of solidification on droplet spreading 

5.3.1 Droplet spreading dynamics through simulation 

In order to demonstrate liquid flow behaviour during droplet impact and spreading, the 

velocity fields and vector distribution inside the droplet under different preheating conditions 

are displayed in Fig. 5.14 at 300 K, Fig. 5.15 at 423 K and Fig. 5.16 at 573 K. One should 

note that the vector arrows only describe liquid follow direction, and their length does not 

represent velocity magnitude. At 300 K, the kinetic energy causes the droplet front to expand 

at a high velocity of 160 m/s at an early time (0.32 µs shown in Fig. 5.14a). Simultaneously, 

air is dragged along with the droplet flowing at a velocity of 150 m/s. At the impact region, 

some voids form along the interface. Meanwhile, solidification takes place at the droplet rim 

and destabilises the high velocity fluid (shown in Fig. 5.14b). This instability generates a 

vertical velocity component and lifts up the liquid droplet edge, which has the potential to 

trigger material projections. Nevertheless, the molten droplet flows stably away from the 

droplet rim due to the relatively high spreading velocity. The secondary droplets formed at 

this stage could jet away at velocities up to 220 m/s. As the solidified layer grows thicker and 

intrudes into the flowing liquid, the high velocity liquid jets over the solidified layer 

underneath and forms a short finger at 0.5 µs. With further radial spreading of the droplet, 

more material accumulates at the edge and projects away as a long finger (1.0 µs and 1.5 µs). 

A velocity vortex is evident inside the mushy zone and the wave-like solidification 

morphology was formed as a result of the velocity gradient along the liquid-solid interface, 

known as the Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) instability. This kind of solidification behaviour may 

disturb liquid flow and induce more material jetting. The flowability of the upper liquid was 
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not disturbed by the wavy solid surface because the stored kinetic energy was not sufficient 

to splash the material. In order to characterise when the solidification first occurred, a 

dimensionless parameter,  , was defined as the ratio of the radius at which the solidified 

layer started to form to the final overall splat radius. The measured   was 0.53 for the case 

of 300 K. When the substrate temperature was increased to 423 K, solidification slowed so 

that the droplet flowed stably and no splashing was observed (Fig. 5.15b). The parameter   

was measured at 0.57, indicating that formation of the first solidified layer was delayed 

compared to that at 300 K. On the substrate preheated at 573 K, the droplet spreading 

behaviour obtained from the 2D modelling (Fig. 5.16) was qualitatively comparable with the 

3D modelling (Fig. 5.5). The droplet cooling rate was constrained and solidification first 

occurred at a further distance, with a large parameter   of 0.59. However, a thick protrusion 

was noticed (C area of 1.0 µs in Fig. 5.16b) due to KH instability resulting from the high 

velocity gradient. This potentially blocked liquid flow and induced material jetting, as was 

seen by the small fraction of material that jetted away during the late spreading stage (1.5 µs 

in Fig. 5.16). Overall, the solidified layer first formed at the region with a distance of a half 

radius to the centre (  around 0.55) on the substrate with a small interfacial thermal contact 

resistance. With increasing substrate preheating temperature, the parameter   increased and 

showed that the first solidified layer was formed at the later stages of droplet spreading.  
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Fig. 5.14. The effect of solidification on droplet spreading dynamics on the preheated substrate 

of 300 K, (a) the overall velocity field and (b) the magnified view of marked areas in (a). The 

black line in (a) represents the droplet-air interface. 
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Fig. 5.15. The effect of solidification on droplet spreading dynamics on the preheated substrate 

of 423 K, (a) the overall velocity field and (b) the magnified view of marked areas in (a). 
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Fig. 5.16. The effect of solidification on droplet spreading dynamics on the preheated substrate 

of 573 K, (a) the overall velocity field and (b) the magnified view of marked areas in (a). 

The effect of substrate preheating on the droplet spreading ratios is shown in Fig. 5.17. At a 

low preheating temperature of 300 K, finger splashing induced some material loss and a 
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relatively small spreading ratio. Even though a disk splat was formed at 423 K, a larger 

spreading ratio was observed at 573 K. But overall, the diameter difference between them 

was small. For these three preheating conditions, the droplet flattened on the substrate at a 

high velocity (155 m/s) before splashing induced by solidification. The droplet reached the 

maximum spreading diameter at around 1.5 µs, which was close to the analytical analysis of 

max 0 08 / 3 1.44 µst D v   obtained by Pasandideh-Fard et al. [66]. 

 
Fig. 5.17. Droplet spreading ratios as a function of substrate preheating temperatures. 

Another feature noticed in the CFD simulation and splat interfacial microstructure was the 

formation of air bubbles. Upon impingement of the high-velocity droplet, gas entrapment 

inside the melt could easily occur and form air bubbles. After bubbles grew on the substrate 

surface, they could float up and escape. Once solidification took place, smaller bubbles were 

easily trapped and the larger ones were pushed away to the upper position as solidification 

proceeded [200]. When the bubbles were entrapped along the droplet-substrate interface, they 

would alter the interfacial heat transfer and cause temperature fluctuations. Fig. 5.18 

illustrates the substrate surface temperatures at different locations during droplet spreading. 

Upon droplet impact onto the substrate, small bubbles were formed at the impact point [149] 

and generated temperature fluctuations (point A). Because the thermal conductivity of the air 

bubble was smaller than the Ni droplet, it impeded heat transfer between the droplet and 

substrate. Away from the droplet centre, solidification occurred at the droplet edge and 

surface temperature was reduced. At 1.5 µs, point B also demonstrated an interfacial 

temperature disturbance triggered by bubble formation. Some materials splashed away from 

the droplet main body and formed a gap between them, which led to a temperature decrease 

(point C). Because some hot surrounding air swept across the gap (Fig. 5.16b), the interfacial 
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temperature did not reduce to the substrate preheating temperature of 573K. The formation of 

bubbles clearly influenced heat transfer behaviour along the interface and solidification, and 

could also alter the liquid velocity fields during floating up to the splat surface. More work 

should be done to understand the role of bubble behaviour on interfacial heat transfer and 

droplet spreading. 

 
Fig. 5.18. The evolution of interfacial temperature at different locations on the substrate 

preheated at 573K. 

5.3.2 Energy evolution during droplet spreading  

Droplet spreading is governed by the transformation between kinetic, surface and viscous 

energy and solidification effects. Chandra et al. [66, 68, 69, 157, 164] successfully predicted 

the maximum spreading diameters and the occurrence of droplet splashing based on an 

energy balance, by taking into account kinetic energy, surface energy, viscous energy 

dissipation, and solidification before impact and after spreading. However, the transient 

changes of inertial energy, kinetic energy, surface energy and viscous energy during droplet 

spreading, rather than only at maximum spreading, should be tracked to better understand the 

relevant energy transformations.   

The transient energy conversion from the inertial energy ( ineE ) to the surface energy (SE ), 

viscous dissipation energy ( visW ) and kinetic energy ( KE ) was also taken into account. 

The kinetic energy per unit volume in the droplet is shown in Eq. 5.17 [201]. 

 21
KE=

2
v  (Eq. 5.17) 
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The viscous dissipation function is given in Eq. 5.18 [202]. 

 2 2 2 2 2 2[2( ) 2( ) 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ]y y yx x xz z z
v v vv v vv v v

x y z y x z y z x
 

      
         

        
(Eq. 5.18) 

The energy lost by viscous dissipation during droplet spreading is defined as Eq. 5.19 [201]. 

 vis 0
W  d  d

t

V
V t    (Eq. 5.19) 

The surface energy is characterised by droplet surface area and droplet surface tension, as 

shown in Eq. 5.20 [203]. 

 SE=A   (Eq. 5.20) 

The effect of droplet solidification ( solW ) on energy transformation during spreading was 

calculated as the difference between the inertial energy before impact and the SE , KE  and

visW , or sol ine visW E KE SE W    . The inertial energy consists of the initial kinetic energy 

and the surface energy before droplet impact. 

Fig. 5.19 shows the contours of the kinetic energy per unit volume and viscous energy 

dissipation, allowing for following the transient energy conversion. 

 
Fig. 5.19. 2D cross-sections of the spreading droplet showing the viscous dissipation function 

(left contour) and kinetic energy per unit volume (right contour) at 573 K. 

At the early stage of droplet spreading (0.32 µs), the kinetic energy mostly accumulated at the 

droplet expanding front for driving the rim spreading outwards. Viscous dissipation was 
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observed at the droplet-air interface where high shear stress occurred. Both the transient 

viscous dissipation function and kinetic energy decreased with further droplet spreading.  

Fig. 5.20 shows the time evolution of the energy transformation during droplet spreading on 

substrates preheated to 423 K and 573 K. Accumulative viscous dissipation energy 
visW  

increased with spreading time. Just after the droplet landed onto the substrate (0.05 µs), the 

kinetic energy was similar under these two different preheating conditions (2.4 x 10-6 J) and 

comparable with the KE before droplet impact (2.6 x 10-6 J). During droplet spreading, the 

KE  quickly decreased and was mostly converted into the visW  and solW . At the preheating 

temperature of 423 K, more inertial energy was dissipated by the solidification effect 

compared to that at 573 K. At the higher preheating temperature, solidification was delayed 

and the droplet could remain in liquid form for a longer time. This was also observed in our 

previous study where the droplet cooling rate was reduced on substrates with a preheating 

temperature of 573 K [149]. Based on the energy balance, more energy was converted by the

visW . Interestingly, the increase in surface energy SE was negligible compared to the increase 

of the visW  and solW . This indicates that only a small fraction of inertial energy was 

converted to increase the area of the liquid-vapour interface, while energy was primarily 

consumed by the viscous dissipation and solidification. Most likely, droplet spreading was 

controlled by the viscous effect and solidification rather than by surface tension, from the 

viewpoint of energy conversion. Even though the air disturbance around the droplet may 

destabilise droplet flowability and induce droplet splashing, very little energy was 

transformed to drive air flow.  

 
Fig. 5.20. The energy transformation with time evolution during droplet spreading on preheated 

substrates of (a) 423 K and (b) 573 K. 
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The energy terms at the maximum spreading diameter obtained through CFD simulations 

were compared with Chandra’s energy conservation model.  

According to Chandra’s model [66, 68, 69, 145, 164], kinetic energy is zero and the surface 

energy 2SE  of the droplet at its maximum spreading is derived by Eq. Eq. 5.21, 

 2
2 maxSE (1 cos )

4
D

     (Eq. 5.21) 

where   is the liquid-solid contact angle and equals to 90° in this work. 

The overall energy converted by the viscous dissipation during droplet spreading is given by 

Eq. 5.22, 

 2 2
vis 0 0 max

1

3 Re
W v D D

   (Eq. 5.22) 

The effect of droplet solidification on energy conversion at the time of maximum spreading 

can be calculated through assuming that all the energy stored in the solidified layer is lost, 

shown in Eq. 5.23, 

 2 2
sol s 0

1
W ( )( )

4 2
d s v

   (Eq. 5.23) 

where sd  varies between 0 and maxD  depending on the cooling conditions and is estimated to 

equal max0.5 D . 

Based on the energy balance approach ine 2 vis solE SE +W +W , the maximum spreading ratio is 

obtained in Eq. 5.24, 

 2
m

*

We 12
3 4We

We 3(1 cos )
8 Re

s







  
 (Eq. 5.24) 

where *
0/s s D  is the ratio of solidification layer thickness s  at the maximum flattening 

ratio to the particle diameter. 

Chandra’s model was derived based on the energy conservation approach which took the 

kinetic energy, viscous dissipation, surface tension energy and solidification into account 

during droplet spreading. Even though this model was mainly applied for the impact 

problems of millimetre-sized droplets under the condition of relatively smaller velocities 

(<50 m/s), it could still provide reasonable predictions compared with the simulation and 
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experimental results in this thesis (as shown in Table 5.2). This means that this simple energy 

balance approach could be applicable to the conditions of micrometre-sized droplet with high 

impact velocities (~100 m/s). Therefore, we compared our simulation results of energy terms 

with Chandra’s model. In the present study, the maximum spreading diameter was 180 µm 

and the mean thickness of the solidified layer was 1 µm for the impact of a 50 µm diameter 

droplet on the preheated substrates. Table 5.3 compares the simulation results and Chandra’s 

analytic results at the maximum spreading location. Once the droplet reached the maximum 

diameter, the air kinetic energy became negligible and was several magnitudes smaller 

compared to the other energy terms. The viscous dissipation energy, surface energy and 

energy lost due to solidification obtained from the simulation were reasonably consistent with 

those in Chandra’s model. This suggested that Chandra’s model could be applicable to 

droplet impact in plasma spraying conditions. Furthermore, our CFD simulation could not 

only track the energy evolution of droplet itself, but the energy conversion by the surrounding 

air, including the kinetic energy and viscous dissipation was also calculated. The simulation 

results indicated that the droplet still had some kinetic energy at the maximum diameter, but 

further spreading was inhibited by the surface tension.  

Table 5.3 Comparison of energy terms between the simulation results and Chandra’s model 

Energy terms Droplet KE  

/J 

Air KE  

/J 

Droplet visW

/J 

Air visW  

/J 

SE 

/J 

solW  

/J 

423 K simulation 3.51x10-8 5.76x10-10 1.29x10-6 1.53x10-8 5.99x10-8 1.18x10-6 

573 K simulation 4.79 x10-8 5.56 x10-10 1.45x10-6 1.48x10-8 6.40x10-8 1.00x10-6 

Chandra’s model 0 0 1.58x10-6 0 4.58x10-8 9.55x10-7 

5.3.3 Observation of splat morphologies and solidification microstructure 

5.3.3.1 Splat morphologies  

Fig. 5.21 shows the splat morphologies of Ni splats on preheated stainless steel substrates. 

Here, the splat morphologies on the substrate at 300 K were not investigated because the 

splats fragmented due to adsorbate/moisture evaporation from the substrate surface and only 

a small fraction of material remained on the substrate. Many long fingers were observed 

splashing away from the splat main body at 423 K due to their high kinetic energy. 

Frequently, voids accompanied the formation of the long fingers (Fig. 5.21a). Even though 

splashed fingers were observed at 573 K, the short jetting distance and reduced finger 
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numbers indicated their low kinetic energy for projections (Fig. 5.21b). Compared to the 

condition of 423 K, the lower degree of splashing did not induce void formation. In addition, 

perfect disk splats were observed at 573 K. The first two splat morphologies with finger 

splashing were categorised as type 3 splats (Fig. 5.21a and 5.21b) and the latter one was 

termed as a type 4 splat (Fig. 5.21c), as discussed in Chapter 4. In addition, surface ripples 

observed forming around the splat periphery are discussed in the following section. Fig. 

5.21d gives the splat morphology evolution as a function of substrate preheating temperatures 

obtained through simulations, showing that the tendency for finger splashing decreased with 

the increased substrate preheating temperatures. 

 
Fig. 5.21. Finger-splashed splat morphologies on preheated substrates of (a) long finger at 423 K, 

(b) short finger at 573 K, (c) disk shape at 573 K and (d) simulated results. 

The number fractions and spreading ratios of type 3 and type 4 splats were measured for 100 

splats at each preheating condition and are summarised in Fig. 5.22 (derived from Fig. 5.1 

and Fig. 5.2). It can be seen that only type 3 splashed splats were formed at 423 K, while 

droplet splashing was supressed at a higher preheating temperature of 473 K, showing 50% 

perfect type 4 disk splats. Surprisingly, the degree of finger splashing increased (60% 

splashing splat) when the substrate preheating temperature was raised to 573 K. This 

phenomenon was also noticed in the numerical simulations (as shown in Fig. 5.21d), where 
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some more materials projected away at the higher preheating temperature of 573 K compared 

to that of 423 K. The measured flattening ratios showed no statistically significant difference 

under these preheating conditions. Similar results were also obtained by the CFD simulation 

considering the effect of substrate preheating on splat spreading ratios. However, the 

simulated values, in terms of the spreading ratios, showed an obvious difference compared to 

the experimental values. This phenomenon could be related to the different impact conditions 

(velocity and temperature) and interfacial thermal contact conditions, as discussed in Section 

5.2.5. 

 
Fig. 5.22. Percentages and flattening ratios of type 3 and type 4 splats.  

5.3.3.2 Splat-substrate interface at 423 K 

The Focused Ion Beam (FIB) technique, in combination with transmission electron 

microscope (TEM), has been successfully used to characterise the solidification structure, 

pore formation, droplet splashing behaviour, substrate remelting and element interdiffusion 

along splat-substrate interface during splat formation [12, 14, 18, 22, 179]. However, in most 

cases, relative small FIB milling distances along the interface between splat and substrate for 

irregular-shaped splats were investigated. Therefore, in order to reveal the microstructure 

evolution along splat-substrate interface or splat-splat interface extensively, large milling 

distances from the centre to the periphery should be employed. Fig. 5.23 depicts the cross-

sectional morphology of a Ni splashed splat (type 3) on a substrate heated at 423 K. Long 

fingers were projected away from the splat main body. Good interfacial contact without 

delamination was observed in the main body. Some dark phase material was attached to the 

bottom surface of the splashed finger, where poor interfacial contact was also observed (see 

Fig. 5.23c). Moreover, the sizes of the solidified grains decreased from 9.7 µm in the central 
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region to 0.3 µm in the periphery. As mentioned in Section 2.3.2.5, Dhiman et al. [145] 

proposed a solidification parameter   (thickness ratio of solidified layer to overall splat) by 

incorporating the droplet properties, substrate properties and real interfacial thermal contact 

resistance, which could determine whether droplet splashing occurred or not. Their analytical 

model assumed that the solidified layer was a cylinder and had a uniform thickness at 

maximum spreading. In reality, the shape of the moving solidification front is irregular [32, 

149]. Nevertheless, this parameter was used to test its validity by using the actual thickness of 

the splat and the first solidified layer. The solidification parameter   for the region of small 

grains around the periphery was measured at 0.19. This value falls between 0.1 and 0.3 and 

indicates the formation of disk splats as suggested by Dhiman et al. [145], but finger 

splashing was still observed for all Ni splats at 423 K. The parameter   (defined as the ratio 

of the radius at which the solidified layer started to form to the final overall splat radius), 

representing the region where the smallest solidified grains were formed was measured at 

0.58. This means that droplet splashing was not solely dependent on the thickness of the 

solidified layer, but may be correlated with other factors, for example, when the liquid flow 

was destabilised by solidification. In addition, fine microstructure was formed inside the long 

projected fingers, showing that heat energy dissipated quickly for this very small volume of 

jetted liquid melt. Furthermore, the splashed finger on the non-preheated substrate in the 

simulation demonstrated similar features compared to the experimental observation. A thick 

ridge approximately 3.8 µm from the edge was observed in the simulation (Fig. 5.23d), 

whereas area A also showed a large thickness. This may originate from the material retraction 

even in the finger projections. The dimensionless thickness ratio of this projected finger (the 

ratio of the finger thickness to the splat diameter) was 0.0053 and 0.0074 for the simulation 

and experiment respectively, showing good agreement. 
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Fig. 5.23. Interfacial microstructure of the Ni splashed splat at 423 K (a) overall schematic of 

the interface with the inset showing FIB cutting position; (b) and (c) depict the enlarged views of 

A and B areas respectively marked in (a), and (d) the simulation of finger formation. 

In order to demonstrate the interfacial contact conditions, element diffusion along the 

interface and the growth of the solidified grains clearly, two TEM samples were prepared 

through FIB-SEM microscopy in the area A of Fig. 5.23a. One sample was located near the 

centre while the other one was located closer to the edge. Fig. 5.24 shows the characteristics 

of the splat-substrate interface located near the splat centre. Fig. 5.24a depicts the TEM 

image of the splat-substrate interface. Here, the left side of this image faced towards the splat 

centre. As shown in Fig. 5.24a, only parts of a splat grain were captured by TEM imaging 
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which means the solidified grain was larger than the image length of around 3.7 µm. The 

growth direction of this grain was perpendicular to the substrate surface, in the opposite 

direction from the heat transfer direction along the interface. The splat top surface was 

smooth without any surface fluctuations. The interface between the splat and the substrate 

can be distinctly seen where no delamination occurred, indicating good contact quality. In 

addition, a small pore of 250 nm diameter was observed along the splat-substrate interface. 

One should note that a small hole may grow bigger in the process of TEM sample preparation 

using ion beam milling. When the sample became thinner, the incident ion beam could mill 

away material around the pore and enlarge it, even at a very small milling current. An EDS 

line scan was performed across the interface to identify the element diffusion and the results 

are shown in Fig. 5.24b. No oxides were recognised along the interface. Clearly, the elements 

of Ni from the splat side, Fe from the substrate side and Cr from the substrate side sharply 

diffuse through the interface, forming a relatively small diffusion distance of 80 nm. Even 

though the EDS analysis is semi-quantitative in terms of measuring the elemental diffusion 

distance, the distance value can be used to compare how far the elements can diffuse at 

different conditions (for example, different preheating temperatures). In this work, the 

elemental diffusion distance was semi-quantitatively measured from the EDS line scan, just 

for the purpose of cross-comparison under different substrate conditions and droplet-substrate 

material systems. 

To put it simply, the diffusion distance occurring along the interface can be calculated though 

the Eq. 5.25 [204], 

 1/2
f f f2( )d D t  (Eq. 5.25) 

where fd , fD  and ft  represent the diffusion distance, the element diffusion coefficient and 

the total diffusion time respectively. In general, element interdiffusion takes place in two 

stages. On the one hand, the elements can diffuse through the interface at a high rate from the 

solid substrate part into the molten droplet. On the other hand, the elements can also pass 

through the interface through solid state diffusion once the droplet solidifies. The instant 

diffusion coefficient is closely related to the temperature and can be expressed as the Eq. 5.26, 

  f c exp( / )D D Q RT   (Eq. 5.26) 
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where cD , Q , R  and T  represent the temperature-dependent diffusion constant, the 

activation energy for diffusion, the gas constant and temperature respectively. Typically, a 

reasonable diffusion coefficient during the high temperature droplet spreading is 10-9 m2s-1 

and a diffusion coefficient of 10-12 m2s-1 is used during droplet solidification process [105]. If 

we used a small characteristic time 1.0 µs (as shown in Fig. 5.6) for representing the liquid 

droplet stage, because the TEM sample was prepared in the region close to the splat periphery, 

the calculated diffusion distance of Ni from the splat into the stainless steel substrate, or the 

Fe from the substrate into the splat, was 63.2 nm according to the Eq. 5.25. If we used a 

characteristic time of 10 µs for representing droplet cooling stage from the liquidus point to 

500 K, the calculated diffusion distance of Ni into Fe was 6.3 nm. The total calculated 

elemental diffusion distance was 69.5 nm, showing a relatively good agreement with the EDS 

line scan as shown in Fig. 5.24b. In order to further describe the element distribution in the 

splat and the substrate, EDS mapping was conducted and the results are shown in Fig. 5.24c. 

Again, the elemental mapping results demonstrated a sharp interface without much element 

interdiffusion. Very little oxygen content was detected in the splat. Interestingly, no oxides 

were detected on the splat top surface. It is postulated that the thickness of surface oxides, if 

some were formed, was less than the EDS spatial resolution ~1 nm. 
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Fig. 5.24. The splat-substrate interface of (a) TEM image showing good contact condition, (b) 

EDS line scan showing the element diffusion and (c) EDS mapping showing the element 

distribution. 

Fig. 5.25 shows the characteristics of the splat-substrate interface located near the splat 

periphery. The left side of the TEM image faces towards the splat centre. Because the 

material mass and thermal energy of the expanding tip was small during droplet spreading, 

significant undercooling occurred when it contacted with the cold substrate surface. 

Accordingly, a very thin layer of small-sized equiaxed grains was formed, which is consistent 

with the microstructure observation through FIB in Fig. 5.23. With solidification front growth, 

the undercooling degree decreased and then columnar grains were formed. The measured 

mean grain size of these columnar grains was around 220 nm, which is much smaller than 

that observed in Fig. 5.24. An important additional feature to be noted is that these small 

grains grew in the orientation of a certain angle from the substrate surface, not perpendicular 

to the substrate surface. This phenomenon differed from the observation in Fig. 5.24 where 

the growth direction of grains near the centre was perpendicular to the substrate surface. This 

implies that the heat transfer from the molten droplet to the substrate was not solely 

perpendicular, but concurrently parallel to the substrate surface in the splat rim part. As 
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discussed above, the solidified grains first occurred at the droplet spreading front which still 

flattened radially outwards. The rapid spreading process could induce parallel heat transfer 

[205, 206] and thus the solidified grains grew at a certain angle. In addition, some bright 

areas were observed between the splat and the substrate, indicating splat delamination 

phenomenon due to the cooling stress. 

 
Fig. 5.25. The TEM image of splat-substrate interface showing the delamination and the 

formation of fine columnar and equiaxed grains near the splat periphery. 

Furthermore, some top surface ripples were observed in the region where the solidification 

first occurred, as shown in Fig. 5.25. This phenomenon of surface ripples formation at the 

splat periphery was also observed in the experiments while the splat centre was smooth, as 

shown in Fig. 5.21 and Fig. 5.23 where a smooth centre and periphery ripples were observed. 

As discussed in Section 5.1, a parameter c  is determined by the ratio of the central smooth 

centre diameter to the overall flattening diameter, in order to characterise the occurrence of 

surface ripples. The measured c  through the experimental observation was 0.57 0.07 . Fig. 

5.26 presents the effect of solidification on the formation of splat surface ripples under 

different spreading conditions through numerical simulations. Fig. 5.26a shows the surface 

ripple formation under spreading conditions of 5x10-7 m2K/W thermal contact resistance, 100 

m/s impact velocity, 2100 K impact temperature, and two different liquid-solid contact angles 

of 60° and 90°. Here the calculated c  from the simulation were 0.64 and 0.61 for the contact 
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angle of 60° and 90° respectively. Fig. 5.26b shows the droplet spreading behaviour under 

another impact condition of 1x10-7 m2K/W thermal contact resistance, 120 m/s impact 

velocity, 2100 K impact temperature, and 90° contact angle. In this case, the calculated c  

was 0.59. Good agreement between the experiment and simulation was achieved in terms of 

the region where the surface ripples started to form. The growth of the solidification front 

influenced the flowability of the top surface liquid layer and initialised the surface oscillation. 

Once the upper liquid continued to solidify on the bottom solidified layer, the wavy surface 

would be finally formed at this region. One should note that another possibility 

simultaneously inducing surface waves is related with the radial propagation of shock waves 

initially formed at the impact regions [105, 207]. In reference [105], the critical scale length 

of the compressible shock wave effects can be calculated by Eq. 5.26, 

 c 0 / lr RV c  (Eq. 5.26) 

where cr , R , 0V , and lc  are the radius of the critical length scale, droplet radius, droplet 

impact velocity and the sound speed in the liquid. For a liquid metal droplet, the lc  is around 

3000 m/s. Considering the droplet diameter of 54 µm and the impact velocity of 100 m/s, the 

calculated critical length scale was around 1 µm, which was much smaller than the overall 

spreading radius. It can be seen that the propagation of compressible waves was of little 

importance in disturbing droplet flows. Instead, it is the solidification process that 

destabilised the droplet flowablity to trigger surface perturbations. The region where the 

surface ripple started to form also represented the diameter of the central smooth area. As 

discussed in Section 5.1, the central smooth area for type 1 and type 2 splats were mainly 

determined by the impact pressure to overcome the upward force generated by the 

moisture/adsorbates evaporation. Once the evaporation degree decreased in the formation of 

type 3 and type 4 splats, the central smooth area increased. However, the diameter of this area 

was mainly influenced by the occurrence of solidification, rather than the impact pressure. 
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Fig. 5.26. Splat morphologies at the maximum spreading diameter under different conditions, (a) 

5x10-7 m2K/W thermal contact resistance, 100 m/s impact velocity, 2100 K impact temperature 

and contact angles of 60° and 90° and (b) 1x10-7 m2K/W thermal contact resistance, 120 m/s 

impact velocity, 2100 K impact temperature and 90° contact angle. 

5.3.3.3 Splat-substrate interface at 573 K 

A large cross-section of Ni disk splat (type 4) which was milled from the centre to the rim is 

shown in Fig. 5.27. This splat was deposited on a substrate heated to 573 K. Overall, 

periphery curling-up was observed while the central part contacted well with the substrate 

surface. The measured curling-up angle was 7.8°, which is close to that expected due to 

cooling stress distribution inside the splat [208]. Considering the solidification microstructure, 

large columnar grains (grain size 10.5 µm) developed in the centre (as shown in Fig. 5.27b) 

whereas much finer grains (grain size 0.8 µm) were formed close to the rim (Fig. 5.27c & d). 

As shown in Fig. 5.27d, a very fine layer with a different phase contrast was formed 

underneath the splat where curling-up occurred. Further work conducted to determine the 

composition and microstructure is presented in Chapter 6. Some large elongated grains were 

observed in the splat rim due to the lateral heat flow direction [24, 209]. The solidification 

parameter   was measured at 0.2, which means the solidified layer grew too slowly to 

destabilize droplet flattening and induce splashing. Meanwhile, the parameter   was 

measured at 0.63, which was larger than that of 423 K preheating temperature (0.58). This 

indicates that the earliest solidified grains at 573 K were formed at a late stage of droplet 

spreading. Furthermore, small pores were frequently observed along the splat-substrate 

interface in the central region (Fig. 5.27b), while large pores were found away from the 

interface (Fig. 5.27c). 
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Fig. 5.27. Interfacial microstructure of a Ni disk splat at 573 K (a) overall schematic of the 

interface with the inset showing FIB cutting position; (b), (c) and (d) depict the enlarged views 

of A, B and C areas respectively marked in (a). 

A cross-section of a splashed Ni splat (type 3) prepared around the periphery on the substrate 

heated at 573 K is presented in Fig. 5.28. Even though some fingers jetted away, most 

material showed excellent contact with the substrate. Some large enclosed pores were 

apparent in the main body of the splat (Fig. 5.28b). Typically, a layer of surrounding oxide 

was observed covering the large voids. This suggests that in the process of air bubbles rising, 

mass transportation between the gas and the surrounding melt had enough time to react. Thus 

an encircled oxide layer was formed, probably NiO [22], with different phase contrast. 

Towards the periphery of the splat, poor contact between the splat and the substrate was 

characterised with some oxides (different phase contrast) formed underneath the splat (see 

Fig. 5.28c). Similar to the Ni disk splat shown in Fig. 5.25 and Fig. 5.27c, small grains were 

formed near the rim for this splash type. The solidification front grew rapidly and the 

measured solidification parameter   was 0.35. This value was greater than 0.3 and would 
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indicate formation finger splashing, as suggested by Dhiman et al. [145]. The parameter   

was measured at 0.62, showing that solidification occurred at the late stage. However, once 

the solidification front grew quickly to obstruct liquid flow, a small proportion of the liquid 

material would splash away. The solidified layer was formed with the parameter   around 

0.60, which approximated with the simulations results (  around 0.55). With the substrate 

preheated from 423 K to 573 K, the parameter   was enlarged, indicating delayed 

solidification. A similar trend was obtained by the CFD simulation. 

 
Fig. 5.28. Cross-sectional images of the splashed splat at the periphery for Ni powder at 573 K 

(a) overall view of the splat-substrate interface, (b) the magnified view of the A area marked in 

(a) and (c) the magnified view of the B area marked in (a). 

5.4 The formation mechanism of splashed finger  

On unheated substrates with a large fraction of moisture present [80, 88], a gas barrier would 

be formed during hot droplet spreading, which degrades the thermal contact along the 

droplet-substrate interface [14] and may generate resistance force lifting up the droplet [5, 94]. 

Even though the CFD simulation did not take into account the formation of the interfacial gas 

barrier, it still provided reasonable evidence for understanding different droplet splashing 

behaviour, that is, the formation of long fingers and short fingers on the substrates with good 

interfacial thermal contact.  

During droplet spreading, the formation of the solidified layer played an important role in 

affecting the liquid velocity field and energy transformation and generated the potential for 

material splashing. The simulation results showed that solidification occurred at very early 

stages where the liquid still spread radially at high velocities under the condition of low 

thermal contact resistance. This was confirmed by the observation of interfacial 

microstructure where very fine solidification grains were formed at the splat edge part rather 

than the centre. The central part was thicker than the rest and thus contained more heat 

energy requiring more time to transfer, resulting into a relatively low cooling rate and the 
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formation of large grains. Fig. 5.29 shows a sketch of droplet spreading, solidification and the 

formation of long/short fingers. For a low substrate preheating temperature, the simulation 

demonstrated the formation of long splashing fingers because of the fast cooling rate. The 

solidified layer was formed at a very early stage during droplet spreading and altered velocity 

direction. Even though the solidified layer was not thick, the small disturbance induced by it 

would still disturb liquid flow with high kinetic energy. This splashing behaviour was similar 

to the experimental observation at 423 K, in that long finger projections were observed where 

the effect of moisture was eliminated. With the substrate preheating temperature increasing 

(from 423 K to 573 K in CFD), a small fraction of material jetted away. Even though delayed 

solidification ensured stable droplet flow, the solidified layer became thick at a late stage in 

droplet spreading and obstructed further spreading. Under the driving force of relatively high 

velocity or kinetic energy, material jetting was initialised. This may explain why more 

splashed splats with short fingers were experimentally observed on the substrate preheated at 

573 K. Droplet splashing behaviour was mainly determined by the occurrence time and the 

growth of the solidification front on the substrate, developing good interfacial thermal contact. 

Both the CFD simulation and experiments confirmed that the smaller the parameter  , the 

more easily the droplet tended to splash long fingers due to high kinetic energy inside the 

droplet. Even though the large value of   suppressed drastic splashing, the localised 

thickness of the firstly solidified layer   also played an important role in triggering short 

finger projections. In addition, finger splashing had little influence on material loss and 

spreading diameters in the splat main body. Nevertheless, splashing induced droplet break-up 

and high porosity especially at a low preheating temperature. 
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Fig.5.29. Sketch of droplet spreading and the formation of solidified layers and splashed fingers. 

5.5 Conclusion  

This chapter experimentally and numerically describes the formation mechanism of plasma-

sprayed nickel splats on a stainless steel substrate. The moisture and hydroxides present on 

the substrate surface caused splat fragmentation and over-spreading, resulting into the largest 

flattening ratio (type 1 and type 2 splats). After moisture was removed through preheating 

substrates above 423 K, the overall flattening ratios and central flat area ratios were kept 

consistent for Ni splats. On the substrate surface without surface moisture/adsorbate, 

interfacial heat transfer played a key role in influencing droplet solidification and spreading 

behaviour. High thermal contact resistance delayed the droplet solidification process and 

maintained the droplet in liquid form. To a large extent, this was beneficial for droplet 

spreading. The solidification process occurred before droplet spreading to the maximum 

extent on the substrate, even up to a relatively high thermal contact resistance (1x10-6 m2K/W 

in this work). Through TEM observation, in the region near the splat centre, the heat was 

extracted perpendicular from the molten droplet to the substrate and thus orientations of the 

solidified grains were perpendicular to the surface. However, in the rim region where 

solidification first occurred, the heat transfer direction could be modified by a rapid spreading 

process, inducing parallel heat conduction at the same time. Therefore, the solidified grains 

grew across the whole splat in a particular angle from the substrate surface. 

During droplet spreading, the majority of inertial energy before droplet impact was converted 

by viscous dissipation and the solidified layer while only a small fraction was transformed 

into droplet surface energy. Droplet solidification was crucial in determining droplet 
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splashing behaviour to generate long or short fingers. The solidified layer formed at the 

droplet edge in both CFD simulations and interfacial observations under the condition of 

good interfacial thermal contact. Preheating substrates to a high temperature decreased the 

energy loss by the solidified layer but increased viscous dissipation energy and droplet 

kinetic energy. Droplet splashing was closely related to the cooling condition due to variation 

in substrate preheating temperature. If the droplet rapidly cooled down, the underneath 

solidified layer occurred at an early spreading stage and grew fast. This changed droplet 

velocity fields and generated a vertical velocity component. With high kinetic energy, the 

liquid material jetted away to form long fingers. If the solidified layer only grew thick at the 

stage where droplet kinetic energy was low, disk splats or splats with little jetting were 

formed. However the surface composition change could also play a role in causing a certain 

degree of droplet dewetting and finger splashing during the formation of disk splats. 
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Effect of active element Cr in Ni powders                                    

on splat formation 

This chapter studies the effects of the alloyed active element Cr in nickel powders on splat 

formation, splat morphology and splat-substrate interfacial characteristics on stainless steel 

substrates during plasma spraying. One of the main differences between high temperature 

thermophysical properties for Ni and Ni20Cr materials is liquid surface tension, which is 

correlated with liquid-solid contact angle and droplet wettability. In the first part, the 

transitional change of Ni20Cr splat morphologies were experimentally investigated as a 

function of substrate preheating temperatures. Then, simulation studies were performed to 

verify the role of contact angle and surface tension on droplet spreading and splat formation 

for disk splats. Finally, splat cross-sections were observed using FIB and TEM techniques to 

explore how the addition of Cr influenced interfacial reactions the splat contact conditions 

and the splat formation mechanism relative to that of Ni splats.  

6.1 Transitional change of Ni20Cr splat morphologies 

Ni20Cr alloyed powders with a size distribution of 45~63 µm were plasma-sprayed onto 

mirror-polished stainless steel substrates which had been preheated at 300 K, 373 K, 398 K, 

423K, 448 K, 473 K, 523 K and 573 K during spraying.  

The percentage population of Ni20Cr splat types and the associated transition temperature are 

summarised in Fig. 6.1. The splat morphologies formed were classified into four categories: 

type 1, fragmented shapes with a surrounding ring; type 2, fragmented shapes with residual 

fingers; type 3, regular disk shapes with splashed fingers; and type 4, perfect disk shapes (as 

shown in Fig. 6.1d). Fig. 6.1a describes the fraction change for various splat types of Ni 

powder, and the detailed information can be found in Section 5.1, Chapter 5. For Ni20Cr 

splats, as shown in Fig. 6.1b, on the substrates at room temperature, type 2 splats comprised 

the majority nearly 90%. Considering that only type 1 splats were formed for Ni powders, the 

addition of Cr promoted droplet material (lots of residual stripes/fingers of type 2) adhering 

to substrate. After the substrate was heated to 373 K, no type 1 splats formed. However type 

3 splats were observed (18%), which also suggested that the introduction of Cr reduced splat 
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fragmentation. Above 423 K, type 2 splats also disappeared. This trend was similar to that of 

Ni splats, indicating a similar splat formation mechanism among them. One should note that 

for Ni20Cr powder, the formation of type 3 splats was limited at 423 K, dropping from 100% 

of Ni splats to ~64% of Ni20Cr splats. The perfect disk splats of Ni20Cr emerged at 423 K, 

while the same phenomenon began to be observed on substrates heated above 448 K for Ni 

splats. With increasing substrate preheating temperatures, type 4 splats of Ni20Cr material 

gradually increased from 36% at 423 K preheating temperature to 60% at 523 K preheating 

temperature. However, after a threshold temperature of 523 K, type 4 splat began to decrease 

to 38%. This trend was also observed for Ni splats, where type 4 shape firstly increased with 

increased preheating temperature, but decreased beyond a threshold preheating temperature. 

The phenomenon was correlated with delayed solidification during droplet spreading on the 

substrates preheated at higher temperatures, where the liquid part still had enough kinetic 

energy to project away (as discussed in Section 5.3). 

Fig. 6.1c plots the transition temperature using two definitions: definition 1, including finger-

splashed disk shape and perfect disk shape; and definition 2, just including a perfect disk 

shape, for Ni and Ni20Cr splats. There was a significant difference in the transition 

temperature depending on the definition used. For example, for Ni splats, the transition 

temperature changed from 388 K (definition 1) to 472 K (definition 2). Regardless of the 

definition of disk splats, the addition of Cr made no significant difference to the transition 

temperature. The absence of difference in transition temperature between Ni and Ni20Cr 

splats is different from Fukumoto’s observations, where Ni20Cr powder (379 K) had a much 

smaller transition temperature than Ni powder (546 K) [4]. In the present study, the transition 

temperatures of Ni and Ni20Cr splats were around 423 K, where most surface moisture was 

removed. It is difficult to characterise the effect of alloying elements on the evolution of splat 

formation only considering the parameter of transition temperature where similar transition 

temperatures were found for Ni and Ni20Cr splats. Indeed, the addition of element Cr 

changed splat formation, which can be observed from the fraction changes of different types 

of splats at different preheating temperatures.  
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Fig. 6.1. The fraction of different splat types with respect to different preheating temperatures 

(a) Ni splats fraction (b) Ni20Cr splats, (c) transition temperatures characterisation and (d) four 

types of splat morphologies. 

Fig. 6.2 compares the measurements of the overall spreading ratio, the central flat area 

spreading ratio and the contact area ratio between Ni splats (Fig. 6.2a, c & e) and Ni20Cr 

splats (Fig. 6.2b, d & f). At room temperature, the flattening ratio of type 1 splats (Fig. 6.2b) 

was slightly larger than that of Ni splats. Due to the improved contact of Ni20Cr splats on the 

substrate, the reach of the residual rings could be maintained close to the furthest spreading 

point regardless of liquid break-up inside the splat. A larger spreading ratio was generated 

compared to Ni splats. Type 2 splats, like Ni splats, showed the largest flattening ratios. It 

should be noted that, as with the observation of Ni splats, the flattening ratios of Ni20Cr 

splats on substrates heated above 423 K were similar and increased to 4.5~6 from 4~5.5 of Ni 

splats. Fig. 6.2d and Fig. 6.2f presents the ratios c  and c  of the central flat area for Ni20Cr 

splats. In the spreading process of disk shape splats (type 3 & 4), the ratio c  of Ni20Cr 

splats (Fig. 6.2d) was much bigger than Ni splats, increasing from 45%~60% of Ni to 
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60%~80% of Ni20Cr. The spreading ratio c  of the central flat area for type 3 and 4 splats of 

Ni20Cr material was held similar  above 398 K preheating temperature (Fig. 6.2f), but was 

increased compared to the Ni splats. For type 1 & 2 splats on substrates with present moisture, 

the central flat area was small. Once the surface moisture vaporised and type 3 & 4 splats 

predominated, the central flat area of both Ni and Ni20Cr increased. 

                                    Ni                                                                   Ni20Cr 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.2. Morphology information of Ni and Ni20Cr splats (a) & (b) overall flattening ratios f , 

(c) & (d) central flat area ratios c ,  and (e) & (f) flattening ratios of the central flat area c . 
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A statistical method t-test was utilized to examine whether the overall flattening ratios were 

statistically different between Ni and Ni20Cr splats. Table 6.1 summarises the statistical 

results of the splat type percentage and flattening ratios of type 3 and type 4 splats for Ni and 

Ni20Cr materials at substrate preheating temperatures of 423 K, 473 K and 573 K. Ni20Cr 

splats tended to generate splashing fingers at higher temperatures (for example 573 K), 

achieving a larger fraction of type 3 splats. However, larger spreading ratios were observed 

for Ni20Cr material regardless of splat shapes. This trend was confirmed by t-test analysis 

where a value smaller than 0.05 statistically represents dissimilarities in the data. A 

comparison of central flat area ratios and flattening ratios of the central flat area can be found 

in Appendix C. 

Table 6.1 Fractions and flattening ratios of type 3 and type 4 splats for Ni and Ni20Cr  

 

Temperature 

 

Splat type 

Ni Ni20Cr t-test

Percentage Flattening ratio Percentage Flattening ratio 

 

423 K 

Type 3 100% 4.56±0.67 64% 4.87±0.67 <0.05

Type 4 0% -- 36% 5.21±0.45 -- 

 

 

473 K 

Type 3 49% 4.69±0.68 44% 4.79±0.63 <0.05

Type 4 51% 4.48±0.81 56% 5.04±0.62 <0.05

 

573 K 

Type 3 56% 4.71±0.80 62% 4.96±0.60 <0.05

Type 4 44% 4.70±0.64 38% 5.24±0.46 <0.05

When moisture exists along the droplet-substrate interface, droplet fragmentation or 

significant splashing may occur. However more material from Ni20Cr splats could still 

remain on the substrate surface, showing a better adhesion condition compared to the Ni 

splats. After moisture vaporised, for Ni20Cr splats, the ratios 
c  of type 3 & 4 splats became 

greater than that of Ni splats. In addition, the area covered by the central flat portion of 

Ni20Cr splats was wider than that of Ni splats, indicating that the formation surface ripples 

was delayed during droplet spreading. Further microstructure analysis along the splat-

substrate interface will be presented in the following sections. Similar to Ni splats, the central 

core of disintegrated Ni20Cr splats (type 1 & 2) achieved a flattening ratio of ~2. It suggests 

that the impact pressure of the droplet, the competition of droplet solidification, surface 
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tension, wettability and viscosity of the droplets may all play important roles in influencing 

the spreading behaviour of the central smooth area and the periphery oscillating structure. 

Goutier et al. [12] suggested that the surface tension of the molten droplet played an 

important role in determining the droplet flattening ratio. The high temperature properties of 

the coating materials Ni and Ni20Cr are summarised in Table 6.2. These two coating 

materials have similar melting points, densities and viscosities while the surface tension and 

thermal conductivity of Ni20Cr droplets are smaller than Ni droplets. In this study, Ni and 

Ni20Cr powders were sprayed using the same spraying parameters, so it is assumed that they 

had similar velocity and temperature profiles upon impact.  

Table 6.2 High temperature properties of sprayed powders at melting points 

 Ni Ni20Cr 

Surface tension (mN m-1) 1800 [28] 1350 [29] 

Viscosity (mPa s) 6 [28] 5.8 [193] 

Density (g m-3) 7820 [193] 7410 [193] 

Melting point (K) 1728 [193] 1700 [193] 

Thermal conductivity (W m-1 K-1) 69 [210] 37 [211] 

The change in spreading behaviour of Ni20Cr splats, compared to Ni splats, may result from 

the changes of droplet thermophysical properties (surface tension and thermal conductivity). 

More specifically, the surface tension is regarded as the resistant force during droplet 

spreading and the driving force during droplet recoiling. Therefore a smaller surface tension 

could facilitate droplet spreading and generate a bigger splat diameter. Meanwhile, a smaller 

surface tension of Ni20Cr, representing a lower surface energy of the liquid alloy, could 

generate a lower contact angle from Young’s equation,  

 SV SL

LV

cos
 




  (Eq. 6.1) 

where   is the contact angle, SV solid surface energy, LV  liquid surface energy and SL  

solid/liquid interfacial energy. It is postulated that the improved wettability of Ni20Cr 

optimises the droplet spreading behaviour and promotes more perfect disk splats (type 4). In 

order to test the hypothesis of the effects of surface tension and the correlated wettability 

(contact angle) on splat formation, CFD simulations on studying droplet spreading dynamics 

were carried out and described in the following section. In addition, it has been pointed out 

that when the thermal conductivity of plasma sprayed oxide particles increases, the 
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corresponding transition temperatures decrease [7]. However in our case of sprayed metallic 

particles, the transition temperatures show little variation, even though Ni has a larger 

thermal conductivity. The small difference in thermal conductivities of particles (Ni of 69 

W/m·K and Ni20Cr of 37 W/m·K) may make a contribution to droplet cooling rates and the 

final spreading ratio, but played little role in changing the transition temperatures. The effect 

of droplet thermal conductivity on droplet spreading process was also numerically 

investigated. 

6.2 Effects of droplet thermophysical properties on splat formation  

6.2.1 Effect of thermal conductivity 

As shown in Table 6.2, there is a difference in the thermal conductivity (liquid status) 

between Ni and Ni20Cr powder materials. Fig. 6.3 summarises the effect of droplet thermal 

conductivity on droplet spreading behaviour under different conditions of interfacial thermal 

contact resistance (1x10-7 m2K/W and 5x10-7 m2K/W). Here the values of 37 W/m·K and 69 

W/m·K represent the Ni20Cr and Ni droplets respectively.  

Fig. 6.3a shows the splat morphologies at maximum spreading diameter. Under the condition 

of 1x10-7 m2K/W thermal contact resistance, a perfect disk splat was formed for the case of 

37 W/m·K thermal conductivity. However, a small fraction of material projections was 

observed for the case of 69 W/m·K thermal conductivity. Under the condition of 5x10-7 

m2K/W thermal contact resistance, the splat shapes were quite similar, showing perfect disk 

shapes. Fig. 6.3b compares the droplet spreading diameters. The decrease of droplet thermal 

conductivity resulted in a slight increase of splat spreading ratio by 0.14 for the case of 1x10-7 

m2K/W thermal contact resistance, with an increase of 0.13 for the case of 5x10-7 m2K/W 

thermal contact resistance. As shown in Fig. 6.3c, increasing the droplet thermal conductivity 

played a role in increasing droplet cooling rate and shortening the liquid duration. 

Accordingly, more inertial energy was converted by the solidification effect, generating a 

smaller spreading diameter. The faster solidification process could also explain the material 

projections observed for the case of larger thermal conductivity (69 W/m·K) in Fig. 6.3a. The 

rapid growth of the solidified layer destabilised the flowing liquid when it still had enough 

inertial energy to trigger material jetting. 
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Fig. 6.3. The evolution of droplet spreading diameter as a function of droplet thermal 

conductivity (TC) under varying conditions of TCR, (a) splat morphology at the maximum 

spreading diameter, (b) droplet flattening ratios and (c) droplet cooling history.  

6.2.2 Effect of surface tension 

In order to understand the effect of surface tension on droplet spreading, different surface 

tension values were selected for simulation (the rest of droplet properties were the same as 

the ones in Section 5.2 of Chapter 5 for Ni splats) and the results are shown in Fig. 6.4. The 

interfacial thermal contact resistance (TCR) was 1x10-7 m2K/W, representing a good thermal 

contact. The values of 1.8 N/m ( We=2355 ) and 1.647 N/m ( We=2574 ), represented the 

surface tension at the melting point (1728K) and initial droplet temperature (2100K) 
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respectively for Ni material. A low value 1.35 N/m ( We=3140) comparable with Ni20Cr 

material at its melting point, and a temperature-dependent surface tension based on Ni 

material (see Eq. 6.2 [212]) were also used.  

 4( ) 1.77 3.3 10 ( 1728)    1800 K<T<2100 KT T      (Eq. 6.2) 

 
Fig. 6.4. The evolution of droplet spreading diameter as a function of surface tension at a 

substrate preheating temperature of 573 K with TCR=1x10-7 m2K/W, (a) splat morphology at 

maximum spreading diameter and (b) droplet flattening ratios.  

Fig. 6.4a demonstrates that increased surface tension supressed material projections at 

maximum spreading diameter. At the lowest surface tension (the highest We ), the high 

energy liquid material easily jetted away during droplet spreading and induced more material 

loss. Therefore the lowest flattening ratio was observed in Fig. 6.4b while the ratios were 

similar for the other surface tension values. Generally, surface tension served as the 

resistance force in holding liquid inward during radial flow. At low surface tension, more 

liquid overcame the surface tension and flowed away from the droplet. When surface tension 

increased to 1.647 N/m from 1.35 N/m, material projections were greatly restrained but still 

generated a short finger at the edge. Once surface tension increased to 1.8 N/m, a perfect disk 

splat was formed. Notably, for temperature-dependent surface tension falling in the range of 

1.647 N/m and 1.8 N/m, liquid jetting occurred at the maximum spreading diameter. This 

phenomenon was closely related to the Marangoni convection force due to the surface tension 

gradientgenerating fluid instability inside the droplet [213]. During droplet cooling, surface 

tension increased from the top part (high temperature) to the bottom part (low temperature). 

Thus the Marangoni stress acted from the regions of low surface tension to that of high 

surface tension and pulled the liquid downwards. Normally the Marangoni number ( Ma ) is 

utilized to describe the intensity of Marangoni convection, shown in Eq. 6.3. Marangoni 
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convection increases with the Ma  number, but can be neglected when Ma  is smaller than 

80-100 [214]. 

 Ma=
2

p

d
C D T

dT
k






 (Eq. 6.3) 

where D  is the spreading diameter and measured at 200 µm, T  is the temperature 

difference and measured at 271 K (when splashing occurred) and /d dT  is the surface 

tension gradient of 43.3x10 N/m k  . Therefore the calculated Ma was 124 (larger than 100), 

indicating severe internal flow around the edge and large velocity fluctuations. The high 

velocity liquid material would be pushed to strike the protuberant solidified layer, triggering 

material projections.  

In general, two regimes have been separated by some researchers to determine whether 

capillary force or viscosity dominates droplet spreading behaviour. Clanet et al. [52] 

proposed that 0.8We / Re 1  represented the viscous regime, while Zhang et al. [53] used a 

criterion of 0.4We>40.0(1-cos )Re  to represent the viscous regime. In the present study, the 

calculated We  and Re , using the above surface tension values, suggested that viscosity 

mainly controlled droplet spreading behaviour. Surface tension alone played little role in 

changing the splat spreading diameter. However, the surface tension effect cannot be 

neglected on triggering the formation of liquid jetting and secondary droplets. More splats 

with splashed fingers were observed for Ni20Cr material on the substrate preheated at 573 K 

as shown in Table 6.1. 

The effect of surface tension on droplet spreading behaviour was further investigated under 

the condition of a high interfacial thermal contact resistance of 5x10-7 m2K/W and the results 

are shown in Fig. 6.5. Overall, the splat morphologies were similar while the decreased 

surface tension from 1.8 N/m to 1.35 N/m slightly increased the final splat spreading ratio 

from 5.096 to 5.199. During liquid droplet spreading, surface tension acts as a resistant force 

to constrain the droplet spreading. If the droplet remains liquid for a long duration, a lower 

surface tension could facilitate droplet spreading and generate a greater splat diameter.  
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Fig. 6.5. The evolution of droplet spreading diameter as a function of surface tension at a 

substrate preheating temperature of 573 K with TCR=5x10-7 m2K/W , (a) splat morphology at 

the maximum spreading diameter and (b) droplet flattening ratios.  

In fact, the addition of Cr element diminished the entrapped bubbles inside Ni20Cr splats 

compared with that inside the Ni splats. As shown in 6.4a, more bubbles were entrapped 

along the interface under the condition of a greater surface tension. In the process of bubble 

formation, bubbles larger than a critical radius were inclined to nucleate, grow and detach 

from the substrate surface. This critical radius of bubble nuclei is present in Eq. 6.4 [215], 

 *

g l

r
P P





 (Eq. 6.4) 

where *r ,  , gP  and lP  represent critical bubble radius, liquid surface tension, pressure in 

the bubble and pressure in the liquid respectively. With a reduced surface tension, more 

bubbles with smaller diameters can be easily formed. Once the buoyancy force becomes 

greater than the surface tension and the drag force, the bubbles will detach from the substrate 

surface. The smaller the surface tension, the easier bubble detachment becomes [216]. 

Accordingly, a Ni20Cr droplet with a lower surface tension would be favourable for 

generating bubbles in the early stage of droplet spreading. Hence there would be adequate 

time for these bubbles to escape from the splat. Fewer pores are observed in Ni20Cr splat 

compared with Ni splats. This phenomenon was observed in both the simulation study and 

interfacial observation, as will be described in the following part. 

6.2.3 Effect of contact angle 

As mentioned earlier, a change in droplet surface tension could simultaneously affect droplet 

wettability (contact angle) and thus modify droplet spreading behaviour. This section 
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explores how the droplet contact angle influenced spreading behaviour under the condition of 

a constant droplet surface tension (1.8 N/m). It is difficult to measure contact angles 

(dynamic or static) during droplet spreading in plasma spraying due to a very short spreading 

time. Only assumed values of static contact angles were used in this section.  Fig. 6.6 

demonstrates the effect of contact angle on splat morphologies. Shortly after impact, the 

droplet spreading diameters increased at high speed. At this stage, spreading behaviour was 

independent of the contact angle because the inertial energy dominated spreading behaviour. 

Later, droplet spreading was mainly driven by wetting at the contact line, once the flattening 

speed of the expanding front slowed. Different splat cross-sectional morphologies have been 

numerically observed for water droplet impact due to the contact angle effect (still not 

verified by experimental observation) [106]. For smaller contact angles (<90°), the capillary 

force tended to accelerate the contact line during droplet spreading. As the contact angle 

increased (>90°), the capillary force tended to decelerate the contact line. Once the contact 

line became pinned by the solidified layer at the maximum diameter, some upper liquid 

material would project away if the droplet still possessed enough energy (see Fig. 6.6a). This 

is confirmed in the data presented in by Fig. 6.6b, showing that a smaller contact angle 

slightly increased spreading diameter. Even though droplet wettability played little role in 

changing droplet spreading behaviour under the condition of a low interfacial thermal contact 

resistance (1x10-7 m2K/W), it did affect bubble adhesion on the substrate [58, 59]. With an 

increased contact angle, the air bubbles tended to remain on the substrate surface, rather than 

detaching from the surface. This indicated that good wettability was beneficial for bubble 

detachment.  
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Fig. 6.6. The evolution of droplet spreading diameter as a function of contact angle at a 

substrate preheating temperature of 573 K, (a) splat morphology at the maximum spreading 

diameter, (b) droplet flattening ratios.  

The effect of contact angle on droplet spreading behaviour was further investigated under the 

condition of delayed solidification through increasing the interfacial thermal contact 

resistance to 5x10-7 m2K/W. Fig. 6.7 shows the effect of contact angle on droplet spreading 

behaviour with a high interfacial thermal contact resistance of 5x10-7 m2K/W. Clearly, a 

smaller contact angle of 60° drove the droplet spreading to a larger diameter. When a small 

thermal contact resistance was developed along the droplet-substrate interface, solidification 

firstly occurred at the droplet periphery and grew thick afterwards (as shown in Fig. 5.6, Fig. 

6.4 and Fig. 6.6). This kind of solidification characteristic blocked droplet spreading further 

but accumulated the liquid, forming a thick edge finally. Therefore, contact angles played a 

minor role in contact line motion and similar spreading ratios were achieved once 

solidification first occurred at the periphery (as shown in Fig. 6.6b). However, a smaller 

contact angle of 60° promoted droplet spreading to a larger diameter with a large thermal 

contact resistance of 5x10-7 m2K/W (as shown in Fig. 6.7b) where the droplet solidification 

first occurred away from the contact line. The final flattening ratio was increased by 0.23 

when the contact angle decreased from 90° to 60°. It is shown that the region where the 

solidified layer was initialised was essential in changing droplet spreading dynamics. 

Compared to the influence of decreased droplet thermal conductivity (increase by 0.13) and 

droplet surface tension (increase by 0.1) on droplet spreading diameters, a larger increase of 

the spreading ratio was observed for the case of changed contact angles. It can be concluded 

that droplet wetting conditions on the substrate surface played an important role in 
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influencing droplet spreading behaviour under the condition of high interfacial contact 

resistance.  

  
Fig. 6.7. Droplet spreading behaviour with different contact angles of 60° and 90° under the 

condition of 5x10-7 m2K/W thermal contact resistance and 2100 K impact temperature, (a) splat 

morphologies at the maximum spreading and (b) comparison of spreading ratios. 

The spreading behaviour of Ni and Ni20Cr droplets was numerically studied under two 

different thermal contact resistances of 1x10-7 m2K/W and 5x10-7 m2K/W. A comparison of 

their spreading diameters is presented in Appendix B. The results show that Ni20Cr splats 

had larger spreading diameters on the substrates of stainless steel and chromium. To sum up, 

the difference in the high temperature thermophysical properties of thermal conductivity and 

surface tension (liquid status) between these two droplet materials, together with droplet 

wettability, played a role in changing droplet spreading behaviour. As noted in Chapter 5, 

droplets slowed down quickly under the condition of a low interfacial thermal contact 

resistance. Accordingly, droplet solidification, rather than the droplet surface tension and 

wettability, was pronounced in changing droplet spreading behaviour. As such, a low surface 

tension did not change the droplet spreading diameter but tended to promote material jetting. 

Similarly, changes in droplet contact angle played a negligible role in modifying droplet 

spreading behaviour and diameters. It should be noted that decreasing droplet thermal 

conductivity could keep droplets remaining liquid and promote droplet spreading. However, 

if the interfacial thermal contact resistance was increased to slow down droplet solidification, 

the decreased surface tension played a positive role in increasing the splat diameter. If the 

droplet remained liquid for a long duration, it tended to spread further, overcoming the lower 

resistant force induced by lower surface tension. Meanwhile, a smaller contact angle did 

affect droplet spreading and increase the spreading ratios in the case of high thermal contact 

resistance. Solidification was greatly restricted by slow interfacial heat conduction, which 
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ensured that the droplet, especially the edge, remained in a liquid state for a long duration. 

Meanwhile, the slow droplet solidification did not disturb the droplet tip spreading to induce 

material jetting. Therefore, the capillary force tended to accelerate the contact line before the 

droplet reached the equilibrium stage in the case of small contact angles [106]. Furthermore, 

the decreased droplet thermal conductivity was also beneficial for slightly promoting the 

droplet spreading diameters, due to the decreased solidification process. In fact, the contact 

angles were closely correlated with the droplet surface tension and varied with position along 

the droplet-substrate interface. A lower surface tension may improve the droplet dynamic 

wetting ability and the interfacial contact when spreading on the substrate surface, which 

could facilitate droplet spreading. Thus the reduced droplet spreading diameter resulting from 

reduced surface tension would be compensated, or even improved, by the reduced small 

contact angles, for example under the condition of high thermal contact resistance. These 

factors collectively contributed to the formation of more disk splats with relatively large 

spreading diameters, experimentally observed for plasma-sprayed Ni20Cr splats as shown in 

Table 6.1. It is postulated that good wetting behaviour could enhance the interfacial contact 

and influenced the interfacial interactions between the droplet and substrate. This possibility 

is discussed in the following sections. 

6.3 Observation of interfacial characteristics 

In the literature [12, 14, 18, 22, 179], chromium oxides were frequently observed on the splat 

top surface and occasionally along the splat-substrate interface in the formation of Ni20Cr 

splats. Nickel oxide and iron oxide were mainly concentrated at the periphery where splat 

curling-up occurred. Nevertheless, the splat-substrate interface has been characterised in the 

literature for only some irregular-shaped splats. In the present study, Ni20Cr splats with 

typical morphologies (type 3 and type 4 above 423 K substrate preheating temperatures) were 

selected for observing the interfacial characteristics and large areas of splat cross-sections 

were prepared. 

6.3.1 Splat-substrate interface at 423 K 

The cross-section of a Ni20Cr perfect-disk splat on a substrate preheated at 423 K is shown in 

Fig. 6.8. Large solidified crystals (grain size 10.1 µm) with good splat-substrate contact were 

formed in the central region (Fig. 6.8a, b), while grain sizes became smaller towards to the 

periphery (grain size 0.7 µm). Similar grain sizes were observed in the splat central region, 

irrespective of powder materials (Ni20Cr around 10.1 µm and Ni around 9.7 µm). A dense 
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bottom layer was clearly viewed underneath the delaminated region of the splat (Fig. 6.8c). 

The bottom layer, with a very smooth surface, grew thinner from the periphery towards the 

middle area where splat curling-up began. A TEM sample was prepared at this region to 

investigate its composition, as discussed in the following section. The measured delamination 

angle was 7.2°. For Ni20Cr splats on the substrate preheated at 573 K (as shown in Fig. 6.13) 

and 673 K (as shown in Fig. 6.16), there was little delamination, with much smaller 

delamination angles than those at 423 K. Preheating the substrate to a higher temperature 

could smooth the thermal stress generated inside the splat during cooling [208]. Notably, the 

delamination angle of the Ni20Cr splat on the substrate of 423 K was similar to that of the Ni 

disk splat on the substrate, even when preheated at a higher temperature of 573 K (as shown 

in Fig. 5.27). This could be related with the thermal stress distribution inside the splats. On 

the substrate of 423 K, no perfect-disk splats were formed for Ni material and thus the 

delamination angle was unmeasured. One possible explanation is that the addition of active 

element Cr improved droplet wettability, which may reinforce interfacial contact and 

decrease the thermal stress gradient. At the area where solidification first occurred, the 

thickness ratio   of the solidified layer to the overall thickness was 0.24 and the parameter 

  representing the region where the smallest solidified grains were formed was measured at 

0.59. Compared to Ni splats at the same preheating temperature, the values of   and   

were comparable. Fig. 6.8c shows that, after droplet spreading to the maximum diameter, 

liquid material around the periphery slightly retracted and accumulated due to the surface 

tension. Clearly, no voids were formed inside the splat. Nevertheless, bubbles were 

frequently observed inside the Ni splat on the substrate preheated at the same temperature 

(423 K).  
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Fig. 6.8. Cross-sectional morphologies of the Ni20Cr disk splat at 423 K (a) overview of the cross 

morphology, (b) and (c) respectively show the enlarged views of A and B areas marked in (a).   

A TEM sample was prepared at the splat centre, as shown in Fig. 6.8a. Fig. 6.9 shows the 

observation of the splat-substrate interface by TEM and the associated EDS analysis. The 

splat had an average thickness of 1.5 µm and large-sized solidified grain (larger than the 

image length), as shown in Fig. 6.9a. The splat contacted well to the substrate. In area A, the 

grain of the deposited Ni20Cr splat showed a similar contrast with the substrate crystal. This 

suggested that this grain of the splat extended from the substrate grains without any 

disruption, showing heteroepitaxial growth. Because Ni-Cr alloy has a similar 

crystallographic structure to austenitic stainless steel material, that is, the same lattice 

structure of face-centred cubic and similar lattice parameters, the grains of Ni-Cr alloy tends 

to nucleate and grow with the same crystalline orientation as the substrate grains. Fig. 6.9b 

shows the element evolution along the scanning line. The element Ni from the splat diffused 

into the substrate while the element Fe from the substrate diffused into the splat. A long 

diffusion distance in the magnitude of ~400 nm was observed in this region. Because this 
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TEM sample was prepared in the impact region where the interfacial temperature remained 

very high during the whole spreading process, the elements can diffuse in a long distance 

with a large diffusion rate. As discussed in Section 5.3.3.2, a reasonable diffusion coefficient 

during the high temperature droplet spreading is 10-9 m2s-1 and a diffusion coefficient of 10-12 

m2s-1 is used during the droplet solidification process. Since the droplet cooling rate was 

suppressed in the splat centre, the interface could maintain the high temperature condition for 

a long duration. If we use a characteristic time of 3.0 µs (as shown in Fig. 5.12) for 

representing the duration of the liquid droplet, the calculated diffusion distance of Ni from 

the splat into the stainless steel substrate, or the Fe from the substrate into the splat, was 110 

nm according to the Eq. 5.25. If we use a characteristic time 15 µs for representing the 

droplet cooling stage from the liquidus point to 500 K, the calculated diffusion distance of Ni 

into Fe was 7.7 nm. The calculated elemental diffusion distance was about 120 nm, showing 

a substantial underestimation compared to the EDS line scan as shown in Fig. 6.10b. This 

suggests that the elemental diffusion coefficients were increased and the element diffusion 

along the interface was strengthened with the addition of Cr element, due to the improved 

droplet wetting ability and interfacial contact. These, in turn, decreased the activation energy 

for diffusion and promoted elemental diffusion. In addition, the element Cr concentration 

remained constant along the scanning line because its contents in the splat and the substrate 

were quite similar (20% Cr for Ni20Cr splat and 18% Cr for 304 stainless steel substrate), so 

there was no concentration gradient to drive interdiffusion. EDS mapping was further 

conducted to investigate the overall composition distribution as shown in Fig. 6.9c. Large 

transition/blurry areas were observed along the interface for elements of Ni and Fe, indicating 

a long interdiffusion distance and indistinctive boundary. No big difference was observed for 

Cr and O intensity/content between the splat and the substrate. 
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Fig. 6.9. Characterisation of the interface at the central part (a) STEM image with a bright field 

mode, (b) EDS line scan showing the element diffusion and (c) EDS mapping showing element 

distribution. 

Another TEM sample was prepared at the splat edge (roughly at area B in Fig. 6.8) to identify 

the composition of the dense layer attached to the splat bottom surface. Because the splat 
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edge delaminated from the substrate, the sample could be easily destroyed by the ion beam 

even at a very small current during milling. A relatively thick sample (>200 nm) was 

prepared in order to minimise the ion beam damage, which was not suitable for TEM imaging. 

Instead, the STEM mode was utilized to observe splat microstructure and elemental 

composition. Fig. 6.10 shows the bright field (BF) image obtained in STEM mode, the EDS 

line scan and EDS mapping results. As shown in Fig. 6.10a, the columnar grains can still be 

observed in the splat while a dense layer with thickness around 900 nm was attached to the 

splat bottom. An EDS line scan indicated that this layer was enriched of elements with Fe, Cr 

and less Ni, but without element O (as shown in Fig. 6.10b.). It can be deduced that the 

elemental composition was similar to that of the 304 stainless steel materials. This dense 

layer was not oxidised even though the delaminated edge was exposed to the high-

temperature oxidising atmosphere. Interestingly, elemental diffusion of Ni and Fe in a short 

distance was observed between the splat main body and the bottom layer, while the Cr 

content was constant. The elemental distribution of the whole section obtained through EDS 

mapping is shown in Fig. 6.10c. The bottom layer consisted of elements Fe, Cr and Ni. In 

addition, the interface between the splat and the bottom layer was distinct. Considering the 

observation in Fig. 6.8c, this bottom layer experienced a thickness reduction from the splat 

rim to the inner part where delamination occurred. The thickest part at the periphery reached 

a thickness of ~900 nm. However, as shown in Fig. 6.9, the distance of interfacial elemental 

diffusion even in the splat centre was about 400 nm, which is smaller than the thickness of 

the bottom layer at the periphery. Therefore, it can be inferred that the formation of this 

bottom layer was not induced by elemental diffusion occurring along the interface, 

particularly given that the interfacial temperature was smaller at the periphery than that at the 

central part. During ion beam milling, redeposition of sputtered material from the milled 

trench, with very fine or amorphous microstructure, can be observed on freshly milled walls, 

including the bottom-wall, side-wall, top-surface and adjacent surface [217-219]. Taking into 

account that the bottom layer observed at the delaminated edge had similar elemental 

compositions with the substrate material and very fine microstructure, this layer must 

originate from material redeposition during FIB milling. The formation mechanism of this 

bottom layer may also explain the observation for Ni splats that a dense bottom layer was 

formed at the splat delaminated part (as shown in Fig. 5.23, 5.17 and 5.28). 
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Fig. 6.10. Characterisation of the bottom dense layer of (a) STEM image with the bright field 

mode, (b) EDS line scan and (c) EDS mapping showing element distribution. 

6.3.2 Splat-splat interface at 423 K 

From time to time, overlapping splats were formed and it is interesting to reveal the 

interactions along the splat-splat interface. Fig. 6.11 shows cross-sections of two solidified 
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Ni20Cr splats with an offset impact position on the substrate heated to 423 K. Overall, these 

two splats showed similar flattening ratios and their interaction mainly occurred around the 

periphery. Large columnar grains were observed at the centre of area A in Fig. 6.11a, b while 

small grains were observed at the periphery regions as shown in Fig. 6.11c, d. An inter-splat 

pore was formed at the junction region and some small voids were observed inside the splat 

as well (see Fig. 6.11b). For the lower splat, the solidified grains grew perpendicularly from 

the substrate surface. However, once the underneath splat collided with the upper splat, the 

surface ripple became inflected (as shown in Fig. 6.11c). In addition, the solidified grains of 

the lower splat at the contact region were smaller, compared to the previously solidified part 

below them. This indicated that the region contacting with the upper splat had a greater 

solidification rate. As the previous solidified splat had a larger thermal conductivity (37 

W/m·K for Ni20Cr) compared to the stainless steel substrate 15 W/m·K), more heat was 

quickly transferred through the splat-splat interface. It can be deduced that the upper splat 

first impacted onto the substrate surface, solidified and experienced edge curling-up. 

Subsequently, the lower splat landed on the substrate and spread below the upper delaminated 

splat. Furthermore, a dense bottom layer was clearly observed at the delaminated splat edge 

and the junction region, except for the contact area between these two splats. This 

phenomenon may be also induced by the substrate material redeposition during FIB milling. 

In particular, a crack was formed between the splat body and the dense bottom layer due to 

their different thermal expansion coefficients for the upper splat (as shown in Fig. 6.11d).  
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Fig. 6.11. Cross-sectional images of two stacked Ni20Cr splats with offset impact positions on 

the substrate at 423 K (a) the overall interfacial characteristics, (b), (c) and (d) show the 

enlarged views of A, B and C areas marked in (a). 

Fig. 6.12 depicts an interface of two splats where the second one had just impacted onto the 

centre of the first solidified splat. The underneath larger splat was thinner (0.7 µm) compared 

with the top one (3.3 µm) as shown in Fig. 6.12b. The final solidification microstructure 

demonstrated that much finer columnar grains (~0.8 µm) were developed for the upper splat, 

compared to the lower one (~6 µm). Considering the formed splat as a cylinder, the 

calculated volumes of these two splats were similar, indicating the same particle diameter for 

these two impact droplets. This implied that the spreading process of the upper droplet was 

notably constrained due to fast solidification. The faster growth of the solidification front, 

with the solidification parameter ~ 0.33 , triggered material projections, forming some short 

splashing fingers (see Fig. 6.12a). In the splat stack process, the impact spacing between two 

successive droplets significantly influenced the heat conduction process and splat 

morphologies. Because the previously solidified splat had a larger thermal conductivity (69 
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W/m·K for Ni and 37 W/m·K for Ni20Cr) compared to the stainless steel substrate 15 

W/m·K), more heat was quickly transferred through the splat-splat interface. However, when 

the top Ni splat flattened on top of the bottom splat, some other factors that may influence the 

fast solidification rate, for example the wettability and surface roughness, cannot be ignored. 

  
Fig. 6.12. Observation of two sequent Ni20Cr splats of (a) top view and (b) cross-sections on the 

substrate at 423 K. 

6.3.3 Splat-substrate interface at 573 K 

The cross-sectional morphology of a perfect Ni20Cr disk splat formed on the substrate heated 

at 573 K was shown in Fig. 6.13. In general, the whole splat contacted well with the substrate, 

while only a very limited part of periphery curled up. The grain structure at the rim was much 

finer (grain size ~1.1 µm) compared with that in the centre (grain size ~9.6 µm). The grain 

size at the region where solidification first occurred was larger (~1.1 µm) under this 

temperature compared to that at a lower temperature (~0.7 µm at 423 K). This suggested that 

increasing the substrate preheating temperature decreased the solidification rate and enlarged 

the solidified grains at the periphery. In addition, the measured solidification parameter 

was ~0.24 for this disk splat and the parameter   representing the region where the smallest 

solidified grains were formed was measured at 0.69. The region where the first solidified 

layer formed was closer to the splat periphery compared to the ~ 0.59  at 423 K preheating 

temperature, due to the decreased solidification rate at a higher substrate preheating 

temperature of 573 K. This phenomenon was consistent with the observation for Ni splats in 

Chapter 5, where larger values of   were obtained on the substrate preheated at higher 

temperatures. Furthermore, compared to the observation of Ni splat formation on the 

substrate at the same preheating temperature of 573 K (see Fig. 5.27), periphery delamination 
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induced by thermal stress was effectively constrained by a potentially good interfacial 

adhesion [220], with the addition of active element Cr. It implies that the improved wetting 

behaviour of Ni20Cr droplet enhanced the interfacial contact with the substrate. Compared to 

Ni20Cr formation at a small preheating temperature of 423 K (see Fig. 6.8), increasing the 

substrate preheating temperature is helpful to smooth the thermal stress gradient during 

droplet cooling, delay the time needed for edge delamination and decrease the curling-up 

angle. Interestingly, no bottom layer was clearly observed at the periphery. Because the edge 

delamination angle was small, the sputtered substrate material could not redeposit onto the 

splat bottom surface. No voids were viewed for Ni20Cr splats under this preheating 

temperature, while some voids were observed for Ni splats. 

 

 
Fig. 6.13. Cross-sectional morphologies of the disk splat for Ni20Cr powder at 573 K (a) 

overview of the interfacial characteristics, (b) and (c) respectively show the enlarged views of A 

and B areas marked in (a).   

Fig. 6.14 gives the cross sectional morphologies of a finger-splashed Ni20Cr splat on the 

substrate at 573 K. Generally the projected finger showed poorer contact with the substrate 
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compared with the central part. Notably, splat delamination was also observed in the main 

body (see Fig. 6.14b) besides the edge detachment. If thermal mismatch stress exceeded the 

adhesion strength with the substrate during droplet cooling, a crack would be formed along 

the interface. For this detached splat surface, material redeposition could easily occur to form 

a thin bottom layer (around 260 nm thickness) during ion beam milling. As shown in Fig. 

6.14c, a grey layer was still observed attaching to the splat bottom even though the 

delamination degree was very small. It should be pointed out that the interface features at the 

region of jetted finger (area C) were not clearly revealed due to incomplete ion milling. The 

measured values of   and   were 0.35 and 0.70 respectively. Compared to the observation 

in Fig. 6.14, the value   was similar while the value   was larger, indicating rapid growth 

of the initial solidified layer for these type 3 splats.   

   

 
Fig. 6.14. Images of splashed splat at the periphery for Ni20Cr powder at 573 K (a) the overall 

cross-section, (b) and (c) show the magnified views of A and B areas respectively marked in (a). 
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6.3.4 Splat-substrate interface at 673 K 

In order to investigate the formation of Ni20Cr splats on the substrate preheated much higher 

than the transition temperature, the analysis of splat morphology and cross-section was 

performed under the condition of 673 K preheating temperature. Fig. 6.15 shows Ni20Cr 

splat morphologies on stainless steel substrates preheated at 673 K. With the substrate 

preheating temperature increasing to 673 K, a black contrast layer was often observed 

homogeneously covering the splat top surface, as shown in Fig. 6.15a (marked by arrows) 

and Fig. 6.15b (magnified view). 

  
Fig. 6.15. Observation of the balck contrast surface layer for Ni20Cr splats at 673 K, (a) overall 

view of splat top surface and (b) the magnificaiton of splat top surface. 

To characterise the composition of this black contrast layer and the features along the splat-

substrate interface, the splat cross-section was prepared by FIB and observed by TEM as well. 

Fig. 6.16 gives the cross sectional morphologies of a Ni20Cr splat on the substrate preheated 

at 673 K. Generally, good contact was observed through the whole interface except for a 

small delamination area in the edge. No pores were observed inside the splat. Similar to the 

observations above, large solidified grains were formed in the splat central part as shown in 

Fig. 6.16b while relatively small grains were observed close to the splat rim as shown in Fig. 

6.16c. The measured solidification parameter  was ~0.21 for this disk splat and the 

parameter   representing the region where the smallest solidified grains were formed was 

measured at 0.74. However, compared to the interface observation at lower preheating 

temperatures (as shown in Fig. 6.8, Fig. 6.13 and Fig. 6.14), the grains at the rim part grew 

larger because higher substrate preheating temperatures decreased droplet cooling rates and 

promoted grain growth. Just at the splat rim, the solidified grains were elongated due to 
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parallel heat conduction as shown in Fig. 6.16d. Compared to the case of 573 K preheating 

temperature, the phenomenon of periphery detachment was still present even with an 

increased preheating temperature as shown in Fig. 6.16c, d. When delamination occurred, the 

redeposition-induced bottom layer was observed presenting at both the splat bottom surface 

and the substrate top surface. Furthermore, a thin layer was observed homogeneously 

covering the whole splat. Its composition and phase structure would be identified in the 

following part. No voids were formed inside the splat. 

  

  
Fig. 6.16. Cross sectional morphologies of Ni20Cr splat at 673 K (a) overview of the interfacial 

characteristics, (b) and (c) respectively show the enlarged views of A and B areas marked in (a) 

and (d) shows the enlarged view of the splat edge.   

A TEM sample was prepared in the region located between the splat central part and the 

periphery part, as shown in Fig. 6.16a (the inset). Fig. 6.17 shows the observation of splat-

substrate interface by TEM, the EDS line scan across the whole splat, and the selected area 

diffraction patterns of the top surface layer. The splat had an average thickness of ~1.5 µm 

and good contact with the substrate. A top surface layer with the thickness around 220 nm 
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and different contrast can be clearly observed, as shown in Fig. 6.17a, b. A very thin grey 

layer, most likely oxides, was observed along the interface, as shown in Fig. 6.17a, c. Fig. 

6.17d shows the composition evolution from the splat-substrate interface to the splat top 

surface, obtained through EDS line scan. Along the interface, oxygen content slightly 

fluctuated. This may indicate oxide formation, which was related with the grey layer as 

observed in Fig. 6.15c. Nevertheless, the signal change was relatively weak and likely to have 

been background noise. A relatively shorter element diffusion distance (~150 nm) was found 

along the interface even under the condition of a higher preheating temperature 673 K, 

compared to that ~400 nm under the condition of 423 K in Fig. 6.8. It is understandable 

because the TEM sample for the scenario of 423 K was prepared just in the middle of splat 

centre while the TEM sample for the case of 673 K was prepared between the central part and 

the periphery part. During spreading, regions of the droplet closer to the impact point could 

solidify slowly and maintain the interface at high temperature conditions for longer duration 

compared to the splat rim (as described in the above simulation results). Therefore, the 

elements can diffuse through the interface with smaller rates and shorter distance in these 

regions. In addition, the top surface layer was comprised of elemental compositions of Ni, Cr 

and O which may be present in the NixCryOz compound. Further analysis of selected area 

diffraction was performed to confirm its crystal structure and the diffraction pattern was 

shown in Fig. 6.17e. The acquired electron diffraction patterns show typical ring shapes, 

indicating a polycrystalline structure. The phase of this black contrast layer was identified to 

be NiCr2O4. It can be seen that the element Cr intends to diffuse to the top surface and be 

oxidised into NiCr2O4 rather than Cr2O3 if the droplet slowly cools down, for example, under 

the condition of high substrate preheating temperatures. 
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Fig. 6.17. Observation of the splat cross-sectional morphology, (a) the overview of TEM image, 

(b) the magnified view of the top surface layer, (c) the magnified view of the interface, (d) the 

EDS line scan across the whole splat, and (e) diffraction patterns of the top surface layer. 
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6.3.5 Microstructural features for disk-shaped splats 

To sum up, Fig. 6.18 depicts a schematic showing the splat formation with disk shapes for Ni 

and Ni20Cr powder materials on preheated substrates where the surface moisture/adsorbates 

are effectively removed. Good contact between splat and substrate could be developed except 

for the regions where the splat delamination or jetted fingers occurred. Fine columnar grains 

were always formed around the periphery while coarser crystals were developed in the 

central region regardless of splat morphologies (with or without splashed fingers). For Ni 

disk-shaped splats, small bubbles were entrapped along the interface in the central part (as 

shown in Fig. 5.24 and 5.27). When floating up to the splat surface, the small bubbles grew 

larger and were pushed towards the periphery (as shown in Fig. 5.27 and 5.28). However, the 

pore formation was seldom viewed along the interface for Ni20Cr splats, indicating that 

decreased droplet surface tension may play a role (smaller surface tension promoted bubbles 

detachment). This phenomenon was also numerically observed in Section 6.2.2, where few 

bubbles were entrapped inside the splat under the condition of a small surface tension value. 

Compared to Ni splats, less periphery delamination occurred for Ni20Cr splats indicating 

improved interfacial contact. Meanwhile, a surface oxide layer of NiCr2O4 could be formed 

on top of the Ni20Cr splat surface on the substrate preheated at high temperatures. Some 

ripples or oscillations were observed on the splat top surface. At the periphery, the solidified 

grains were elongated because of parallel heat conduction. Furthermore, a continuous thin 

bottom layer was frequently observed around the delaminated periphery for the disk-shaped 

Ni and Ni20Cr splats. This can be explained by the redeposition of sputtered material from 

the substrate part.  

In Chapter 5, it was highlighted that the region where solidification first occurred and the 

growth of the solidified layer each played a dominant role in inducing splashed fingers for Ni 

splats. Here, this mechanism could still be applied to explain the formation of Ni20Cr splats.  

For interpreting the formation of perfect disk splats and fingered disk splats, two parameters 

of   and  , which respectively represented the thickness ratio of solidified layer to overall 

splat and the occurrence region of first formed solidified layer, were evaluated. Based on the 

measured solidification parameter  , if solidification converted a large proportion of inertial 

energy and decreased the spreading velocity of the upper melt ( 0.1 0.3   ), the extent of 

splat splashing would be reduced accordingly. If the solidification took place too fast 

( 0.3 ), the upper liquid would be destabilised to project away forming splashed fingers 
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[145].  However, in this work, the formation of type 3 did not always fulfil the criterion of 

0.3 , for example the experimental observation of splashed Ni splats on substrates at 423 

K ( ~ 0.19 ), the modelling results of splashed Ni splats on substrates at 300 K ( ~ 0.3 ) 

and 573 K ( ~ 0.26 ), and splashed Ni20Cr splats on stainless steel substrates at 673 K 

( ~ 0.21 ). It can be found that material jetting was not only related to the growth of the first 

solidified layer, but also affected by other parameters such as the occurrence time of the first 

solidified layer (the parameter  ). The value of   should be appropriate (not too large or 

too small) to suppress the solidification-induced finger splashing. A small value of  , for 

instance splashed Ni splat on the substrate preheated at a low temperature (423 K), indicated 

that the first solidified layer occurred quickly and located near the splat centre. At this point, 

the droplet still had high kinetic energy and could be easily disturbed by the growth of the 

bottom solidified layer. However, the region where solidification first occurred (parameter 

 ) became further from the splat centre under the condition of increased substrate 

preheating temperatures. A large value of  , for instance splashed Ni20Cr splat on the 

substrate preheated at a high temperature (673 K), indicated that the first solidified layer 

occurred away from the splat centre. Under such preheating condition, droplet solidification 

was greatly constrained and accordingly energy loss by solidification effect decreased. This 

phenomenon was consistent with the simulation results as shown in Fig. 5.21 where material 

projections were found at preheating temperatures of 300 K and 573 K and perfect disk splats 

were formed at 423 K. Therefore, the top liquid layer still had some kinetic energy to jet from 

the bottom solidified layer. It can be concluded that the substrate preheating conditions were 

of particular importance in influencing droplet solidification and thus splat morphologies.  

 
Fig. 6.18 Schematic showing the formation of a disk-shaped splat. 
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6.4 Conclusion  

This chapter focused on understanding the effect of alloyed active element Cr on the 

formation mechanism of plasma-sprayed Ni20Cr splats on the stainless steel substrates 

preheated at different temperatures. Similar to the formation of Ni splats, fragmentation and 

over-spreading of Ni20Cr splats were observed on the substrate surface where a large fraction 

of moisture and hydroxides is present. Ni and Ni20Cr splats showed similar transition 

temperatures which also depended on the definitions of disk shape splats. However, it was 

easier for Ni20Cr splats undergoing the transition from splashing splats to disk ones (type 3 

splats even at 373 K). In the formation of Ni20Cr disk splats, a larger central flat area ratio 

and overall spreading ratio were achieved. 

According to the simulation results, changes in the thermophysical properties of molten 

droplets influenced droplet spreading behaviour. Decreased droplet thermal conductivity was 

beneficial for promoting droplet spreading because of the delayed solidification process 

regardless of the interfacial thermal contact resistance. Larger We  numbers resulting from a 

low surface tension easily provoked material splashing during droplet spreading under the 

condition of a low thermal contact resistance (for example 1x10-7 m2K/W).  However, when 

the droplet slowly cooled down in the case of a large thermal contact resistance, the liquid 

could easily overcome the resistant force induced by a smaller surface tension and spread 

further. Indeed, the droplet spreading behaviour is not very sensitive to the contact angle 

change under the condition of high cooling rates because of the small interfacial thermal 

contact resistance. Indeed, small contact angles (good wettability) did effectively promote 

droplet spreading through increasing the interfacial thermal contact resistance (for example 

5x10-7 m2K/W) where the firstly solidified layer was formed away from the moving contact 

line. In addition, a smaller contact angle promoted bubble detachment from the splats and few 

bubbles were experimentally observed inside the Ni20Cr splats.  

Based on the observations of splat-substrate interface for Ni20r splats, the growth of the first 

solidified layer could destabilise liquid flow to induce material projections, showing a similar 

mechanism to that of the Ni splats. On a substrate preheated at higher temperatures, the 

region where the solidified layer was first formed was extended to a further distance. The 

grains of the first solidified layer grow bigger due to the decreased cooling rate. In addition, a 

continuous thin bottom layer, induced by the substrate material redeposition during FIB 

milling, was frequently observed around the delaminated periphery for the disk-shaped Ni 

and Ni20Cr splats. Furthermore, the alloyed element Cr tends to diffuse to the splat top 
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surface and form a layer of NiCr2O4 oxides on the substrate preheated at high temperatures. 

Due to improved wettability, the addition of active element Cr promoted elemental 

interdiffusion along the interface and strengthened the interfacial contact, which decreased 

the splat delamination degree. Meanwhile, the offset of the impact positions greatly 

influenced the interfacial interactions for two sequent splats. If the second droplet impacts 

closer to the previously solidified splat, it would solidify rapidly, inducing a thick splat with 

very fine microstructure and finger splashing. 
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Ni and Ni20Cr splat formation                                                       

on chromium substrates  

This chapter describes the Ni and Ni20Cr splat formation on the chromium substrates. The 

use of chromium substrates overcomes the disadvantage of using stainless steel substrates 

which may undergo complex surface chemistry changes during preheating. Splat formation, 

splat morphology change and interfacial characteristics between the splat and the substrate of 

Ni and Ni20Cr splats are investigated. Furthermore, the effect of substrate physical properties 

(especially thermal conductivity) on the droplet spreading process and splat formation is 

studied. The Ni and Ni20Cr splat formation mechanism on chromium substrates is compared 

to that proposed for stainless steel substrates. 

7.1 Transitional change of splat morphologies 

Chromium (purity 99.8% with element lead as the major impurity, Sanhui Group, 

Zhengzhou, China) was used as substrates to keep a consistent surface chemistry during 

preheating. Preheating temperatures of 300 K, 323 K, 348 K, 373 K, 398 K, 423 K, 473 K 

and 573 K were selected to investigate splat morphology change as a function of preheating 

temperature. Pure Ni and alloyed Ni20Cr powders with a narrow size distribution of 45~63 

µm were plasma-sprayed to collect a certain number of single splats.  

Fig. 7.1 summarises the fraction change for different types of splats as a function of substrate 

preheating temperatures. Fig. 7.1a describes the splat morphology change for Ni splats. Here, 

splat formation behaviour was further analysed at another two higher preheating temperatures 

of 623 K and 673 K to measure the trend of type 3/type 4 splat formation. At room 

temperature, all of the splats showed type 1 shape. When the substrate was heated to 348 K, 

the number of type 1 splats dramatically decreased to 25% and type 2 splats increased to 75% 

while both splat types disappeared at 373 K. Preheating substrates to 373 K and above 

effectively eliminated extensive material breakup and ensured the formation of regular disk-

type splats. The proportion of perfect disk splats increased up to 573 K but did not dominate, 

only occupying ~40%. It should be pointed out that the percentage of type 4 splats initially 

increased with the increased preheating temperature but then decreased beyond a threshold 
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temperature of 573 K. This phenomenon is similar to the splat formation on stainless steel 

substrates, where the percentage of type 4 increased with the increasing substrate preheating 

temperature and then decreased beyond a threshold temperature. At higher preheating 

temperatures, droplet solidification was slowed down and then the liquid had higher kinetic 

energy for instability-triggered splashing. Even though substrate surface roughness may 

become slightly rougher under the condition of higher preheating temperatures (still in 

nanometre-scale), which could disturb liquid flow and induce material splashing as well, it 

may not be dominant in controlling splat formation. The effect of substrate surface roughness 

on droplet spreading should be investigated further.  

Fig. 7.1b describes the splat morphology change for Ni20Cr splats. Due to the limitation of 

substrate numbers, the substrate was only heated up to 573 K. At room temperature, type 2 

splats emerged. Droplet overspreading and fragmentation were completely inhibited at a 

preheating temperature of 373 K for Ni splats while the temperature became smaller at 348 K 

for Ni20Cr splats. This indicated that the addition of alloyed active element Cr was beneficial 

for disk splat formation. Compared to that on stainless steel substrates, the type 1 and type 2 

splats completely disappeared at a higher temperature between 398 K and 423 K. It is easier 

to form disk-shaped splats for Ni20Cr powder material on stainless steel substrates at a lower 

preheating temperature as well. 

Above 348 K, the proportion of type 4 splats gradually increased. Fig. 7.1c characterises 

transition temperatures for Ni and Ni20Cr splats. Similar to the observation of splat formation 

on stainless steel substrates, the determination of splat temperature was closely related to the 

definition of a disk splat. Based on the first definition for disk splats, the characterised 

transition temperatures were 361 K and 335 K for Ni and Ni20Cr powder materials 

respectively. The addition of active element Cr slightly decreased the transition temperature.  

To sum up, splat overspreading/fragmentation (type 1 and type 2) was fully constrained on 

stainless steel substrates at a higher preheating temperature of 423 K, compared to that on 

chromium substrates. The transition temperatures of Ni and Ni20Cr splats became smaller on 

the chromium substrate. This suggests that the initial kinetic energy was converted too 

quickly to promote droplets over-spreading and disintegrating on chromium substrates. 

Accordingly, the formation of type 1 and type 2 splats were restrained even at low preheating 

temperatures, where some adsorbate/moisture was still present on the substrate surface. 

However, the majority of disk-shaped splats showed the type 3 splat formation with projected 

fingers, more than 60%, on substrates even when preheated at high temperatures (for example 
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673 K for Ni and 573 K for Ni20Cr). The maximum proportion of type 4 splats for Ni and 

Ni20Cr materials was about 10% smaller than that on stainless steel substrates. Meanwhile, 

the threshold temperature on chromium substrates after which the fraction of type 4 splats 

began to decrease was postponed around 50 K compared to that on stainless steel substrates. 

This indicated that finger splashing was easily formed on chromium substrates.  

  

         
Fig. 7.1. The fractions of different types of Ni and Ni20Cr splats with respect to different 

preheating temperatures (a) Ni splat fractions, (b) Ni20Cr splat fractions, (c) transition 

temperatures characterisation and (d) four types of splat morphologies. 

Fig. 7.2 gives the measurements of the overall spreading ratio, the central flat area spreading 

ratio and the contact area ratio for Ni splats and Ni20Cr splats. In brief, the related 

characteristic spreading diameters were statistically smaller on chromium substrates 

compared to those on stainless steel substrates. Fig. 7.2a, c, e show the information of Ni 

splats. In general, larger spreading diameters were found for type 1 and type 2 splats 

compared to the other two splat types. However, the overall spreading diameters were quite 

similar for splats with regular shapes (type 3 and type 4) even though the substrates were 

preheated at different temperatures. In terms of the spreading behaviour of the central smooth 
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area, this area had similar flattening ratios (around 2.0) regardless of splat morphologies. It 

has been found that the high impact pressure at the impact region can only effectively force 

the droplet to contact well with the substrate within the region of c 2  , overcoming the 

upward force induced by moisture evaporation from the substrate surface [94]. Once the 

surface moisture vaporised, the central flat area became larger. The high impact pressure 

could promote liquid smoothly and continuously spreading outwards without any oscillations. 

One should note that the diameter of the central smooth centre also indicated where the 

surface ripples started to form. As discussed in Section 5.3.3.2, the formation of these surface 

oscillations could be correlated with the growth of the solidification front. Once droplet 

overspreading disappeared, the central flat area occupied similar ratios regardless of splat 

types (type 3 & 4), around 40%~50%. Fig. 7.2b, d, f show the diameter characterisation of 

Ni20Cr splats. Similar to Ni splat formation, larger spreading ratios were observed for type 1 

and type 2 splats due to droplet overspreading. The overall spreading ratios f  were 

comparable for splats with regular shapes (type 3 and type 4) under different preheating 

temperatures, but they increased to 4.2~5.1 of Ni20Cr splats compared to 3.8~4.3 of Ni splats. 

In addition, the central smooth area c  of Ni20Cr splats was much bigger than Ni splats, 

increasing from 1.5~2.5 of Ni material to 2.2~3.5 of Ni20Cr material. The formation of 

surface ripples was delayed at a greater distance from the splat centre. Overall, the addition of 

active element Cr is beneficial for promoting splats to cover larger area with increased f  and 

c . This phenomenon was similar to the observation of splat formation on stainless steel 

substrates. 
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     Ni                                                             Ni20Cr 

 
Fig. 7.2. Morphology information of Ni and Ni20Cr splats on chromium substrates (a) & (b) 
overall flattening ratios f , (c) & (d) central flat area ratios c ,  and (e) & (f) flattening ratios of 

the central flat area c . 

When the substrates were preheated below the temperature of 573 K, the surface roughness 

remained constant (as shown in Section 4.2.2). Therefore, the changes in friction and 

wettability induced by the surface roughness during droplet spreading are assumed to be 

negligible. The formation of greatly fragmented splats (type 1 and type 2) was correlated with 

the presence of a significant proportion of surface moisture and surface hydroxides on 
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substrates heated below 348 K, as observed in the XPS analysis (as shown in Section 4.1.2). 

As preheating temperatures increased, moisture adhering to substrate surface was efficiently 

removed, reducing from 15.06 % at 300 K to 8.39 % at 423 K. The hydroxide content also 

reduced from 43.08 % at 300 K to 38.66 % at 423 K. Therefore, removing the moisture and 

hydroxides from the substrate surface through preheating resulted in a significant reduction of 

fragmented splats (type 1 & 2). More detailed discussion for the effect of substrate surface 

moisture on splat formation (type 1 & 2) can be found in Section 5.1. It should be noted that 

even though a certain fraction of moisture (~9 %) still remained on the substrate surface at 

the temperature of 373 K, only disk splats without any fragmentation (type 3) were observed. 

This indicated that the presence of a certain fraction of substrate surface moisture may not 

always induce splat fragmentation. With the addition of active element Cr, type 2 splats with 

more material attached on the substrate surface were formed, even at room temperature. In 

addition, splat fragmentation (type 1 and type 2 splats) disappeared at a lower preheating 

temperature. In the formation of type 3 & 4 Ni20Cr splats, the overall spreading ratios f  and 

the central flat portion c  became larger compared to those of Ni splats. The smaller surface 

tension of Ni20Cr droplet also played a role in suppressing the periphery oscillations to 

generate a larger c . 

Compared to the Ni and Ni20Cr splat formation on stainless steel substrates as shown in 

Section 6.1, the transition temperatures of Ni and Ni20Cr splats on chromium substrates were 

lower and the related characteristic spreading diameters were statistically smaller as well. 

Comparison in splat diameters can be seen in Appendix C. In addition, the central flat area of 

splats was decreased, indicating that the surface ripples were formed closer to the splat centre. 

Because the particles were sprayed under the same conditions, they could achieve similar 

velocities and temperature upon impact regardless of the substrate materials. In addition, 

substrate surface roughness was similar under different preheating conditions. It is proposed 

that the difference in droplet spreading behaviour observed on different substrates of stainless 

steel and chromium was initialised from the substrate properties, that is, substrate surface 

chemistry and the intrinsic physical properties. Some important parameters of the stainless 

steel and chromium substrate are summarised in Table 7.1. Notably, there is a big difference 

in thermal conductivity between these two substrate materials. 
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Table 7.1 Thermal properties of chromium and 304 stainless steel materials 

Properties Cr [221] 304SS [222] 

Density kg/m3 7.20 7.58 

Specific heat J/kg·K 500 470 

Thermal conductivity W/m·K 90 15 

Melting point K 2136 [223] 1723 [13] 

Fukumoto et al. [6, 7, 224] found that the substrate thermal conductivity played an important 

role in changing droplet spreading behaviour and splat formation. They argued that splat 

transition temperature was increased with an increase in substrate conductivity, which means 

that it would be difficult to supress splat fragmentation or splashing on the substrates with 

high thermal conductivity. However, contrary to Fukumoto’s findings, our findings were that 

the substrate with the larger substrate thermal conductivity produced disk-shaped splats with 

a lower transition temperature and was beneficial for prohibiting splat fragmentation. It is 

understandable that fast solidification easily triggered finger splashing, as discussed in 

Section 5.3. On the one hand, the interfacial temperature would be relatively low on the 

substrate with high thermal conductivity, generating a poor wetting condition along the 

interface and thus making material splashing more favourable. On the other hand, fast 

solidification during droplet spreading tended to trigger liquid splashing. Indeed, fast growth 

of the solidification front could easily destabilise liquid flow, especially for a high velocity 

droplet. Therefore, material projections were easily developed and only a small fraction of 

type 4 splats with perfect disk shapes (maximum 40%) were formed on the chromium 

substrates as shown in Fig. 7.1c. However, as discussed in Chapters 5 and 6, rapid 

solidification or the formation of the first solidified layer may not always induce material 

overspreading and fragmentation. Jiang et al. [9] highlighted that the large solidification 

velocity of splats arrested droplet spreading on the substrates of high thermal conductivity 

through improved heat transfer along the splat-substrate interface. From the viewpoint of 

energy conservation during droplet spreading, a faster solidification process could occupy a 

larger fraction of initial energy. Accordingly, the droplet would have less kinetic energy to 

induce material overspreading, which indicates that rapid solidification could also be 

beneficial for constraining splat fragmentation. Hence, splat fragmentation disappeared at a 

smaller preheating temperature on the chromium substrate, compared to the stainless steel 

substrate. Nevertheless, the fast growth of the solidified layer disturbed droplet spreading and 

induced the early formation of surface ripples. 
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For stainless steel substrates, the surface chemistry of Fe/Cr ratio was also modified during 

substrate preheating to vaporise the surface moisture and hydroxides. It can be reasonably 

deduced that surface chemistry change may play a role in influencing droplet wettability, 

spreading behaviour and splat diameters. Indeed, the surface composition was not changed 

significantly during thermal treatment for chromium substrates which consisted of chromium 

oxide. This means the impacting droplets spread on the chromium substrate with a consistent 

surface chemistry and surface roughness under different preheating temperatures. However, 

the thermal properties of the chromium substrate, especially the thermal conductivity, showed 

a big difference compared to the stainless steel. The induced fast solidification process may 

play a dominant role in determining droplet spreading behaviour and splat formation, which 

is described in the following sections. This indicates that it is still difficult to clearly verify 

the role of substrate surface chemistry change on droplet spreading and splat formation when 

chromium and stainless steel substrates are selected for comparison. 

7.2 Effect of substrate thermal conductivity on droplet spreading through simulation 

In order to understand the effect of substrate thermal conductivity on droplet spreading and 

cooling behaviour, two substrate materials, chromium and stainless steel, were compared in 

the simulation study. Impact and spreading dynamics were demonstrated taking the Ni 

droplet as an example, whose impact temperature was 2100 K and velocity 100 m/s. The 

contact angle, thermal contact resistance and substrate preheating were set to be 90°, 1x10-7 

m2K/W and 573 K respectively. The impact and spreading dynamics for a Ni20Cr droplet 

under the same impact conditions can be found in Appendix B. The droplet spreading process 

and solidification process on the chromium substrate are presented in Fig. 7.3. At the very 

early stage of 0.32 µs, the solidified layer began to form at the droplet spreading front. With 

time elapsed at 0.5 µs, the solidified layer grew thicker and intruded into the upper liquid. 

This potentially resulted in unstable liquid flow. At 1.0 µs, some liquid material slipped over 

the bottom solidified layer and projected away from the droplet. However, on the stainless 

steel substrate under the same impact conditions, no material jetting was formed at 1.0 µs in 

Fig. 5.6 (Section 5.2.4). This indicated that the formation of the solidified layer is expected to 

occur earlier on the chromium substrate and the fast growth of the solidification front could 

trigger material projections. With more liquid material spreading to the edge, a thick 

solidified periphery, though with the short fingers, was formed at 1.5 µs. The dimensionless 

parameter  , defined as the ratio of the radius at which the solidified layer started to form to 

the final overall splat radius, was measured at 0.50, which  was smaller than that on the 
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stainless steel substrate ( ~ 0.59) at 573 K. This also verified that solidification occurred at 

an earlier stage on the chromium substrate during droplet spreading. 

 
Fig. 7.3. Droplet spreading and solidification on a chromium substrate with time elapse are 
shown in (a) while (b) represents the magnified view of areas marked in (a). 

Fig. 7.4 gives the evolutions of droplet temperature, substrate surface temperature and droplet 

transient spreading diameters on the substrates of chromium and stainless steel. As shown in 

Fig. 7.4a, the droplet cooled down much faster on the chromium substrate than on stainless 

substrates due to chromium’s high thermal conductivity. The calculated cooling rates were 
732 x10 K /s  and 722x10 K/s  for the chromium substrate and the stainless steel substrate 

respectively. Likely, small solidified crystals could be formed even in the splat central part 

due to the rapid cooling rate. This potential will be further investigated by the experimental 

observation of interfacial characteristics in the following section. As shown in Fig. 7.4b, the 

thermal energy conducted from the hot droplet could not be stored inside the substrate and 

was quickly conducted away from the surface because of its high thermal conductivity and 

thermal diffusivity. Therefore, the temperature of the substrate surface was much lower than 

that of the stainless steel substrate. It can be deduced that it would be difficult to melt the 

substrate surface if the substrate has a high thermal conductivity. Fig. 7.4c shows that the 

droplet transient spreading ratios were obviously smaller on the chromium substrate 

compared to those on the stainless steel substrate. This trend was also experimentally 

observed for splat diameters on chromium and stainless steel substrates. It implies that the 

rapid cooling rate suppressed the droplet spreading diameter because the formation of 
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solidified layers could efficiently occupy the droplet initial energy as described in Section 

5.3.2.  

   

     
Fig. 7.4. (a) temperature evolution of the droplet surface, (b) temperature evolution of the 
substrate surface and (c) droplet spreading ratios on different substrate materials. 

7.3 Observation of interfacial characteristics for Ni splats 

7.3.1 Splat-substrate interface at 373 K 

The cross-sectional morphology of a Ni splat on the chromium substrate is shown in Fig. 7.5. 

As shown in Fig. 7.5a, the splat demonstrated a regular disk shape without serious 

fragmentation even though the substrate was only preheated at 373 K. Overall, the splat 

central region showed good contact with the substrate, while the splat edge delaminated from 

the substrate surface with an angle of 4.9°. Interestingly, it was found that the grain sizes of 

~714 nm for the solidification microstructure were very small even in the splat central part 

(see Fig. 7.5b). This phenomenon differed from the observation of Ni splat formation on 

stainless steel substrates, where only large columnar grains were formed in the splat centre. 

During droplet spreading and solidifying, the central area could remain at a high temperature 

for a long duration. Therefore, the solidification front advanced at a small velocity and large 
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columnar grains were formed. However, the splat solidification rate was larger on the 

chromium substrate, resulting from its higher thermal conductivity, than that on the stainless 

steel substrate as shown by numerical simulation in Fig. 7.4. Accordingly, a very fine 

solidification microstructure was formed in the splat central area. As shown in Fig. 7.5c, the 

smallest solidified crystals of ~400 nm size were always observed in the region closer to the 

periphery. It can be seen that a small size splat was entrapped between the big splat and the 

substrate as well. In the splat periphery only, elongated grains were observed due to parallel 

heat transfer as shown in Fig. 7.5d. A thin bottom layer with different phase contrast was 

observed attaching to the delaminated splat rim. Meanwhile, the solidification parameter  , 

characterising the growth rate of the first solidified layer, was measured at 0.18, which 

suggests this layer was too thin to either induce large instabilities during droplet flattening or 

trigger material jetting. The parameter  , characterising the region where the solidified layer 

first occurred, was measured at 0.41, which means the solidification first occurred at the 

region close to the splat centre under the condition of 373 K preheating temperature. 
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Fig. 7.5. Interfacial microstructure of a Ni disk splat at 373 K (a) overall schematic of the 
interface with the inset showing FIB cutting position; (b), (c) and (d) depict the enlarged views 
of A, B and C areas respectively marked in (a). 

7.3.2 Splat-substrate interface at 573 K 

The cross-sectional morphology of a Ni disk splat is shown in Fig. 7.6, which revealed the 

evolution of splat solidification microstructure and interfacial contact. In general, good 

quality contact was formed along the splat-substrate interface in the central part. The splat 

periphery experienced a degree of delamination with an angle of 7.7°. Closer to the splat 

centre, large columnar grains with an average diameter of 4 µm were observed as shown in 

Fig. 7.6b. Compared to the case of 373 K substrate preheating temperature, the increased 

substrate preheating temperature of 573 K slowed down the droplet cooling process and 

promoted grain growth. Closer to the splat periphery, very fine crystals with an average 

diameter of 550 nm were formed as shown in Fig. 7.6c&d. In the splat centre, the solidified 

grains grew up perpendicularly from the substrate surface, while the solidified grains in the 

periphery showed a particular angle with the substrate surface. This phenomenon was 

consistently observed for Ni and Ni20Cr splat formation on substrates of both stainless steel 
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and chromium. The thermal energy was transferred in a perpendicular direction through the 

interface from the hot droplet to the substrate in the splat centre. Nevertheless, the direction 

of heat transfer around the splat periphery was altered due to parallel heat flow. Furthermore, 

very small equiaxed grains were observed inside the splat as shown in Fig. 7.6d, indicating 

fast cooling rates in this region. A very fine layer with a different phase contrast was formed 

attaching to the splat where curling-up occurred. In addition, the solidification parameter   

was measured at 0.21, which means the solidified layer grew too slowly to destabilise droplet 

flattening and induce splashing. The parameter   was measured at 0.52 which was larger 

than that of 423 K preheating temperature (0.41), indicating that the formation of the first 

solidified layer was delayed to a region further from the centre. 

  

  
Fig. 7.6. Interfacial microstructure of a Ni disk splat at 573 K (a) overall schematic of the 
interface with the inset showing FIB cutting position; (b) and (c) depict the enlarged views of A 
and B areas respectively marked in (a) and (d) depicts the enlarged views of C area. 

A TEM sample was prepared in the region roughly located at area A but closer to the splat 

centre in Fig. 7.6a and the interfacial observation is given in Fig. 7.7. Fig. 7.7a shows that 

good contact was formed along the interface and formed large solidified columnar grains. Fig. 
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7.7b shows the magnified view of the splat-substrate interface, as marked in Fig. 7.7a. A very 

thin layer (~12 nm) with varying material contrast was present along the interface. In order to 

detect the composition of this layer, an EDS line scanning was performed and the results are 

shown in Fig. 7.7c. A short elemental diffusion distance (~70 nm) was observed crossing the 

interface, even though this region was located at the splat centre and the substrate preheating 

temperature was high. This indicates that high substrate thermal conductivity promoted heat 

conduction along the interface and decreased interfacial temperature. Accordingly, the 

elemental diffusion coefficient was decreased, developing a short diffusion distance. In 

addition, the substrate had a much higher oxygen concentration compared to that inside the 

splat. The oxygen concentration gradually increased from the splat side to the substrate side 

in a distance of ~20 nm, indicating the formation of an oxide layer as shown in Fig. 7.7b. 

Most presumably, this thin oxide layer was formed on the substrate surface during thermal 

treatment before droplet impact. 
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Fig. 7.7. The splat-substrate interface of (a) TEM image showing the delaminated edge with a 

bottom layer, (b) the magnified view marked in (a) and (c) EDS line scan showing the element 

distribution. 

Another TEM sample was prepared in the region where the splat started to delaminate, 

roughly located at the left side of area B in Fig. 7.6a. The analysis of the splat microstructure 

and the elemental composition, in particular for the attached bottom layer, is shown in Fig. 

7.8. Fig. 7.8a shows the splat cross-sectional morphology at the delaminated region. A 

bottom layer with varying contrast was formed attaching to the splat. The thickness decreased 

from ~350 nm at the edge part to ~85 nm at the inner part. A gap (bright area) was observed 

between the splat and this bottom layer, which was not observed by FIB microscopy as 

shown in Fig. 7.6d. This crack may result from the thermal stress release when the materials 

are milled away by the ion beam for TEM sample preparation. Meanwhile, the solidified 

grains grew from the substrate surface at a certain angle, indicating parallel heat transfer. Fig. 

7.8b gives the elemental distribution crossing the interface by the EDS line scan. It can be 

seen that the oxygen concentration in the bottom layer was similar to that in the substrate. Fig. 
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7.8c shows the bottom layer was mainly composed of elements Cr and O, but this layer was 

not an oxide. The signal intensity of the element O inside the bottom layer was similar to that 

inside the substrate, which was also observed through the line scan in Fig. 7.8b. Therefore, it 

can be concluded that the oxygen detected inside the bottom layer was from the substrate 

composition, instead of newly formed oxides. The possible formation mechanism, due to 

substrate material redeposition during FIB milling, is similar to the observation of Ni20Cr 

splat on stainless steel substrates, as shown in Section 6.3.1.  

  

 
Fig. 7.8. The splat-substrate interface of (a) TEM image showing the delaminated edge with a 

bottom layer, (b) EDS line scan and (c) EDS mapping showing the element distribution. 

7.4 Observation of interfacial characteristics for Ni20Cr splats 

7.4.1 Splat-substrate interface at 348 K 

The characteristics along the splat-substrate interface are analysed in the splat centre (without 

delamination). Fig. 7.9 shows the region where the TEM sample was prepared for observing 

the splat-substrate interface. From Fig. 7.9a, edge curling-up can be clearly seen. A thick and 

continuous strip was entrapped along the interface while a thinner layer with varying contrast 

was observed as shown in Fig. 7.9b. In addition, a void was formed at the junction where the 

thick strip disappeared. A magnified view of the thick strip, area A as marked in Fig. 7.9b, is 

shown in Fig. 7.9c. The measured thickness was about 115 nm for this layer whose crystals 
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were very small. Clearly, this layer had good contact with the top splat. However, another 

thin layer, with a different material contrast, was observed underneath the thick strip. Most 

presumably, this layer was surface oxide formed on top of the substrate during preheating 

which then continuously covered the substrate. Similar phenomenon was noticed in Fig. 7.7, 

showing that the layer may be oxides through EDS line scan. In order to detect the elemental 

compositions of this thick strip, EDS mapping was performed as shown in Fig. 7.9d.  

The results demonstrate that this thick strip was comprised of Cr and O, where the oxygen 

intensity was larger than the substrate indicating the formation of chromium oxides. 

Unfortunately, the thinner layer formed on the substrate surface was too thin (~5 nm) to be 

distinguished. In the present study, the technique of ion beam analysis (IBA) was utilized to 

determine the surface oxide layer thickness during chromium substrate preheating. Basically, 

the ion beam can interact with electrons and nuclei, which emit characteristic photons or 

particles. With this characteristic information, material composition, oxides and oxide 

thickness can be measured. The measured thickness of substrate surface oxide at 300 K, 

373K and 423 K preheating temperatures was 3.7±0.3 nm, 3.4±0.3 nm and 3.9±0.3 nm 

respectively. Presumably, the thin oxide layer observed along the interface was formed due to 

substrate preheating. 

The thick oxide strip could be entrapped along the splat-substrate interface when spreading 

underneath the splat. During flight in the plasma stream, the molten/unmolten particles are 

exposed to the surrounding high temperature plasma gas. They experience significant 

oxidation through oxygen dissolution and chemical oxidation reactions. Therefore, two types 

of oxides, i.e. small oxide nodules inside the particle and an oxide shell surrounding the 

particle, are formed during particle flight [7, 112]. Upon droplet impact onto substrates, the 

molten oxide shell may be pushed outwards by the spreading droplet and splash underneath 

the droplet [225], which leads to the formation of an oxide strip along the interface. It should 

be noted that the formation of this thick oxide layer along the interface was only observed for 

this specific splat as shown in Fig. 7.9, not for the other splats studied in this thesis. Further 

analysis should be conducted in the future to study the formation mechanism of this thick 

interfacial oxide layer.   

In addition, a void with irregular shape was formed in front of the oxide strip. The formation 

process is different from that of the entrapped air bubbles, because the later one normally has 

regular spherical shapes. If the thick oxide trip quickly solidified, it tended to lift up the upper 
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liquid during droplet spreading. Then the liquid droplet could not fully cover the region ahead 

of the oxide strip, which possibly led to the formation of the irregular void.  

 

 
Fig. 7.9. Characterisation of the splat-substrate interface in the splat centre (a) TEM sample 
region, (b) TEM image showing the interfacial oxides, (c) the magnified view of the area A 
marked in (b) and (d) EDS mapping showing element distribution. 
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7.4.2 Splat-substrate interface at 573 K 

A large cross section of Ni20Cr disk splat which was milled from the centre to the rim is 

shown in Fig. 7.10. It seems that a continuous layer covered the top surface, where most 

surface ripples were invisible. Only a small area of surface oscillations was visualized as 

shown in Fig. 7.10a. Even though the splat had a perfect shape from the top surface 

observation, only the splat centre contacted well with the substrate from the interface 

observation. The splat periphery curled up from the substrate surface with an angle of 10° 

under the condition of 573 K substrate preheating temperature. However, splat edge 

delamination was seldom observed for Ni20Cr splat formation on the stainless steel substrate 

under the same preheating condition, as shown in Fig. 6.13 and Fig. 6.14. It can be deduced 

that high thermal stress was accumulated inside the splat during cooling due to the rapid 

solidification on the chromium substrate, even though the substrate was preheated at a 

relatively high temperature (573 K). Once thermal stress exceeded adhesion strength between 

the splat and the substrate, edge delamination with a particular angle would be formed. As for 

the evolution of splat solidification microstructure along the interface, grain size decreased 

from ~2.2 µm in the splat centre to ~0.8 µm in the splat rim. A thick bottom layer was 

observed attaching to the splat where delamination occurred, which was quite similar to those 

observed in Fig. 7.6 and Fig. 7.8. In addition, the solidification parameter   was measured 

at 0.17, which means droplet spreading behaviour would not be influenced by the formation 

of the solidified layer. Accordingly, the disk splat was formed. The parameter   was 

measured at 0.49, which was smaller than that on the stainless steel substrate (~0.69). This 

demonstrated that, even though the substrate preheated at 573 K, the formation of the first 

solidified layer occurred at an earlier stage on the chromium substrate. 
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Fig. 7.10. Interfacial microstructure of a Ni20Cr disk splat at 573 K (a) overall schematic of the 

interface with the inset showing FIB cutting position; (b), (c) and (d) depict the enlarged views 

of A, B and C areas respectively marked in (a). 

Fig. 7.11 shows the characteristics of the splat-substrate interface locating near the splat 

centre of area A, as shown in Fig. 7.10a. Overall, the splat contacted well with the substrate. 

The element diffusion was analysed through EDS line scan as shown in Fig. 7.11b. 

Interestingly, no surface oxides were detected, which is due to that its thickness was smaller 

than the EDS spatial resolution (~1 nm). The elemental diffusion distance through the 

interface was about 150 nm in the splat central part for Ni20Cr splat on the chromium 

substrate preheated at 573 K. Compared to the scenario of Ni splat on the stainless steel 

substrate preheated at 573 K (diffusion distance ~70 nm), as shown in Fig. 7.7, the addition 

of active element Cr improved droplet wetting ability and strengthened interfacial contact, 

which promoted element diffusion. However, a larger diffusion distance of ~400 nm was 

observed in the splat centre for Ni20Cr splat on the stainless steel even preheated at a lower 

temperature of 423 K. The higher thermal conductivity of chromium substrates, compared to 
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the stainless steel substrates, quickly conducted heat from the splat-substrate interface to the 

substrate main body. Accordingly, interfacial temperature was decreased, inducing a smaller 

diffusion coefficient and a shorter element diffusion distance. 

 

 
Fig. 7.11. Characterisation of the splat-substrate interface in the splat centre, (a) TEM image 

showing the interface and (b) EDS line scan showing the element diffusion. 

Table 7.2 summarises the measured values of   and   for Ni and Ni20Cr splats on 

stainless steel and chromium substrates. Here, the solidification parameter   characterises 

the growth rate of the first solidified layer and the parameter   characterises the region 

where the solidified layer first occurred. Dhiman et al. [145] argued that once the value of   

became larger than 0.3, disk splats with finger splashing (type 3 splat in this thesis) would be 

formed. Perfect disk splats (type 4 splat in this thesis) would be formed under the condition 

of 0.1 0.3   . Our experimental observation and simulation results suggest that the 

solidified layer first occurred at a small region away from the splat centre. Nevertheless, the 

analytical analysis assumed that the solidified layer was a cylinder covering the whole splat 

bottom and had a uniform thickness, which may induce some disadvantages in calculating the 
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value of  . As shown in Table 7.2, the formation of type 3 did not always fulfil the criterion 

of 0.3 , for example, Ni splats on stainless steel substrates at 423 K ( ~ 0.19 ), Ni20Cr 

splats on stainless steel substrates at 673 K ( ~ 0.21 ) and the modelling result of Ni splat on 

stainless steel substrate at 300 K and 573 K. For the other cases, the criterion of 0.1 0.3    

served as a good indicator to predict the formation of type 4 splats. Therefore, another 

parameter   was proposed to characterise where the solidified layer was first formed. A 

small value of   indicated that the first solidified layer occurred quickly and was located 

near the splat centre. At this point, the droplet still had high kinetic energy and could be 

easily disturbed by the growth of the bottom solidified layer. Accordingly, type 3 splats with 

relatively long splashed fingers could be formed (Ni splats on stainless steel substrates at 423 

K and the modelling result of Ni splat on stainless steel substrate at 300 K). A large value of 

  indicated that the first solidified layer occurred away from the splat centre. Even though 

energy was effectively converted by the viscous effect, the top liquid layer still had some 

kinetic energy to flow/slip over the bottom solidified layer (Ni20Cr splats on stainless steel 

substrates and the modelling result of Ni splat on stainless steel substrate at 573 K). Hence, a 

type 3 splat with relatively short splashed fingers could be formed. 

Table 7.2 Summary of the measured values of   and   for Ni and Ni20Cr splats 

Tempe-

rature /K 

Ni on  

  stainless steel 

(SS) 

   Ni20Cr on SS 

 

Ni on Cr Ni20Cr on Cr Ni on SS 

(Modelling) 

                       

300 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- T3  0.30 0.53 

          

373 -- -- -- -- T4  0.18 0.41 -- -- -- -- 

           

423 T3  0.19 0.58 T4  0.24 0.59 -- -- -- -- T4  0.28  0.57 

          

573 

 

T3  0.35 

T4  0.2 

0.62 

0.63 

T3  0.35 

T4  0.24 

0.70

0.69

 

T4  0.21 

 

0.52

 

T4  0.17

 

0.49 

T3  0.26 0.59

           

673 -- -- T3  0.21 0.74       

                                                                                                         T3: type 3 splat and T4: type 4 splat.
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7.5 Conclusion  

This chapter investigated the splat formation of Ni and Ni20Cr powder materials on 

chromium substrates under varying preheating temperatures. The effects of substrate surface 

roughness change and substrate surface chemistry change on splat formation can be 

effectively eliminated. Similar to the splat formation on stainless steel substrates, the large 

fraction of moisture and hydroxides present on the substrate surface induced splat 

fragmentation and over-spreading. It was easier for Ni20Cr splats undergoing the transition 

from fragmented splats to disk ones (type 3 splats at 348 K for Ni20Cr and 373 K for Ni). In 

the formation of Ni20Cr splats with regular shapes, larger central flat area ratios and overall 

spreading ratios were achieved, due to improved wettability during droplet spreading. Even 

though Ni and Ni20Cr splats showed lower transition temperatures on the chromium 

substrate compared to those on stainless steel substrates, the maximum fraction of perfect 

splats became smaller. Droplet fragmentation (types 1&2) could be completely suppressed on 

the chromium substrate with a high thermal conductivity even when a certain fraction of 

moisture was entrapped along the interface. This results from the fast solidification process 

during droplet spreading, which was verified by the simulation results. Compared to that on 

the stainless steel substrates, solidification on chromium substrates occurred at an earlier 

stage (smaller  ). Accordingly a large amount of kinetic energy was converted. On one 

hand, it was helpful to supress liquid overspreading on the gas cushion formed on the 

substrate surface at lower preheating temperatures. On the other hand, the fast solidification 

easily destabilised liquid flow and induced material splashing to form type 3 splats. Overall, 

the high thermal conductivity of substrates increased droplet solidification rate and decreased 

the splat overall spreading diameters. Even when the droplets solidified quickly on chromium 

substrates, the improved wettability with addition of Cr could promote droplet spreading. 

Furthermore, the surface ripples on the chromium substrate were formed at the region closer 

to the splat centre than on stainless steel, which was correlated with the fast solidification as 

well. Through interface characteristics, it is found that the solidified grains became smaller in 

the splat central part on the chromium substrate than on the stainless steel substrates. The 

region where solidification firstly occurred was delayed to a greater distance with increase in 

substrate preheating temperature. A bottom layer with fine microstructure was formed 

attaching to the splat where delamination occurred. Similar to the splat formation on stainless 

steel substrates, the elemental compositions of this layer were quite similar to the substrate 

material of chromium resulting from the substrate material redeposition. Element diffusion 
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was reinforced along the splat-substrate interface with the addition of active element Cr, due 

to improved droplet wettability and interfacial contact during droplet spreading. 
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Conclusions and outlook                                                                

8.1 Conclusions  

This thesis used experimental and numerical approaches to study metallic droplet spreading 

behaviour and the splat formation mechanism during the plasma spraying process. The 

findings relating to droplet spreading process, solidification behaviour and interfacial 

interactions along the splat-substrate interface would provide some enhanced knowledge 

about metallic splat formation mechanism.  

It has been well established in the literature that with the fraction of splat fragmentation 

increasing, the coating adhesion strength decreases but the overall coating porosity increases. 

Preheating the substrates to a specific temperature, i.e. transition temperature, was a good 

way to constrain the formation of splat fragmentation. However, this physical parameter fell 

into a small temperature range and was independent of powder-substrate combinations in this 

thesis (transition temperatures smaller than 400 K), given similar droplet impact conditions 

and substrate surface roughness. This gives some interesting implications. For instance, for 

certain series powders with similar compositions, only one powder material could be selected 

to experimentally evaluate the transition temperature. Meanwhile, it is not necessary to 

preheat the substrates at very high temperatures to obtain more disk-shaped splats. The 

condition of higher preheating temperatures may induce more short-finger splashing and 

introduce more oxide inclusions between splats.  

Through characterising the continuous evolution of interfacial features from the splat centre 

to the periphery, detailed information of splat solidification microstructure was revealed. 

Differing from the traditional assumption that the first solidified layer was a cylinder 

covering the whole splat bottom and had a uniform thickness (determined by parameter   in 

this thesis), both simulation results and experimental observation in this thesis suggested that 

droplet solidification firstly occurred at the region with a certain distance to the splat centre 

(determined by parameter   in this thesis). Rapid droplet solidification could frequently 

trigger finger jetting, but some specific conditions should be fulfilled. In other words, 

material jetting was not only related with the growth of the first solidified layer 
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( 0.1 0.3   ), but also affected by other parameters such as the occurrence time of the first 

solidified layer (suitable  ). On one hand, a small value of   indicated that the first 

solidified layer occurred quickly and located near the splat centre. At this point, the droplet 

still had high kinetic energy and was sensitive to the disturbance generated by the formed 

bottom solidified layer to form long splashed fingers. On the other hand, a large value of   

indicated that the first solidified layer was formed in the region near the splat rim. Here, the 

droplet kinetic energy was dissipated too slowly by the bottom solidified layer on top of 

which, some liquid could slip to form short jetted fingers. However, if the solidification 

occurred early enough, it could play a positive role in supressing splat fragmentation even at 

very small substrate preheating temperatures. 

Modifying powder compositions, for example alloying with active elements, was helpful for 

suppressing splat fragmentation and promoting the formation of disk-shaped splats due to the 

changed droplet wetting conditions. In the meanwhile, the element interdiffusion along the 

interface was enhanced. It provides a way to modify the high-temperature reactions along the 

interface between two dissimilar materials (the splat and the substrate). These interfacial 

reactions may strengthen the adhesion strength of plasma-sprayed coatings.   

The following specific conclusions can be drawn from this thesis: 

1. Preliminary interpretation of splat transition temperature: 

 Splat transitional behaviour was correlated with the definition of disk-shaped splats, 

powder material properties, substrate material properties and the substrate surface 

properties. Transition temperature was not a critical indicator to predict the formation 

of splats with regular shapes. Once the surface moisture/adsorbates were efficiently 

removed from the substrate surface, splat fragmentation/over-spreading could be 

efficiently restricted. In addition, for a given set of spraying parameters and substrates 

with low roughness, transition temperature was mainly influenced by two components, 

i.e. the efficient elimination of a large fraction of surface moisture from the substrate 

and fast energy dissipation by solidification. It is difficult to characterise the effect of 

alloying elements on the evolution of splat formation by considering only the 

parameter of transition temperature where no great variation was observed. 

 2. Ni and Ni20Cr splat formation on stainless steel substrates: 

 Investigation of substrate surface roughness change and substrate surface chemistry 

change under different preheating conditions. It was found that surface roughness was 
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consistent below the preheating temperature of 573 K, while the surface chemistry 

change of Fe/Cr ratio may play a role in influencing droplet spreading and splat 

formation. The presence of a large fraction of moisture on the substrate surface made 

a major contribution to splat overspreading and fragmentation. 

 Development of a CFD simulation for the capture of droplet transient spreading 

behaviour by taking into account various parameters, including interfacial thermal 

contact resistance, liquid-solid contact angle, droplet surface tension, droplet thermal 

conductivity and substrate preheating temperature. All of the simulations were 

conducted under the condition that no moisture was present on the substrate surface. It 

was shown that interfacial heat transfer played a key role in influencing droplet 

solidification and spreading behaviour. High thermal contact resistance delayed the 

droplet solidification process and maintained the droplet in a liquid form. Droplet 

spreading behaviour was not very sensitive to the contact angle change under the 

condition of a high cooling rate, for example, a low interfacial thermal contact 

resistance. However, a smaller contact angle did promote droplet spreading when the 

droplet slowly cooled down and maintained the liquid for a long duration, for example 

under the condition of an increased thermal contact resistance. Decreased droplet 

thermal conductivity was beneficial for promoting droplet spreading because of the 

delayed solidification process, regardless of interfacial thermal contact resistance. In 

addition, the majority of inertial energy before droplet impact was converted by 

viscous dissipation and the solidified layer while only a small fraction was 

transformed into droplet surface energy. 

 Understanding the evolution of interfacial characteristics through the interface from 

the splat centre to the periphery. It was shown that for both Ni and Ni20Cr powder 

materials, large solidified grains were formed perpendicular to the substrate surface in 

the splat centre while solidified grains with small sizes grew across the splat at a 

certain angle to the substrate surface due to parallel heat transfer. Interestingly, a 

continuous thin bottom layer, induced by the substrate material redeposition, was 

frequently observed around the delaminated periphery for the disk-shaped Ni and 

Ni20Cr splats. Furthermore, it has been highlighted that formation of the first 

solidified layer at the periphery was crucial in determining the droplet splashing 

behaviour to generate long or short fingers, through modifying droplet energy loss 

and droplet velocity fields. Solidification-induced finger splashing was not only 
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dependent on the growth of the solidified layer, but also on the stage at which the first 

solidified layer was formed. 

 Understanding the role of alloyed active element Cr inside the powder on droplet 

spreading and splat formation. It has been shown that the addition of an active 

element promoted splat formation in terms of large central flat areas and overall 

spreading diameters, due to improved wettability during droplet spreading. Through 

the observation of the interfacial interactions between the splat and the substrate, it is 

noted that the addition of an active element facilitated elemental interdiffusion along 

the interface and strengthened interfacial contact. Accordingly, the splat delamination 

degree was decreased with the addition of an active element.  

3. Ni and Ni20Cr splat formation on chromium substrates: 

 Investigation of substrate surface roughness change and substrate surface chemistry 

change under different preheating conditions. It was found that both surface 

roughness and surface chemistry were consistent below the preheating temperature of 

573 K. Surface moisture on the substrate induced splat overspreading and 

fragmentation. However, a fast solidification process occurring on the chromium 

substrate with a high thermal conductivity effectively constrained droplet 

fragmentation, even where a certain amount of moisture was present on the substrate 

surface. For the formation of splats with regular shapes, rapid solidification facilitated 

material projections and smaller spreading diameters, as shown experimentally and 

numerically.  

 Understanding the role of alloyed active element Cr inside the powder on droplet 

spreading and splat formation. It has been shown that the grains sizes of solidification 

microstructure were decreased even in the splat central part due to fast solidification. 

Overall, the columnar grains formed at the splat periphery were smaller than those in 

the central part. A bottom layer with fine microstructure, due to substrate material 

redeposition, was formed to the splat where delamination occurred. Element diffusion 

was reinforced along the splat-substrate interface with the addition of an active 

element Cr, due to the improved droplet wettability and interfacial contact during 

droplet spreading. 

8.2 Future outlook 

Based on this dissertation, future research might focus on the following: 
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I. Chromium substrates can keep a consistent surface chemistry under different 

preheating temperatures. However, its thermal conductivity is much larger than that 

of stainless steel, which greatly influences droplet solidification process and the splat 

formation mechanism. Furthermore, the role of substrate surface chemistry changes 

on splat formation cannot be distinguished by selecting only stainless steel and 

chromium materials. A good way to study the effect of substrate surface chemistry 

change on splat formation is to deposit a very thin layer of Cr or similar pure, but not 

easily oxidised elements. 

II. The understanding of splat transition temperature is mainly based on the use of the 

Ni-series powders on stainless steel substrates, Ni-series powders on chromium 

substrates and Cu-series powders on stainless steel substrates. More powder/substrate 

material systems should be tried to test the findings that the transition temperature is 

primarily determined by the surface moisture evaporation from the substrate. In 

addition, different concentrations of active elements inside the powder, for example 

Ni5Cr, Ni10Cr, Ni20Cr and Ni30Cr should be selected to systematically confirm the 

role of active elements on droplet spreading. 

III. There are several parameter variations for high temperature thermophysical 

properties such as density, thermal conductivity, surface tension and contact angles 

between Ni and Ni20Cr powder materials. A statistical method such as response 

surface methodology should be incorporated into the numerical simulation to 

comprehensively consider all the parameter changes. In addition, the temperature-

dependent material properties should be taken into account. 

IV. The simulation results reveal that droplet wetting ability, even static wettability, 

greatly modifies droplet spreading behaviour under the condition of high interfacial 

thermal contact resistance. Therefore, it can be deduced that the dynamic wettability 

of droplets may play an important role in affecting splat formation. If possible, 

interfacial thermal contact resistance and transient contact angles during droplet 

spreading should be experimentally examined.  
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Appendix A 

For stainless steel substrates, in order to investigate the change of surface moisture with 

preheating temperature, the narrow-scan oxygen profile was resolved into three binding 

energies—530.2±0.2 eV, 531.9±0.2 eV and 533.2±0.2 eV, which represent oxide, hydroxide 

and physically adsorbed moisture [177]. The chromium Cr2p3/2 spectrum consisted of three 

components—a metallic peak at 574.0±0.1 eV, a Cr3+ oxide peak at 576.5±0.2 eV and a Cr3+ 

hydroxide peak at 577.6±0.2 eV [169, 226, 227]. The iron Fe2p3/2 spectrum was split into 

four species—a metallic component at 707.2±0.2 eV, a Fe2+ oxide at 709.8±0.2 eV, a Fe3+ 

oxide at 711.2±0.2 eV and a Fe3+ hydroxide at 713.2±0.2 eV [19, 227-229]. Fig. 4.1 shows 

the peak fitting results for each element (Fig. 1a) and the atomic concentration for each 

compound (Fig. 1b). The parameters of binding energies and FWHM used in the present 

work are summarized in Table 1. One should note that it is difficult to accurately determine 

the chemical compounds of Fe and Cr for stainless steel materials. The results shown in Fig. 

1 were one possibility in fitting the Fe2p and Cr 2p.  

The results of the Cr peak fitting and the relative atom percent of Cr0 metal, Cr3+ oxide and 

Cr3+ hydroxide species are depicted in Fig. 1. At relatively low preheating temperatures 

(below 423 K), the spectral deconvolution showed three different compounds of the metal, 

oxide and hydroxide on the substrate surface. With increasing temperatures, the 

concentrations of the metal and hydroxide decreased while the oxide component increased. 

At 473 K, the metallic and hydroxide compounds disappeared and only chromium oxides 

were detected. No chromium compounds are detected on the very top surface at the 

preheating temperature of 573 K. 

The results of the Fe peak fitting and the relative atom percent of Fe0+ metal, Fe2+ oxide, Fe3+ 

oxide and Fe3+ hydroxide compounds are depicted in Fig. 1. At room temperature, all four 

compounds were observed on the substrate surface. At a preheating temperature of 473 K, the 

metallic iron was oxidized while the previous Fe2+ oxide was further oxidised to Fe3+ oxide. 

Notably, the concentration of iron hydroxide was thermally stable. Overall, under the 

condition of low preheating temperatures (below 473 K), the substrate surface consisted of 

both chromium hydroxide and iron hydroxide. With preheating temperature increasing to 473 

K, the chromium hydroxides disappeared. In addition, no metallic iron or chromium species 

were present on the substrate surface above 473 K. At 573 K, the substrate surface was 

enriched in iron and totally covered by iron oxide and iron hydroxide. 
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Fig. 1. XPS spectra of (a) O 1s, Cr 2p3/2 and Fe 2p3/2 peak fitting of the stainless steel substrate 

surface at different heating temperatures and (b) the relative atomic percentage of surface 

compounds. 
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Table 1 Peak positions and FWHM used for the O 1s, Cr 2p3/2 and Fe 2p3/2 deconvolution 

 

 

O2- (oxide)  OH- (hydroxide) O2- (H2O)    

Binding 

energy 

(eV) 

FWHM 

(eV) 

Binding 

energy 

(eV) 

FWHM 

(eV) 

Binding 

energy 

(eV) 

FWHM 

(eV) 

300 K 530.2 1.4  531.9 1.4 533.1 1.4    

423 K 530.1 1.3  531.9 1.5 533.1 1.3    

473 K 530.0 1.2  531.7 1.2 -- --    

573 K 530.0 1.2  532.0 1.3 -- --    

 

 Cr0(metal)  Cr3+ (oxide) Cr3+ (hydroxide)    

 Binding 

energy 

(eV) 

FWHM 

(eV) 

 Binding 

energy 

(eV) 

FWHM 

(eV) 

Binding 

energy 

(eV) 

FWHM 

(eV) 

   

300 K 574.2 2.0  576.3 1.9 577.5 2.0    

423 K 574.1 2.4  576.1 2.2 577.6 2.5    

473 K -- --  576.4 2.5 -- --    

573 K -- --  576.5 2.5 -- --    

 

 Fe0(metal)  Fe2+ (oxide) Fe3+ (oxide)  Fe3+ (hydroxide)

 Binding 

energy 

(eV) 

FWHM 

(eV) 

 Binding 

energy 

(eV) 

FWHM 

(eV) 

Binding 

energy 

(eV) 

FWHM 

(eV) 

 Binding 

energy 

(eV) 

FWHM 

(eV) 

300 K 707.2 1.8  709.8 1.9 711.4 1.7  713.4 2.1 

423 K 707.2 2.1  710.0 2.1 711.4 2.1  713.3 2.1 

473 K -- --  710.1 1.9 711.6 1.8  713.3 1.9 

573 K -- --  709.8 1.8 711.4 2.1  713.2 2.0 
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Fig. 2 shows the spectra of Cr2p of the chromium substrates. As the preheating temperature 

increased to 423 K, more oxide/hydroxide was formed but the metal peak was still present. 

 

 
Fig. 2. XPS spectra of Cr 2p3/2 peak fitting of the chromium substrate surface at different 

heating temperatures. 
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Appendix B 

This appendix compares the splat morphologies of Ni and Ni20Cr splats at the maximum 

spreading and the time evolutions of their spreading diameters on stainless steel and 

chromium substrates through simulations. The material properties for Ni and Ni20Cr droplets 

are shown in Table 6.2, Chapter 6. The droplet impact temperature, velocity, the substrate 

preheating temperature and the contact angle were 2100 K, 100 m/s, 573 K and 90° 

respectively. Two different thermal contact resistances of 1x10-7 m2K/W and 5x10-7 m2K/W 

were used. Fig. 3a, b shows the modelling results of Ni and Ni20Cr droplets on stainless steel 

substrates under different thermal contact resistance. For the case of a smaller thermal contact 

resistance, the Ni20Cr splat had a slightly larger diameter but more projections of secondary 

droplets were formed. This is due to the smaller surface tension of Ni20Cr droplet material 

and thus more material could overcome the resistance of surface tension force and jet away. 

For the case of a larger thermal contact resistance, Ni and Ni20Cr had similar morphologies 

while a larger spreading diameter was achieved for the Ni20Cr droplet. 

Fig. 3c, d shows the modelling results of Ni and Ni20Cr droplets on chromium substrates 

under different thermal contact resistance. The differences in the droplet thermophysical 

properties between Ni and Ni20Cr droplets induced the different splat morphologies and 

spreading diameters where larger spreading diameters were found for Ni20Cr splats. 

Interestingly, for Ni20Cr splats, the projections of small secondary droplets were observed 

under the larger thermal contact resistance instead of the smaller thermal contact resistance. 

Under the same conditions, the splats achieved smaller spreading diameters and larger 

thickness on chromium substrates compared to that on the stainless steel substrates. 
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Fig. 3. Comparison of Ni and Ni20Cr splats under different thermal contact resistances (a)&(b) 

on the stainless steel substrates and (c)&(d) on the chromium substrates. 
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Appendix C 

The first part of this appendix statistically compares the diameter difference of Ni and Ni20Cr 

splats on the substrates of 304 stainless steel and chromium. 

 

Table 1 Fractions and flattening ratios of type 3 and type 4 splats for Ni  

 

Temperature 

 

Splat type 

Stainless steel Chromium t-test

Percentage Flattening ratio Percentage Flattening ratio 

 

423 K 

Type 3 100% 4.56±0.67 84% 4.06±0.50 <0.05

Type 4 0% -- 16% 3.90±0.42 -- 

       

 

473 K 

Type 3 49% 4.69±0.68 70% 4.22±0.48 <0.05

Type 4 51% 4.48±0.81 30% 4.12±0.51 <0.05

 

573 K 

Type 3 56% 4.71±0.80 63% 4.19±0.52 <0.05

Type 4 44% 4.70±0.64 37% 4.27±0.58 <0.05

 

 

 

Table 2 Fractions and flattening ratios of type 3 and type 4 splats for Ni20Cr  

 

Temperature 

 

Splat type 

Stainless steel Chromium t-test

Percentage Flattening ratio Percentage Flattening ratio 

 

423 K 

Type 3 64% 4.87±0.67 79% 4.82±0.60 <0.05

Type 4 36% 5.21±0.45 21% 4.48±0.64 <0.05

       

 

473 K 

Type 3 44% 4.79±0.63 68% 4.70±0.58 <0.05

Type 4 56% 5.04±0.62 32% 4.50±0.62 <0.05

 

573 K 

Type 3 62% 4.96±0.60 62% 4.91±0.62 <0.05

Type 4 38% 5.24±0.46 38% 4.90±0.58 <0.05
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The second part of this appendix statistically compares the difference of central flat area 

ratios and flattening ratios of the central flat area for Ni and Ni20Cr splats on the substrates 

of 304 stainless steel and chromium. 

 

Table 3 Comparing the difference of central flat area ratios and flattening ratios of the central 
flat area for Ni and Ni20Cr splats on 304 stainless steel substrates 

 

Temperature 

 

Splat 

type 

Central flat area ratios Flattening ratios of the central  

flat area 

Ni Ni20Cr t-test Ni Ni20Cr t-test 

 

423 K 

Type 3 0.54±0.07 0.68±0.1 <0.05 2.44±0.48 3.33±0.65 <0.05 

Type 4 -- 0.69±0.06 -- -- 3.61±0.48 -- 

        

 

473 K 

Type 3 0.51±0.06 0.68±0.1 <0.05 2.45±0.43 3.25±0.61 <0.05 

Type 4 0.51±0.09 0.65±0.07 <0.05 2.25±0.53 3.27±0.47 <0.05 

 

573 K 

Type 3 0.59±0.08 0.70±0.06 <0.05 2.80±0.60 3.44±0.48 <0.05 

Type 4 0.61±0.03 0.67±0.06 <0.05 2.88±0.40 3.62±0.35 <0.05 

 

 

Table 4 Comparing the difference of central flat area ratios and flattening ratios of the central 
flat area for Ni and Ni20Cr splats on chromium substrates 

 

Temperature 

 

Splat 

type 

Central flat area ratios Flattening ratios of the central  

flat area 

Ni Ni20Cr t-test Ni Ni20Cr t-test 

 

423 K 

Type 3 0.48±0.05 0.57±0.04 <0.05 1.98±0.30 2.74±0.41 <0.05 

Type 4 0.45±0.06 0.54±0.03 <0.05 1.75±0.34 2.43±0.25 <0.05 

 

 

473 K 

Type 3 0.46±0.04 0.55±0.04 <0.05 1.93±0.28 2.61±0.31 <0.05 

Type 4 0.44±0.05 0.52±0.03 <0.05 1.80±0.33 2.51±0.19 <0.05 

 

573 K 

Type 3 0.49±0.04 0.62±0.05 <0.05 2.04±0.27 3.04±0.46 <0.05 

Type 4 0.46±0.04 0.57±0.04 <0.05 1.98±0.29 2.80±0.36 <0.05 
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Nomenclature 
 

General symbols 

Symbol Meaning Unit 

A  droplet surface area m2 

mushA  mushy zone constant -- 

a  constant -- 

b  constant -- 

pC  specific heat J/kg·K 

fd  diffusion distance along the interface m 

0D  droplet diameter before impact m 

cD  temperature-dependent diffusion constant m2/s 

fD  diffusion coefficient m2/s 

D  droplet spreading diameter m 

maxD  maximum spreading diameter m 

solD  distance of the firstly solidified layer m 

BE  electron binding energy J 

KE  photoelectron kinetic energy J 

ineE  total inertial energy J 

volF  volume surface tension force N 

H  total enthalpy J 

H  latent heat J/kg 

dH  dimple height m 

h  sensible enthalpy J 

sh  splat thickness m 

h  energy of the incident X-ray photons J 

g  gravitational acceleration m/s2 

k  thermal conductivity W/m·K 

KE  kinetic energy J 

L  latent heat of the liquid phase J/kg 
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pL  dimple radius m 

l  measuring distance m 

n  the surface normal at the interface -- 

P  

gP  

lP  

pressure 

pressure in a bubble 

pressure in the liquid droplet 

Pa 

Pa 

Pa 

Q  

q  

activation energy for diffusion 

heat flux along the interface 

J/mol 

J 

R  gas constant J/mol·K

dR  droplet radius m 

aR  average surface roughness m 

 qR  

thR  

*r  

root mean square roughness 

interfacial thermal contact resistance 

critical bubble radius 

m 

m2K/W 

m 

s  thickness of the solidified layer m 

mS  source term -- 

SE  surface energy J 

kS  skewness -- 

t  time s 

ft  diffusion time s 

T  temperature K 

mT  

dT  

sT  

melting temperature 

droplet temperature 

substrate temperature 

K 

K 

K 

0V  droplet velocity before impact m/s 

v  velocity m/s 

V  volume m3 

bV  bubble volume m3 

visW  viscous dissipation J 
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solW  energy loss related with solidification J 

( )z x  surface height of peaks and valleys from the mean line m 

, ,x y z  coordinate m 

 

 

 

 

Greek symbols 

Symbol Meaning Unit 

  volume fraction of fluid -- 

  density Kg/m3 

  viscosity Pa·s 

  surface tension N/m 

  liquid fraction -- 

m  maximum flattening ratio -- 

  liquid-solid contact angle ° 

  surface curvature -- 

  viscous dissipation function J/m3·s 

  work function J 

sv  solid surface energy N/m 

lv  liquid surface energy N/m 

sl  solid-liquid interfacial energy N/m 
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Dimensionless numbers 

Symbol Meaning 

Co  Courant number( /vdt dx ) 

Ca  Capillary number 

We  Weber number 2
0 0( / )V D   

Re  Reynolds number ( 0 0 /V D  ) 

Oh  Ohnesorge number ( 1/2Oh We / Re ) 

*s  thickness of solidified layer 0( / )s D  

Ma  Marangoni number ( / / 2 )pC D d dT T k     

K  Splashing parameter ( 0.5 0.25K We Re ) 

NK  New splashing parameter ( 1.25 0.3
NK 0.5 Re Ka  ) 

P  4/5P We/ Re  

Pe  

Pr  

Peclet number ( 0 0Pe /pD V C k ) 

Prandtl number ( Pr /pC k ) 

St  Stokes number 

Ste  Stefan number ( mSte=C ( ) /p T T H  ) 

  solidification parameter ( /s h ) 

  distance ratio of the firstly solidified layer  ( sol /D D ) 

 

 

Subscript symbols 

Symbol Meaning 

l liquid 

g gas 

w wall 
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